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PILOT RESEARCH GRANTS
Interstitial Cystitis Association

Description:
The Interstitial Cystitis Association invites applications for its pilot research grants. These grants seek to provide novel IC research proposals with initial grant funding to gather preliminary data. This data may then enable researchers to obtain further grants to continue the research. Priority areas of interest include:

- epidemiology of interstitial cystitis—special interest in studies on the burden of disease;
- etiology of interstitial cystitis;
- serum or urine markers;
- potential IC treatment modalities;
- neurophysiology;
- pain management;
- pregnancy and IC.

Suitable applicants will be specialists with a particular interest in IC in the areas of urology, urogynecology, or pain management.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 14 Apr 11

Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.ichelp.org/Page.aspx?pid=457

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Epidemiology; Medicine & Health; Pain Management; Chronic Pain; Diagnostic Sciences; Urology; Pharmacy & Pharmacology; Obstetrics & Gynaecology; Primary Care; Clinical Medicine; Public Health, Health Services & Primary Care; Electrophysiology; Pregnancy & Birth; Aetiology

Contact Details
Interstitial Cystitis Association
100 Park Avenue, Suite 108-A
Rockville, MD 20850
Tel: +1 800 435 7422
Fax: +1 301 610 5308
Email: research@ichelp.org

JOHN Z DULING PROGRAMME
TREE Fund

Description:
The TREE Fund invites applications for the John Z Duling grant programme. This aims to provide seed money or partial support for innovative research and technology transfer projects that have the potential of benefiting the everyday work of arborists. Proposals in the following areas are given priority:

- root and soil management;
• propagation, planting and establishment;
• plant health care;
• risk assessment and worker safety;
• urban forestry.

Investigators worldwide are eligible to apply.

Due to the similarity of the Jack Kimmel international grant and the John Z Duling grant, TREE Fund requests that applicants submit to only one of these programmes per unique project and funding cycle. Grant award amounts are limited to a maximum of US$10,000 and can not be used to pay for overhead expenses or student tuition and fees. Projects have to be completed within one to three years. No project may receive more than one award from this programme.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15
Deadline information: Applications are invited between 1 July and 1 October 2015. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 24 Nov 14

Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: $10,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.treefund.org/grants/research-grants/duling
Application form: https://app.wizehive.com/apps/tfduling2015

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines

Forestry Science (Silvology)

Contact Details

TREE Fund
711 E Roosevelt Rd
Wheaton, IL 60187
Tel: +1 630 221 8127
Fax: +1 630 690 0702
Email: treefund@treefund.org

R ESEARCH GRANTS
Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour

Description:
The Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour invites applications for its research grants. These support pilot and small-scale projects in all areas of animal behaviour that are unlikely to attract funding from alternative sources. Grants may be made to allow the applicant to travel to conduct collaborative research, or to bring a collaborator to the applicant's institution. Research projects in all areas of animal behaviour will be considered.

Applicants must have a PhD and should have been ASAB members for a minimum of one year. Preference may be given to applicants early in their career and first-time applicants.

Grants are worth up to £7,500 and may cover equipment, research expenses, salaries, travel and subsistence.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15
Deadline information: Deadlines on: 1 October 2015, 1 February 2016, 1 June 2016, and repeated annually.
Posted date: 04 Sep 14
Award type: Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators,
Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Equipment and materials
Award amount max: £7,500
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://asab.nottingham.ac.uk/grants/research.php
Application form: http://asab.nottingham.ac.uk/researchform.doc

Eligibility profile
---------------------------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

FRANKLIN RESEARCH GRANTS
American Philosophical Society

Description:
The American Philosophical Society invites applications for the Franklin research grants. These are awarded to scholars in order to support the cost of research leading to publication in all areas of knowledge.

The programme is particularly designed to help meet the cost of travel to libraries and archives for research purposes; the purchase of microfilm, photocopies or equivalent research materials; the costs associated with fieldwork; or laboratory research expenses.

Applicants are expected to have a doctoral degree or published work of doctoral character and quality. PhD candidates are not eligible, but the society is especially interested in supporting the work of young scholars who have recently received a doctorate. US citizens and residents may use their awards at home or abroad. Foreign nationals must use their awards for research in the US.

Each award is worth up to US$6,000.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15
Deadline information: Deadlines on: 1 October 2015, 1 December 2015.
Posted date: 10 Jul 15
Award type: Travel for research purposes, Publish, edit, translate, disseminate, Equipment and materials, Grants - undirected
Award amount max: $6,000
Website: http://www.amphilsoc.org/grants/franklin
Application form: https://aps.onlineapplicationportal.com/

Eligibility profile
---------------------------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
---------------------------------------------------------------
Ethology; Comparative & Animal Psychology; Zoology; Veterinary Medicine; Biological Sciences; Psychology

Contact Details
---------------------------------------------------------------
ASAB
c/o Institute of Integrative Biology
University of Liverpool
Chester High Road
Neston CH64 7TE
Email: p.stockley@liv.ac.uk
CUTE MEDICINE RESEARCH PROJECT GRANTS
Laerdal Foundation Norway

Description:
The Laerdal Foundation for Acute Medicine invites applications for its acute medicine research project grants. These support projects within acute medicine. Projects should comprise one or several of the following elements:

- experimental or clinical research;
- diagnosis;
- treatment and transport of patients with acute life threatening disease or trauma;
- development or accomplishment of education.

Preference will be given to projects connected with out-of-hospital acute medicine or with special practical significance.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15
Deadline information: Deadlines on: 1 October 2015, 1 April 2016, and repeated annually.
 Posted date: 11 Dec 14
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.laerdalfoundation.org/soknadsskjem.html
Application form: http://www.laerdalfoundation.org/dok/application_form.doc

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Emergency Medicine; Preventive Medicine; Traumatology, Accidents & Injury; Medical Education

Contact Details
Laerdal Foundation
Postbox 556
Sentrum
4003 Stavanger
Tel: +47 9028 2855
Email: post@laerdalfoundation.org

RESEARCH SUPPORT FUND
Viking Society for Northern Research

Description:
The Viking Society for Northern Research invites applications for its research support fund. The purpose of the fund is to assist in the development of the study of the literature, history, language and archaeology of early and medieval Scandinavia.

Applicants should normally be members of the Viking Society. Non-members may be considered in special circumstances.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15
Deadline information: Deadlines on: 1 October 2015, 1 February 2016, 1 May 2016, and repeated annually.
Posted date: 03 Oct 13
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award budget total: -
Website: [http://www.vsnr.org/support-fund/](http://www.vsnr.org/support-fund/)
 Application form: [http://www.le.ac.uk/ee/viking/researchfundform.htm](http://www.le.ac.uk/ee/viking/researchfundform.htm)

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Scandinavian Literature; Nordic Studies; History; Scandinavian Languages; Medieval History; Archaeology; German Language; Cultural History; Medieval Literature; Dutch Language

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Viking Society for Northern Research Centre for Medieval Studies
The King’s Manor
York YO1 7EP
Email: matthew.townend@york.ac.uk

---

Research Grants
Grayson-Jockey Club Research Foundation

Description:
The Grayson-Jockey Club Research Foundation invites applications for its research grants. The foundation supports research relevant to equine health and performance. Although there are no limits on the dollar amount that may be awarded, applicants are advised that the foundation awards approximately US$900,000 annually. Average funding during the past five years has been US$71,000 per grant.

The investigator should have some professorial rank and salary from the institution involved, or hold some grade of research professorship with salary from the institution.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. Applications due by 12 midnight. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 19 May 11
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: $900,000
Application form: [http://www.grayson-jockeyclub.org/resources/Grant_Application_Form.doc](http://www.grayson-jockeyclub.org/resources/Grant_Application_Form.doc)

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Mammalogy; Veterinary Medicine

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Grayson-Jockey Club Research Foundation
821 Corporate Drive
Lexington, KY 40503
Tel: +1 859 224 2850
Fax: +1 859 224 2853
Email: contactus@grayson-jockeyclub.org
TREATMENT TRIALS FOR SCHIZOPHRENIA AND BIPOLAR DISORDER  
Stanley Medical Research Institute

Description:
The Stanley Medical Research Institute invites proposals for treatment trials for schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. Regular treatment trials, funded at up to US$300,000 per year for up to three years, support the testing of medications to assess their efficacy for treating schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. SMRI is especially interested in supporting the testing of medications that are unlikely to be tested by pharmaceutical companies because they are not commercially profitable.

Applications will be accepted from researchers in any country except where prohibited by United States law. The skills and academic experience of the applicant will be considered, but no particular academic degree is required. At any one time, SMRI is supporting 40 to 50 treatment trials, with five to 10 additional trials this year.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15 (Forecast)  
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. Applications due by 11.59pm EST, 1 October annually. This call is repeated once a year.  
Posted date: 04 Apr 13  
Award type: Clinical trials, Directed grants for individual investigators  
Award amount min: -  
Award amount max: $900,000  
Website:  
Application form:  
http://www.stanleyresearch.org/treatmenttrial/LogIn.aspx

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines

Psychology; Drug Design; Neuropharmacology; Pharmacy & Pharmacology; General Practice; Public Health, Health Services & Primary Care; Bipolar Disorder; Mental Health; Allied Health Professions; Mental Illness; Primary Care; Schizophrenia & Other Psychotic Disorders; Folk, Complementary & Alternative Medicine

Contact Details

SMRI  
8401 Connecticut Avenue, Suite 200  
Chevy Chase, MD 20815  
Tel: +1 240 482 3018  
Fax: +1 301 571 0768  
Email: bowcutj@stanleyresearch.org

JOHN J CARTY AWARD FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE  
National Academies

Description:
The National Academy of Sciences invites nominations for the John J Carty award for the advancement of science. This recognises accomplishments in any field of science within the charter of the academy, in particular in the field of agricultural sciences.
There are no age or nationality restrictions, nor condition of NAS membership. The award includes a medal and US$25,000.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15
Deadline information: Submissions are due by 11.59pm EDT. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 14 Jul 15
Award type: Prizes, Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: $25,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: [http://www.nasonline.org/programs/awards/john-j-carty-award.html](http://www.nasonline.org/programs/awards/john-j-carty-award.html)

---

**Association for Library and Information Science Education**

**Description:**
The Association for Library and Information Science Education invites proposals for its research grant programme competition. One or more grants totalling $5,000 may be made to support research broadly related to education for library and information science.

The research grant award cannot be used to support a doctoral dissertation. At least one applicant in a group submitting a proposal must be a personal member of the association as of the deadline date. Staff training, general operating or overhead expenses, and other indirect costs are not funded.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 16 Sep 13
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award amount max: $5,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: $5,000
Website: [http://www.alise.org/mc/page.do?sitePageId=55548](http://www.alise.org/mc/page.do?sitePageId=55548)

**Eligibility profile**
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
Agriculture, Veterinary & Food Science

**Contact Details**
NAS
Awards Programme
500 Fifth Street, NW – NAS 287
Washington, DC 20001
Tel: +1 202 334 3615
Email: awards@nas.edu
RESEARCH VISIT GRANTS
Society for General Microbiology

Description:
The Society for General Microbiology invites applications for its research visit grants. These enable researchers from the UK or Republic of Ireland to visit another laboratory worldwide, or international researchers to visit a laboratory in the UK or ROI, to carry out a defined piece of microbiology research, whether within an established or new collaboration initiative.

Applications are open to members of the society who fall into one of the following categories:

- registered for a PhD or are PhD qualified and employed in a postdoctoral research position in a university, hospital or research institute worldwide;
- a university lecturer within three years of appointment to their first post in the UK or Republic of Ireland.

Grants are worth up to £3,000 each for visits lasting four weeks to three months. Funds may be used to contribute to travel, accommodation and subsistence costs in making the visit, or towards the costs of project consumables.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15
Deadline information: Deadlines on: 1 October 2015, 1 April 2016, and repeated annually.
Posted date: 09 Apr 15
Award type: Personal development, Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Innovation grants, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: £3,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: [http://www.sgm.ac.uk/en/grants-prizes/travel-research-funds.cfm/research-visit-grants](http://www.sgm.ac.uk/en/grants-prizes/travel-research-funds.cfm/research-visit-grants)

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
Microbiology

Contact Details
Tel: +44 20 7685 2698
Email: grants@sgm.ac.uk

SCIENTIFIC OCEAN DRILLING RESEARCH
Integrated Ocean Drilling Program

Description:
The Integrated Ocean Drilling Program announces the availability of funds for scientific ocean drilling research. Individual scientists or groups of scientists with a new idea for scientific ocean drilling may submit preliminary proposals. Preliminary proposals should:

- state the scientific objectives and explain how those objectives relate to, or advance beyond, the IODP initial science plan;
- justify the need for drilling to accomplish the scientific objectives;
- present a well-defined strategy for addressing the scientific objectives.
through drilling, logging, or other down-hole measurements;
• describe the proposed drill sites, penetration depths, expected lithologies, and available site-survey data;
• describe briefly any relationships to other international geoscience programs.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. Deadline: 23:59pm GMT April 1 and October 1 annually
Posted date: 27 Nov 09
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award budget total: -

TWAS VISITING EXPERT PROGRAMME
TWAS

Description:
The World Academy of Sciences invites applications for its visiting expert programme. Funding supports visits by internationally renowned scientists to institutions located in developing countries, particularly in least developed countries. The programme provides institutions and research groups in developing countries, especially those with limited outside contacts, with the opportunity to establish long-term links with world leaders in science.

Host institutions can invite internationally renowned experts in areas of science other than mathematics and physics for a minimum stay of two weeks to collaborate in research and training. Nominations of women are particularly welcomed. Visiting experts should have a PhD degree. Only applicants who have attained international recognition in the field of science will be considered.

An honorarium of US$200 and economy class travel are provided. The host institution is expected to cover local expenses.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 03 Nov 14
Award type: Hosting visits, Travel for research purposes, Networking/collaboration
Award budget total: -

Application form:

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Lower-Middle-Income countries, Low Income countries, Upper-Middle-Income countries

Disciplines

Country: Any

Eligibility profile

Disciplines

Country: Any

Eligibility profile

Disciplines
MALL EXPLORATORY GRANT
Scoliosis Research Society

Description:
The Scoliosis Research Society invites applications for a small exploratory grant. This grant is designed specifically for new investigators who have a preliminary concept they would like to develop into a research project. Applicants do not need to be members of the society to apply. The society has identified the following areas as important research topics:

- evidence based medicine;
- idiopathic scoliosis;
- aetiology;
- non-op and operative treatment;
- 3D deformity of the spine and thorax;
- adult deformity;
- treatment and outcomes;
- osteoporosis, in particular osteoporotic spine fractures, its impact on scoliosis kyphosis management, and how it relates to spinal deformity and instrumentation;
- early onset scoliosis treatment;
- sagittal imbalance;
- congenital scoliosis;
- neuromuscular spinal deformity;
- deformity and reconstruction arising from spine and sacral tumour treatment;
- thoracic insufficiency associated with spinal deformity in children;
- pulmonary outcome sequelae following common natural history of spine deformity and treatment history.

The maximum grant award for this category is US$10,000. The maximum duration of research is one year.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15
Deadline information: Deadlines on: 1 October 2015, 1 April 2016, and repeated annually.
Posted date: 09 Nov 12
Award type: Young investigator awards, Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: $10,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: [http://www.srs.org/research/](http://www.srs.org/research/)

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines

Chiropractic; General Surgery; Public Health, Health Services & Primary Care; Diagnostic Sciences; General Practice; Clinical Medicine; Physiology; Osteoporosis & Other Bone Diseases; Primary Care; Orthopaedic Surgery; Musculoskeletal System; Muscle Diseases; Counselling & Therapy; Allied Health Professions; Aetiology

Contact Details

Scoliosis Research Society
EW INVESTIGATOR GRANT
Scoliosis Research Society

Description:
The Scoliosis Research Society invites applications for a new investigator grant. This grant is specifically targeted to new investigators. It will not be awarded to those who have received prior funding from national granting organisations. Applicants do not need to be members of the society to apply. The society has identified the following areas as important research topics:

- evidence based medicine;
- idiopathic scoliosis;
- aetiology;
- non-op and operative treatment;
- 3D deformity of the spine and thorax;
- adult deformity;
- treatment and outcomes;
- osteoporosis, in particular osteoporotic spine fractures, its impact on scoliosis kyphosis management, and how it relates to spinal deformity and instrumentation;
- early onset scoliosis treatment;
- sagittal imbalance;
- congenital scoliosis;
- neuromuscular spinal deformity;
- deformity and reconstruction arising from spine and sacral tumour treatment;
- thoracic insufficiency associated with spinal deformity in children;
- pulmonary outcome sequellae following common natural history of spine deformity and treatment history.

The maximum award is US$25,000, and the duration of research may extend up to two years.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15
Deadline information: Deadlines on: 1 October 2015, 1 April 2016, and repeated annually.
Posted date: 09 Nov 12
Award type: Young investigator awards, Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: $25,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.srs.org/research/
Application form: https://srs.execinc.com/edibo/Grants

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Osteoporosis & Other Bone Diseases; Musculoskeletal System; Aetiology; General Practice; Counselling & Therapy; Public Health, Health Services & Primary Care; Chiropractic; Orthopaedic Surgery; Clinical Medicine; Diagnostic Sciences; Physiology; Allied Health Professions; General Surgery; Primary Care; Muscle Diseases

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Scoliosis Research Society
555 East Wells Street, suite 1100
Milwaukee, WI 53202-3823
Tel: +1 414 289 9107
Fax: +1 414 276 3349
Email: info@srs.org
**STANDARD INVESTIGATOR GRANT**

*Scoliosis Research Society*

**Description:**
The Scoliosis Research Society invites applications for a standard investigator grant. These grant applications may be in any area of spinal deformity research, although an additional funding source for grants focusing on the aetiology of scoliosis is available in conjunction with the Cotrel Foundation. Applicants do not need to be members of the society to apply. These applications require evidence that the investigator has the appropriate experience and resources.

The society has identified the following areas as important research topics:

- evidence based medicine;
- idiopathic scoliosis;
- aetiology;
- non-op and operative treatment;
- 3D deformity of the spine and thorax;
- adult deformity;
- treatment and outcomes;
- osteoporosis, in particular osteoporotic spine fractures, its impact on scoliosis kyphosis management, and how it relates to spinal deformity and instrumentation;
- early onset scoliosis treatment;
- sagittal imbalance;
- congenital scoliosis;
- neuromuscular spinal deformity;
- deformity and reconstruction arising from spine and sacral tumour treatment;
- thoracic insufficiency associated with spinal deformity in children;
- pulmonary outcome sequelae following common natural history of spine deformity and treatment history.

This grant is awarded a maximum of US$25,000 per year for up to two years, the maximum total award being US$50,000.

**Closing date:** 01 Oct 15

**Deadline information:** Deadlines on: 1 October 2015, 1 April 2016, and repeated annually.

**Posted date:** 09 Nov 12

**Award type:** Directed grants for individual investigators

**Award amount max:** $50,000

**Award amount min:** -

**Award budget total:** -

**Website:** [http://www.srs.org/research/](http://www.srs.org/research/)

**Application form:** [https://srs.execinc.com/edibo/Grants](https://srs.execinc.com/edibo/Grants)

**Eligibility profile**

-------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

**Disciplines**

----------------------------------------------
Physiology; Aetiology; Public Health, Health Services & Primary Care; Clinical Medicine; Primary Care; Chiropractic; Muscle Diseases; General Surgery; Allied Health Professions; General Practice; Orthopaedic Surgery; Osteoporosis & Other Bone Diseases; Musculoskeletal System; Counselling & Therapy; Diagnostic Sciences

**Contact Details**

-------------------------------
Scoliosis Research Society
555 East Wells Street, suite 1100
Milwaukee, WI 53202-3823
Tel: +1 414 289 9107
Fax: +1 414 276 3349
Email: info@srs.org
**REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME**
*International Association for Dental Research*

**Description:**
The International Association for Dental Research invites letters of intent for its regional development programme. Funding aims to encourage the development of a sustainable infrastructure in as many developing regions as possible, and encourage research and development in oral health worldwide. Priority is given to proposals that:

- develop research capacity of local researchers;
- develop sustainability of local researchers;
- have an impact on regional oral health;
- involve current IADR members at the local level;
- have potential for recruitment and promotion of new members at the local level;
- have a strategy to report results at any IADR meeting;
- have measurable or operative research outcomes;
- have matching funds committed by coalition partners.

The highest priority is placed on projects that are sustainable beyond the funds requested, and which target support for mentoring of developing scientists. Joint proposals by divisions or regions is encouraged where appropriate.

The total budget is worth US$60,000. Matched funding is welcomed.

**Closing date:** 01 Oct 15
**Deadline information:** Letters of intent due by 1 October 2015, invited full proposals due by 1 February 2016. This call is repeated once a year.
**Posted date:** 10 Aug 15

**Award type:** Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Networking/collaboration

**Award amount max:** -
**Award amount min:** -
**Award budget total:** $60,000
**Website:** http://www.dentalresearch.org/i4a/pages/index.cfm?pageid=3428

**Eligibility profile**
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

**Disciplines**
----------------------------------------------
Dentistry; Health Systems in Developing Countries

**Contact Details**
----------------------------------------------
Email: sherren@iadr.org

**RESEARCH GRANTS**
*Cactus and Succulent Society of America*

**Description:**
The Cactus and Succulent Society of America invites applications for its research grants. The grants support research on succulent plants. General research topics include:
• discover new species or forms;
• ecological associations;
• increase knowledge of taxonomy, nomenclature, and biogeography;
• relating to all aspects of cultivation, artificial propagation and mass production;
• relating to conservation of threatened or endangered species;
• basic biology, such as morphology and physiology, especially as these relate to the needs and interests of hobbyists.

The grants are open to to all applicants without regard to gender, age, nationality, or affiliation.

Typical awards range up to $1,200-$1,500.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. Deadlines on: 1 April 2013, 1 November 2013, and repeated annually.
Posted date: 29 Apr 09
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: $1,500

Description:
The Swedish-Norwegian Foundation for Equine Research invites applications for its research grants. These aim to support both traditional veterinary and agro-research, as well as equine research from social sciences perspectives.

Nordic and international cooperations, as well as interdisciplinary projects are encouraged. Applications must be written in Swedish or Norwegian.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. Applications due by 3pm. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 01 Sep 14
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Web Page: http://hastforskning.se/soka-anslag/#.UWvoM4LgL9A

Application form: https://login.lantbruksforskning.se/sbs/SHF

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Any
Country of applicant institution: Norway, Sweden

Disciplines

Animal Breeding; Allied Health Professions; Veterinary Medicine; Animal Physiology; Agriculture; Animal Parasites & Pathogens; Ethology; Animal Feeds & Nutrition; Veterinary Pharmacology; Animal Care; Mammalogy

Contact Details

Stiftelsen Svensk Hästforskning
Hästsportens Hus
Solvalla
161 89 Stockholm
Tel: +46 8 627 2011
Email: peter.kallings@nshorse.se

INNOVATIONAL RESEARCH INCENTIVES SCHEME VIDI AWARDS

Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research – Nederlandse Organisatie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek

Description:
The Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) invites applications for the Vidi grants under its innovational research incentives scheme. These allow researchers who have already spent several years doing postdoctoral research to develop their own innovative lines of research, and to appoint one or more researchers.

Vidi is targeted at the excellent researcher who following his/her PhD has carried out several years of research and in doing this has demonstrated the ability to generate and effect innovative ideas independently. Researchers who have obtained their PhD within the last 8 years can apply for a Vidi grant.

Women are particularly encouraged to apply, and additional premiums may be awarded to female applicants under the Aspasia scheme. Vidi grants are worth up to €800,000 each.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15

Deadline information: Applications due by 2pm. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 09 Jul 15
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Equipment and materials, Innovation grants
Award amount max: €800,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines

Any

Contact Details

Tel: +31 70 344 0940
Email: vi@nwo.nl
EUROPEAN INSTRUMENT FOR DEMOCRACY AND HUMAN RIGHTS RESTRICTED GLOBAL CALL FOR PROPOSALS
Directorate-General for International Cooperation and Development (EuropeAid)

Description:
The Directorate-General for Development and Cooperation (EuropeAid) invites proposals under its European instrument for democracy and human rights global call. The global aim is to contribute, through supporting civil society organisations, to the promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms and to contribute to the strengthening of the international framework for the promotion and protection of human rights, justice and the Rule of Law.

The following lots are available:
- lot 1 – to support human rights defenders organisations working at grassroots level, for which actions must take place in a minimum of two countries;
- lot 2 – to contribute to the monitoring and the effective implementation of the specific international core conventions ratified by EU Generalised Scheme of Preferences+ beneficiary countries in the GSP+ context, for which actions must take place in all of the 2016 GSP+ beneficiary countries;
- lot 3 – to support the fight against the death penalty;
- lot 4 – to support migrants, including asylum seekers in third countries, internally displaced persons and stateless persons;
- lot 5 – to support children associated with armed forces, groups and gangs and impacted by armed violence.

Each applicant may be a natural person or an entity without legal personality, or be a legal, non-profit making civil society organisation, including non-governmental organisations and independent political foundations, community-based organisations, private sector agencies, institutions and organisations, public sector agencies, institutions and organisations, national, regional and international parliamentary bodies or international and regional intergovernmental organisations, and non-profit universities. Except for lot 2, when the applicant is not a local organisation, it must act with at least one local co-applicant per country where the action will take place.

The budget for this call is €26.9 million. Grants are worth between €250,000 and €1.5m, depending on the lot, over a period of 24 to 36 months. Indirect costs will be funded at a rate of up to seven per cent of the total eligible direct costs.

Ref: EuropeAid/150264/DH/ACT/Multi.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15
Deadline information: Proposals due by 4pm Brussels time.
Posted date: 05 Aug 15
Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Development (Africa/Caribbean), Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: €1,500,000
Award amount min: €250,000
Award budget total: €26,866,200

Application form: [https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/cas/login?loginRequestId=ECAS_LR-18749659-wJOdX4yKOP8zz6d3a8lyReggQN6luU0hvzkhirves1PGUTST1PGTCXRke6ZFP7i4FMph4ctUuzurXqgQc5MbTh-PHsiUMVSYCDzyab7W5Y9xtEzqInR9UkTaLOP0pZRMNeS1KRIud7xUzVPLzc8tgeu](https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/cas/login?loginRequestId=ECAS_LR-18749659-wJOdX4yKOP8zz6d3a8lyReggQN6luU0hvzkhirves1PGUTST1PGTCXRke6ZFP7i4FMph4ctUuzurXqgQc5MbTh-PHsiUMVSYCDzyab7W5Y9xtEzqInR9UkTaLOP0pZRMNeS1KRIud7xUzVPLzc8tgeu)

Eligibility profile
---------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any
SMALL GRANTS PROGRAMME
United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues

Description:
The United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues invites applications to its small grants programme. Priority will be given to projects focusing on the programme of action of the second decade under the broad mandated areas of the forum, namely: culture, education, health, human rights, the environment, and social and economic development. All projects should be of direct benefit to indigenous peoples. Local, national and regional indigenous people’s organisations, women’s indigenous organisations and indigenous youth organisations are eligible to apply. Applications may be submitted in English, French, Spanish or Russian. Grants are worth up to US$10,000 over a one-year period.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 20 Aug 12
Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Development (Africa/Caribbean)
Award amount max: $10,000

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Law; Health Systems; Population Studies; Environmental Science; Cultural Studies; Politics & International Studies; Economics & Econometrics; Civil & Human Rights; Disadvantaged & Minority Groups; Health of Minority Groups; Economic Development; Education; Public Health, Health Services & Primary Care; Development Studies; Indigenous Peoples of the Americas; International Relations & Diplomacy; Social Work & Social Policy

Contact Details
Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues
Division for Social Policy and Development
Department of Economic and Social Affairs
Room DC2-1454
2 UN Plaza
New York
NY 10017
Email: indigenousfund@un.org
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FUND
Society for General Microbiology

Description:
The Society for General Microbiology invites applications for its international development fund. This enables members to travel to countries where microbiology is inadequately developed but where its further development may assist education or the economy of these countries.

Applications are open to full or full concessionary members who have made at least two consecutive membership subscription payments. International associate members who have been members for two subscriptions years and who are resident in a low- or lower-middle-income country may also apply.

Funding may be used for the following purposes:
- travel, accommodation, consumables and equipment costs for short lecture or laboratory training visits in low- or lower-middle income countries;
- to support national microbiological facilities with culture collections or similar needs when they run into temporary difficulties;
- any other small project to assist in technology transfer from developed countries to developing countries.

Awards are worth up to £5,000 each.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15
Deadline information: Deadlines on: 1 October 2015, 1 April 2016, and repeated annually.
Posted date: 09 Apr 15
Award type: Institutional development, Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Equipment and materials, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: £5,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: [http://www.sgm.ac.uk/en/grants-prizes/all-grants.cfm/international-development-fund](http://www.sgm.ac.uk/en/grants-prizes/all-grants.cfm/international-development-fund)

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Microbiology

Contact Details
Tel: +44 20 7685 2698
Email: grants@sgm.ac.uk

RESEARCH AND PREVENTION PROJECT GRANTS
International Society of Nephrology

Description:
The International Society of Nephrology invites applications for its research and prevention grants under the their clinical research programme. The program aims to implement research projects to detect and manage non-communicable chronic diseases such as chronic kidney disease, hypertension, diabetes and cardiovascular disease.

The following activities may receive support:
- screening and intervention studies – identifying the individuals at high risk
for chronic kidney disease by screening programmes;

• clinical research studies addressing specific local needs – performing small clinical research projects aimed at addressing specific needs at regional or country level related to acute and chronic kidney disease.

Applicants must be a member of ISN and the project must be conducted in low to middle income countries. The grants are worth up to USD20,000.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15
Deadline information: Prospective applicants must contact their ISN regional coordinator a minimum of 1 month before the submission deadline. Deadlines on: 1 October 2015, 1 April 2016, and repeated annually.
Posted date: 06 Nov 14
Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award amount max: $20,000
Award amount min: $10,000

Website: 
http://www.theisn.org/programs/clinical-research-program

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Lower-Middle-Income countries, Low Income countries, Upper-Middle-Income countries

Disciplines
Hypertension; Nephrology & Kidneys; Public Health, Health Services & Primary Care; Diabetes; Cardiovascular Diseases; Clinical Medicine; Primary Care; Diagnostic Sciences; Myocardial Infarction (Heart Attack)

Contact Details
Global Operations Center
Rue des Fabriques 1
1000 Brussels
Tel: +32 2 808 04 20
Fax: +32 2 808 4454

NGA-BRITT LINDSTRÖM GRANT AWARD
Förbundet Sveriges Arbetsterapeuter – Swedish Association of Occupational Therapists

Description:
The Swedish Association of Occupational Therapists invites applications for the Inga-Britt Lindström grant award. This supports the development of occupational therapy in the applicant’s native country.

The grant is anticipated to be used to supplement in part the costs associated with activities such as:

• participation in occupational therapy workshops, seminars, conferences or congresses in Sweden;

• study visits or auscultation in Sweden aimed at gathering extensive knowledge of occupational therapy practice;

• studies in Sweden at the doctorate or masters level related to research and education in occupational therapy;

• presenting an abstract at COTEC or WFOT congresses.

The grant is worth SEK10,000 per year.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 03 Nov 14
Award type: Travel to conferences, meetings etc., Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award amount max: kr10,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.fsa.akademikerhuset.se/Om-forbundet/Other-languages/English/Inga-Britt-Lindstrom-grant-award/

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

A   

LF NACHEMSON EVIDENCE BASED MEDICINE GRANT
Scoliosis Research Society

Description:
The Scoliosis Research Society invites applications for its Alf Nachemson evidence based medicine grant. These awards are given to studies that aim to provide the best available evidence by which to improve our knowledge and practice in the care of patients with spinal deformities. Applicants do not need to be members of the society to apply. These applications require evidence that the investigator has the appropriate experience and resources.

The society has identified the following areas as important research topics:

- evidence based medicine;
- idiopathic scoliosis;
- aetiology;
- non-op and operative treatment;
- 3D deformity of the spine and thorax;
- adult deformity;
- treatment and outcomes;
- osteoporosis, in particular osteoporotic spine fractures, its impact on scoliosis kyphosis management, and how it relates to spinal deformity and instrumentation;
- early onset scoliosis treatment;
- sagittal imbalance;
- congenital scoliosis;
- neuromuscular spinal deformity;
- deformity and reconstruction arising from spine and sacral tumour treatment;
- thoracic insufficiency associated with spinal deformity in children;
- pulmonary outcome sequelae following common natural history of spine deformity and treatment history.

This grant is awarded a maximum of US$25,000 per year for up to two years, the maximum total award being US$50,000.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15
Deadline information:
Posted date: 09 Nov 12
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award amount max: $50,000
Award amount min: -
GENERAL PROJECT FUNDING

**Education Endowment Foundation**

**Description:**
The Education Endowment Foundation invites proposals for round nine of its general project funding. This is for evaluating interventions or approaches that improve the learning and development of children aged three and four, as well as pupils in mainstream schools aged from five to 16.

Proposals should address learning and development outcomes in the early years that contribute to narrowing the gap in attainment between disadvantaged pupils and their peers. Priority may be given to proposals that focus on the following: early language development and early numeracy; parental engagement and the home learning environment; professional development, qualifications and leadership. Preference may also be given to proposals that demonstrate strong existing evidence that they are likely to improve educational outcomes for disadvantaged children, and that they are ready to be tested across a large number of settings.

Proposals must be led by a non-profit organisation, such as a school, charity, local authority or university. For-profit organisation may participate as partners as can overseas applicants.

Grants are usually worth a minimum of £50,000 each.

**Closing date:** 01 Oct 15
**Deadline information:** Applications due by 5pm.
**Posted date:** 12 Jun 15
**Award type:** Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Networking/collaboration
**Award amount max:** -
**Award amount min:** £50,000
**Award budget total:** -

**Website:**
[http://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/apply-for-funding/](http://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/apply-for-funding/)

**Application form:**
Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: United Kingdom
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines

Educational Evaluation & Assessment; Disadvantaged & Minority Groups; Equal Educational Opportunity; Special Needs Education

ESEARCH GRANTS
World Federation of Societies of Anaesthesiologists

Description:
The World Federation of Societies of Anaesthesiologists invites applications for its research grants. These enable young researchers from less affluent countries to travel to a foreign country to study and learn in a research programme. The recipient will have to develop a research project in a department or a laboratory of anaesthesiology for a period of six months to one year, with a final goal of publishing an original paper in an indexed journal. This could form part of an advanced diploma or a PhD thesis.

Both trainees and departments or laboratories who are willing to host a young researcher, may apply.

Three grants of US$8,000 each are available to cover travel costs. Hosting departments and laboratories are asked to provide food and accommodation.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 18 Aug 14

Award type: Young investigator awards, Thesis/Dissertation funding, Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Publish, edit, translate, disseminate
Award amount max: $8,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.wfsahq.org/latest-news/latestnews/290-wfsa-research-grants-2014

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Lower-Middle-Income countries, Low Income countries, Upper-Middle-Income countries

Disciplines

Clinical Medicine; Anaesthesiology; Medicine & Health; Allied Health Professions; Pharmacy & Pharmacology; Clinical Pharmacy & Pharmacology

Contact Details

Département d’Anesthésie Réanimation
Hôpital Claude Huriez
Centre Hospitalier Universitaire de Lille
59037 Lille
Email: philippe.scherpereel@chru-lille.fr
RESEARCH GROUP PROJECT PROPOSALS
Bielefeld University

Description:
Bielefeld University’s Center for Interdisciplinary Research (ZiF) invites proposals for its call for research groups. Funding supports the establishment of interdisciplinary research groups in the natural sciences, humanities or social sciences. Fellows reside at the ZiF and work together on a broader research theme.

Scholars from any country are eligible to apply.

Projects with a five-month duration may request up to €250,000; projects with a 10-month duration may request up to €500,000. ZiF also provides support for a research assistant, accommodation and conference facilities.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 17 Feb 15
Award type: Hosting conferences, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Networking/collaboration

Award amount max: €500,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.uni-bielefeld.de/ZiF/foerderung/fg.html

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Earth Systems & Environmental Sciences; Food Science; Humanities; Physics; Chemistry; Biological Sciences; Materials Sciences; Social Sciences

Contact Details
Bielefeld University
ZiF
Methoden 1
33615 Bielefeld
Tel: +49 521 106 2795
Email: zif-applications@uni-bielefeld.de

PROGRAMME GRANTS
Fragile X Research Foundation of Canada

Description:
The Fragile X Research Foundation of Canada invites applications for its programme grants. These support advanced translational, preclinical and clinical research in fragile X syndrome.

The aim is to promote research that seeks to find a specific treatment for the syndrome. Preference is given to projects that have a clear practical application and the results of which can be shared with other qualified researchers in a timely fashion.

Applying institutions must be exempt from federal income taxes. Preference given to institutions within Canada.

Grants are worth up to CA$65,000 over a one-year period, but they may be renewed for a
second year based on satisfactory process. Funds may be used to cover the payment of the principal investigator, research assistants, postdoctoral fellows, graduate students, technicians and supplies.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 22 Jun 15
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Equipment and materials, Innovation grants
Award amount max: $65,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -

Website: http://www.fragilexcanada.ca/index.php?id=123,0,0,1,0,0

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
Intellectual Disabilities; Genetic Diseases; Autism Spectrum Disorders; Learning Difficulties
Contact Details
Tel: +1 905 453 9366
Fax: +1 905 453 0095
Email: medical@fragilexcanada.ca

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS IN THE FIELD OF YOUTH
Education, Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency

Description:
The Education, Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency’s Erasmus Plus programme invites applications for its strategic partnerships in the field of youth. These support the development, transfer and implementation of innovative practices at organisational, local, regional, national or European levels. Priority will be given to partnerships that:

- promote high-quality youth work;
- promote empowerment with a special focus on access to rights, autonomy, participation and the active citizenship of young people;
- promote entrepreneurship education and social entrepreneurship education among young people.

Partnerships are open to any organisation active in any field of education, training and youth or other socio-economic sectors as well as to organisations carrying out activities that are transversal to different fields, such as local and regional authorities, recognition and validation centres, chambers of commerce, trade organisations, guidance centres and cultural organisations. Partnerships mainly target the cooperation between organisations established in programme countries. However, organisations from partner countries can be involved in a strategic partnership as partners, if their participation brings an essential added value to the project. A strategic partnership must be composed of at least three organisations from at least three programme organisations. Special types of strategic partnerships must be composed of organisations from minimum two programme countries.

Funding will cover up to 80 per cent of eligible costs.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15
Deadline information: Applications due by 12 noon Brussels time. Deadlines on: 30 April 2015, 1 October 2015.
Posted date: 02 Oct 14
Award type: Hosting conferences, Travel for research purposes, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Innovation grants, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: https://eacea.ec.europa.eu/erasmus-plus_en

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Public Health, Health Services & Primary Care; Teacher Quality & Evaluation; Classroom Technology; Public Policy; Population Trends; Curriculum & Pedagogy Theory; Social Work & Social Policy; Political Systems & Methodology; Politics & International Studies; Computer Science & Informatics; European Union, Policy & Politics; Parent-School Relations; Democracy & Participation; Social Policy; Self-Employment & Entrepreneurship; Political Behaviour; Social Programmes; Public Health; Primary Care; Economics & Econometrics; Labour Economics; Business & Management Studies; Adolescent Paediatrics; Bilingual & Intercultural Education; Employment & Unemployment Studies; Online, Distance & Open Learning incl. MOOCs; Teacher Education & Professional Development; Schools Policy & Politics; Education

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
EACEA
Email: eacea-ajm@ec.europa.eu

GRANTS TO NEW MEDIA AND AUDIO ARTISTS – RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION
Canada Council for the Arts – Conseil des Arts du Canada

Description:
The Canada Council for the Arts invites applications for its research and production grants for new media and audio artists. These assist Canadian artists with the costs of research, creative development and production of artworks created with new media or audio technologies. Eligible projects may be in the form of works integrating technology or robotics, audio artworks, installations, performances, immersive environments, web art, VJing, sound sculptures or soundscapes, radiophonic or electronic art and interactive works.

Established, mid-career and emerging artists are welcome to apply. Applicants must be Canadian citizens or persons with permanent resident status, but do not have to be living in Canada when applying.

Grants are available in the following two streams:

- research grants for mid-career or established applicants, worth between CA$3,000 and CA$20,000 each;
- production grants, worth up to CA$20,000 each for emerging applicants, up to CA$60,000 each for mid-career and established applicants in new media, and up to CA$35,000 each for mid-career and established applicants in audio.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15
Deadline information: Applications due on 1 March and 1 October, annually. If a deadline falls on a weekend or statutory holiday, applications are due the next business day.

Posted date: 03 Mar 15

Award type: Travel to conferences, meetings etc., Travel for research purposes, Technology innovation/development, Directed grants for individual investigators, Equipment and materials, Innovation grants

Award amount max: $60,000
Award amount min: $3,000
Award budget total: -

Website:

Application form:
https://go.canadacouncil.ca/index.aspx?l=e

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines

Sound Processing & Recording; Visual Arts; Digital & Interaction Design; Installation Art; Design Innovation; Digital & Computer Art

Contact Details

Tel: +1 613 566 4414 ext 5254
Email: laurajeanne.lefave@canadacouncil.ca

NEW MEDIA RESIDENCIES

Canada Council for the Arts – Conseil des Arts du Canada

Description:
The Canada Council for the Arts invites applications under its new media residencies programme. This enables organisations to host an artist or a group of up to three artists working on projects related to new media. The programme has two components: research residencies and production residencies.

Host organisations may include research facilities, technology centres, media laboratories, postsecondary educational institutions, private companies or science museums. They may be located in Canada or elsewhere. Guest artists must be Canadian citizens or have permanent resident status at the time of the application deadline, but do not have to be living in Canada when the host organisation submits the application.

Grants are worth up to CA$30,000 each for research residencies and up to CA$60,000 each for production residencies. There is no minimum duration for the proposed residency but residencies of three months or more are encouraged.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15

Deadline information: Applications due on 1 March and 1 October annually. If a deadline falls on a weekend or statutory holiday, applications are due the next business day.

Posted date: 03 Mar 15

Award type: Hosting visits, Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Innovation grants, Networking/collaboration

Award amount max: $60,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -

Website:

Application form:
http://canadacouncil.ca/~/media/files/grants%20prizes%20-%20en/media%20arts/new%20media%20residencies/mag15be0710.pdf?force=1
Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines

Media Studies; Installation Art; Digital & Computer Art; Interactive Media; Interdisciplinary Art; Photography & other Lens-based Art

Contact Details

Tel: +1 613 566 4414 ext 5254
Email: laurajeanne.lefave@canadacouncil.ca

FOCUS PERIODS
Pacific Institute for the Mathematical Sciences

Description:
The Pacific Institute for the Mathematical Sciences invites applications for its support for focus periods. Funding supports special opportunity events that address current mathematical trends and collaborative prospects. They usually take place in the summer and vary in length depending on the discipline.

Coordination and collaboration with other institutes is encouraged.

Activities with budgets of under CA$2,000 may be proposed directly by email to the deputy director and are not subject to an application deadline.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15
Deadline information: Proposals requesting funding under CA$2,000 may be submitted at any time. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 28 Apr 15

Award type: Hosting conferences, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Networking/collaboration
Award budget total: -
Website:
http://www.pims.math.ca/scientific/call-proposals
Application form:
http://www.pims.math.ca/scientific/call-proposals/submit-proposal

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Canada
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines

Mathematical Sciences

Contact Details

Email: deputy-director@pims.math.ca
COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH GROUPS
Pacific Institute for the Mathematical Sciences

Description:
The Pacific Institute for the Mathematical Sciences invites letters of intent for its support for collaborative research groups. Funding enables mathematics researchers with a common interest to collaborate in synergistic ways in a particular research area. Groups should aim to exploit complementary strengths and promote and support longer term, multi-event, multi-site coordinated activities that involve two to three postdoctoral fellows partially supported by PIMS.

Groups are typically supported for three to four years.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15
Deadline information: Proposals requesting funding under CA$2,000 may be submitted at any time.
Posted date: 28 Apr 15
Award type: Postdoctoral training fellowships, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Networking/collaboration

Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.pims.math.ca/scientific/call-proposals

Application form: http://www.pims.math.ca/scientific/call-proposals/submit-proposal

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Canada
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Mathematical Sciences

Contact Details
Email: deputy-director@pims.math.ca

---

2020 ERC-2015-POC ERC PROOF OF CONCEPT GRANT
Horizon 2020: Excellent Science

Description:
The European Commission Horizon 2020: ERC invites proposals for its ERC-2015-PoC call for proof of concept grants. These aim to maximise the value of ERC-funded research by funding further work to verify the innovation potential of ideas arising from the projects.

Applications may be made in any field of research; however, ERC puts particular emphasis on the frontiers of science, scholarship and engineering, and encourages interdisciplinary proposals. Approximately 44 per cent of funding is awarded to physical sciences and engineering disciplines, 39 per cent to life sciences and 17 per cent to social sciences and humanities.

Applicants may be of any age and nationality and based anywhere in the world, although the research must be carried out in a host institution in an EU member state or associated country, including Switzerland. The host may be a public or private institution. All H2020 funding calls
allow the participation in consortia of third country partners who secure their own funding.

The indicative call budget is €20 million. Grants are worth up to €150,000 for projects of up to 18 months’ duration. Grants may fund up to 100 per cent of the total eligible direct costs and contribute towards indirect costs, which may be worth up to 25 per cent of the total eligible costs.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15
Deadline information: Proposals are due by 5pm Brussels time.
Posted date: 24 Jul 14

JACK KIMMEL INTERNATIONAL GRANT PROGRAMME
TREE Fund

Description:
The Canadian TREE Fund, in collaboration with TREE Fund, invites applications for the Jack Kimmel international grant programme. This supports research into arboriculture and urban forestry. Proposals in the following areas are given priority:

- root and soil management;
- propagation, planting and establishment;
- plant health care;
- risk assessment and worker safety;
- urban forestry.

Investigators worldwide are eligible to apply.

Grants are worth up to CA$10,000 each over one to three years, and no project may receive more than one award from this programme.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 10 Oct 14

Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award amount max: $10,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: [http://www.treefund.org/grants/research-grants/kimmel](http://www.treefund.org/grants/research-grants/kimmel)

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
Plant Diseases & Pathology; Fertilisers & Agrochemicals; Biological Sciences; Botany; Forest Health, Pests & Diseases; Horticultural & Crop Production; Plant Selection & Breeding; Tree Selection & Breeding; Soil Sciences; Environmental & Occupational Health & Safety; Agroforestry; Forestry Science (Silvology); Economics & Econometrics; Built Environment
Description:
The European Commission Horizon 2020: Excellent Science invites proposals for its H2020-MSCA-COFUND-2015 Marie Sklodowska-Curie co-funding of regional, national and international programmes call. This aims to stimulate regional, national or international programmes to foster excellence in researchers’ training, mobility and career development. This will be achieved by co-funding new or existing regional, national, and international programmes to open up to, and provide for, international, intersectoral and interdisciplinary research training as well as transnational and cross-sectoral mobility of researchers at all stages of their career.

Applicants must submit multi-annual proposals for new or existing doctoral programmes or fellowship programmes that may be run at regional, national or international level. Doctoral programmes address the development and broadening of the research competencies of early-stage researchers. Fellowship programmes fund individual research training and career development fellowships for experienced researchers. Support cannot be awarded to researchers who are already permanently employed at the host institution. Limitations regarding the researchers’ origin and destination should be avoided. Research teams will not be funded. Participants are required to be legal entities established in a member state or associated country, including Switzerland, that fund or manage doctoral or fellowship programmes for researchers. International European interest organisations that fund or manage doctoral or fellowship programmes for researchers can also participate.

The total indicative budget for this call in 2015 is €80 million.

Ref: OJ 2013/C 361/06.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15
Deadline information: Proposals invited between 14 April and 5pm Brussels local time, 1 October 2015.
Posted date: 03 Sep 14
Award type: Institutional development, Studentship allocations, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: €80,000,000

Eligibility profile
------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: EU (European Union), EU Associated Countries, Overseas Countries and Territories
Country of applicant institution: Any
Country of applicant institution: Switzerland
**SIGMA THETA TAU INTERNATIONAL/AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF DIABETES EDUCATORS GRANT**

*Sigma Theta Tau International*

**Description:**
Sigma Theta Tau International and the American Association of Diabetes Educators invite applications for their research grant. This aims to encourage qualified nurses to contribute to the enhancement and availability of quality diabetes education and care through nursing research.

The principal investigator must be a registered nurse and hold a master’s degree. Team members may be from other disciplines. Preference will be given to Sigma Theta Tau International members, other qualifications being equal. The grant is worth up to US$6,000.

**Closing date:** 01 Oct 15  
**Deadline information:** This call is repeated once a year.  
**Posted date:** 16 Mar 15  
**Award type:** Directed grants for individual investigators  
**Award amount max:** $6,000  
**Award amount min:** -  
**Award budget total:** -  
**Website:** [http://www.nursingsociety.org/Research/Grants/Pages/grant_aade.aspx](http://www.nursingsociety.org/Research/Grants/Pages/grant_aade.aspx)

**Eligibility profile**

- Country of applicant institution: Any

**Disciplines**

- Nursing
- Diabetes

**Contact Details**

AADE Foundation Grants  
100 West Monroe Street, Suite 800  
Chicago, IL 60606  
Tel: +1 312 424 2427  
Email: foundation@aadenet.org

---

**MILLENIUM DEVELOPMENT GOAL FOUR AND FIVE RELATED PROJECTS**

*Laerdal Foundation Norway*

**Description:**
The Laerdal Foundation for Acute Medicine invites applications for its millennium development goal four and five related projects. These support practically oriented projects aimed at achieving the UN millennium development goal four which is to reduce infant mortality rates by two-thirds from 1990 to 2015; and goal five which is to reduce maternal deaths by 75 per cent. Projects of particular interest concern:

- innovative approaches to more efficient education and implementation;
• collaborative initiatives;
• regional efforts or selected focus countries such as Tanzania, Ethiopia, Kenya, Bangladesh, India.

For applications concerning projects in developing countries, priority is given to projects that have the potential to document long term practical value, and stimulate developments also in other regions and countries.

Up to 20 projects are available per year, worth up to US$50,000 each but higher amounts may be awarded to regional initiatives, or particular educational or collaborative initiatives.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15
Deadline information: Deadlines on: 1 April 2015, 1 October 2015.
Posted date: 25 Feb 15
Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Innovation grants, Development (Africa/Caribbean), Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: $50,000
Award amount min: -

Website:
http://www.laerdalfoundation.org/Guidelines_MDG_applications.html
Application form:
http://www.laerdalfoundation.org/soknadsskjema.html

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Adolescent Paediatrics; Medical Education; Maternal Health; Infant Paediatrics; Death & Mortality; Preventive Medicine; Emergency Medicine

Contact Details
Laerdal Foundation
Postbox 556
Sentrum
4003 Stavanger
Tel: +47 9028 2855
Email: post@laerdalfoundation.org

Raising the Attainment of English as Additional Language Pupils Programme
Education Endowment Foundation

Description:
The Education Endowment Foundation, in collaboration with the Bell Foundation and Unbound Philanthropy, invites proposals for its programme on raising the attainment of English as additional language pupils. This aims to evaluate teaching and learning approaches, as well as intervention programmes, focused on raising the attainment of EAL pupils from economically disadvantaged backgrounds. Proposals should address the following themes: language-oriented interventions; literacy-oriented interventions; teacher professional development; family literacy interventions. In addition, proposals should:

• focus on improving learning outcomes for economically disadvantaged pupils, and have some existing evidence of positive impact on their attainment;
• be funded test the intervention across a number of schools;
• be evaluated by an independent evaluation team;
• have the potential to be scaled-up further if shown to be effective and cost-effective.
School, local authorities, networks, research institutions, universities and other non-profit organisations may apply. For-profit organisation may participate as partners as can overseas applicants.

Between three and five projects may receive at least £50,000 each. Projects should last between one and three years. The total budget is £2 million.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15
Deadline information: Proposals due by 5pm.
Posted date: 12 Jun 15
Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: £50,000
Award budget total: £2,000,000
Website: https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk

EAM GRANT FOR ENVIRONMENTS AND HEALTH - INTERSECTORAL PREVENTION RESEARCH

Canadian Institutes of Health Research – Instituts de Recherche en Santé du Canada

Description:
The Canadian Institutes of Health Research, under their roadmap accelerator fund, invite letters of intent for their team grant for environments and health, focusing on intersectoral prevention research. This enables co-led interdisciplinary teams to undertake research on intersectoral strategies and approaches, and how to contribute to improvements in population health and health equity by preventing, mitigating, reducing or enhancing resilience to harmful environmental exposures or promoting healthful environments.

Projects must align with one of the following nexus areas:

- agri-food, including food security and food safety;
- resource development, including mining, forestry and fisheries;
- urban form, specifically the rationale for the development of evidence-based and intersectorally aligned policies and provincial regulations, and municipal by-laws that promote better land-use mix and residential density, more walkable neighbourhoods and less air pollution;
- indigenous ways of knowing, traditional ecological knowledge and two-eyed seeing, where the focus should be on sex and gender considerations, ethical, legal or social considerations, or knowledge translation considerations.

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: United Kingdom
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines

Special Needs Education; Educational Evaluation & Assessment; Equal Educational Opportunity; Teacher Education & Professional Development; English as a Second Language; Teacher Quality & Evaluation

Contact Details

Email: eleanor.stringer@eefoundation.org.uk
Applicant teams must include at least five members, including the following: at least one from the health sector; at least one nominated principal applicant who is an independent researcher at a Canadian postsecondary institution or affiliated institution, non-governmental non-profit organisation, or non-federal government department or agency; at least one PA who is an independent researcher in a different jurisdiction than the NPA; at least one PA who is a knowledge user from the government, non-governmental or industry sector; at least two additional co-applicants who are knowledge users from the public, private or non-governmental sector from at least two different sectors outside of health. Partnerships involving low-, middle- and high-income country researchers, knowledge users, civil society organisations, citizens or communities are strongly encouraged.

Applying teams for the IWK/TEK/TES nexus area must have at least one principal applicant evidencing the area, meaning that they self-identify as either First Nation, Inuit or Métis and provide evidence of indigenous-lived experience.

The total budget is worth up to CA$18.9 million. This will fund 18 development grants, worth up to CA$50,000 each for the period between the letter of intent and the application submission date, as well as up to nine grants, worth up to CA$400,000 per year for up to five years for approved projects.

Ref: 201510IP1, 201607IP2.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15
Deadline information: Letters of intent due by 1 October 2015; applications due by 13 July 2016.
Posted date: 24 Jun 15
Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: $2,050,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: $18,900,000
Website: https://www.researchnet-recherchenet.ca/rnr16/vwOpprtntyDtls.do?prog=2283&view=search&launchMonth=6&launchYear=2015&type=EXACT&resultCount=25
Application form: https://www.researchnet-recherchenet.ca/

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Canada
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Preventive Medicine; Medicine & Health

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Tel: +1 416 524 0111
Fax: +1 613 562 5713
Email: e.diruggiero@mail.utoronto.ca

TRANSFORMATIVE GRANT PROGRAMME
Technology Evaluation in the Elderly Network

Description:
The Technology Evaluation in the Elderly Network invites intents to apply for its transformative grant programme. Funding enables research teams to undertake large transformative research projects that seek to revolutionise the care of frail elderly Canadians and have a major economic and social impact on the current Canadian healthcare system. Projects must fit within the following research themes:

- improving end-of-life and advance care planning;
- improving acute and critical care;
• optimising community and residential care;
• optimising transitions of care.

Priority is given to projects that improve the uptake of application of existing evidence to improve care for frail elderly Canadians, seek to improve system changes for the benefit of frail elderly Canadians, and build on previous TVN-funded work.

Principal investigators must be eligible to receive grant funding from the Canadian Institutes of Health Research, the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada or the Social Science and Humanities Research Council of Canada. Applying research teams must include patients and families, knowledge users and highly qualified personnel as meaningfully involved and integral team members. In addition, team members must include international collaborators.

Grants budgets may be worth up to CA$3 million over a maximum period of three years. Teams must secure cash or in-kind contributions to match at least 50 per cent of the grant value.

Closing date: 01 Oct 15

Deadline information: Intents to apply due by 5pm ET, 1 October; full proposals due by 5pm ET, 1 December 2015.
Posted date: 24 Jun 15
Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Publish, edit, translate, disseminate, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: $3,000,000
Website: http://www.tvn-nce.ca/research/2015-transformative-grant-program/
Application form: http://www.tvn-nce.ca/media/162930/tvn-transformational-grant-2015-intent-to-apply.docx

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Canada
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Life Expectancy & Quality of Life; Geriatrics & Gerontology; Geriatric Nursing; Residential Care Homes

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Tel: +1 613 549 6666
Email: research@tvn-nce.ca

**MOBILITY FOR REGIONAL EXCELLENCE PROGRAMME**
Västra Götalandsregionen

**Description:**
Region Västra Götaland via Västra Götalandsregionen invites proposals for its mobility for regional excellence programme. This aims to strengthen research-driven clusters and international collaboration, increase transnational mobility and improve career development of highly experienced researchers from all nations. Research should address one of the following areas:

• sustainable transport solutions:
• life science;
• green chemistry;
• marine environment and the maritime sector;
• urban development;
• material sciences;
• sustainable production;
• information and communication technologies;
• energy;
• textile, fashion or design;
• cultural and creative industry;
• food production;
• green industries;
• tourism.

A bottom-up approach, with a focus on societal and needs-driven science, is encouraged.

Applicants should be experienced researchers who obtained their PhD degree between 1 January 2000 and 31 December 2009. Applications must be submitted in a consortium with a research and innovation milieu in Västra Götaland. Eligible research and innovation milieus include universities, science parks, research institutes and university hospitals.

The grant period is 12 months, and the research must start no later than 12 months after applicants receive the letter of approval. Funding covers 75 per cent of salary, overhead costs, travel and increased living costs, research and training activities.

Closing date: 04 Oct 15
Deadline information: Proposals due by 12 midnight CET.
Posted date: 22 Jun 15
Award type: Personal development, Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc,
Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.vgregion.se/sv/Vastra-Gotalandregionen/startsida/Regionutveckling/FoU/Program-FoU/More/

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Manufacturing Processes & Technologies; Transportation Engineering; Oceanography; Marine Geology; Food Manufacturing & Processing; Textile Technology; Manufacturing Process Management; Marine Biology; Energy Engineering; Urban Development; Bio/Medical; Information Technology & Internet Law; Cultural Studies; Recreation, Leisure & Tourism; Textiles & Fashion Design; Environmental Chemistry; Marine & Estuarine Ecology; Materials Sciences

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Tel: +46 768 090 912
Email: therese.ydren@vgregion.se

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH RESEARCH (R01)
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)

Description:
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health invites applications for the occupational safety and health research (R01) programme. The purpose of this R01 funding opportunity announcement is to develop an understanding of the risks and conditions associated with occupational diseases and injuries. Research will explore methods for reducing risks and for preventing or minimising exposure to hazardous conditions in the workplace and translate significant scientific findings into prevention practices and products that will effectively reduce work-related illnesses and injuries.

This FOA will use the R01 grant mechanism. Applicants may request a budget for direct costs of up to US$400,000 per year for up to four years. Domestic and foreign for-profit and non-profit organisations and public or private institutions are eligible to apply. PAR-13-329 (replaces PAR-10-188).
Council for Australian-Arab Relations Grants

Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade

Description:
The Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, through its Council for Australian-Arab Relations, invites applications for its grants. These promote the linkages between the peoples of Australia and the Arab world and their mutual interests and greater understanding and acceptance of each other’s cultures, values, beliefs and diversity. The strategic objectives of the council are the following:

- to support robust professional, community and institutional linkages between Australia and the Arab world that will promote mutual understanding and project positive, accurate and contemporary images of each other’s societies;
- to promote productive partnerships between Australia and the Arab world on contemporary issues of shared interest, particularly in the fields of science, technology, the environment and social development initiatives such as health and sport;
- to raise public and corporate awareness of the importance of the Australian-Arab relationship;
- to support increased business and trade between Australia and Arab countries.

Applications must also serve a CAAR flagship programme or address a CAAR priority sector, which includes education, food security, resources and energy, transport and infrastructure, health and financial services.

Both individuals and organisations may apply for grants. Individual applicants must be Australian citizens or permanent residents. Joint applications may be accepted from non-
Australian citizen and resident individuals or organisations who are working in partnership with Australian individuals, groups or organisations, where this promotes Australian-Arab relations.

The level of funding will be decided according to the merits of proposal, but the council wishes to support projects where the amount is above AU$10,000.

Closing date: 05 Oct 15
Deadline information: Applications are invited between 12 noon EST, 31 August and 4pm EST, 5 October.
Posted date: 11 Aug 15
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: $10,000
Award budget total: -

Eligibility profile
---------------------------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Australia
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
---------------------------------------------------------------
Sports & Exercise Studies; Australian & New Zealand Studies; Engineering; Middle Eastern Studies; Cultural Studies; Politics & International Studies; Geography, Environmental Studies & Archaeology; Physical Sciences; Computer Science & Informatics; Biotechnology; Transport Infrastructure Management; Financial Economics; Education; Food Security; Health Systems

Contact Details
---------------------------------------------------------------
DFAT Middle East Branch
Locked Bag 40
Kingston ACT 2604
Tel: +61 2 6261 2090
Email: caar@dfat.gov.au

Research Project Grants – Epidemiology
Coeliac UK

Description:
Coeliac UK invites applications for its research project grants – epidemiology. These support research on the incidence and prevalence of coeliac disease and dermatitis herpetiformis in the UK from 2011 up to and including 2016. Findings should be categorised for age, gender, region and socioeconomic status, and they should indicate how many people diagnosed with coeliac disease were previously diagnosed with irritable bowel syndrome.

Individuals contracted to work at any institution that has the necessary networks to support education, training and professional development may apply. One project may receive up to £30,000 over approximately 18 months.

Closing date: 05 Oct 15
Deadline information: Applications due by 5pm.
Posted date: 22 Jul 15
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: £30,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: £30,000
Website: https://www.celiac.org.uk/campaigns-and-research/funding-opportunities/

Application form: https://www.celiac.org.uk/form/research-2015/

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Food Science; Dermatology; Gastroenterology; Allergy; Grains & Cereals; Autoimmune Diseases

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Coeliac UK
3rd Floor, Apollo Centre
Desborough Road
High Wycombe
HP11 2QW
Tel: +44 149 479 6138
Email: heidi.urwin@celiac.org.uk

PSSI INNOVATIVE PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP IN ICT - KNOWLEDGE INNOVATION MAPPING (KIEM)
Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research – Nederlandse Organisatie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek

Description:
The Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research’s Division of Physical Sciences (NWO EW) invites applications for its IPPSI innovative public private partnership in ICT - knowledge innovation mapping (KIEM) call. This programme encourages public private partnership on scientifically new subjects that are connected to the four cross-sector action lines of the roadmap ICT:

- ICT one can rely on;
- ICT for monitoring and control;
- ICT for a connected world;
- data, data, data.

Applications are open to academic researchers on behalf of a consortium of at least one company and at least one knowledge institution. The main applicant is a professor, an associate professor or a researcher with an equal position, appointed at a Dutch university or at a research institute recognised by NWO for the duration of the project. Researchers of Universities of Applied Sciences (HBOs), TNO, RIVM, GTI’s and the non-university part of the Wageningen University and Research Centre can act as co-applicant or be a member of the consortium.

These institutions are not eligible for financing by NWO, but do count as knowledge institution within the consortium. A private partner can also act as co-applicant and will contribute to the research in cash or in kind.

The minimum grant from NWO is €15,000 and the maximum amount is €75,000. The size of the contribution of the private partners should be at least 20 per cent and maximum 50 per cent of the total project costs, of which at least 10 per cent is in cash. The minimum total project costs are €18,750 and the maximum amount is €150,000. Funding may be used towards the costs of temporary scientific and non-scientific personnel hired by the knowledge institutions and project-specific costs for materials, travel and equipment.

Closing date: 06 Oct 15
Deadline information: Applications due by 2pm CET.
Posted date: 23 Jul 15
Award type: Travel for research purposes, Technology innovation/development, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Equipment and materials, Innovation grants,
OFFSHORE WIND ENERGY
Netherlands Enterprise Agency – Rijksdienst voor Ondernemend Nederland

Description:
The Netherlands Enterprise Agency (RVO) invites applications for its offshore wind energy development programme. This encourages research into lowering the long-term costs of offshore wind energy. It is specifically aimed at subsidising projects that are not yet ready for commercialisation and that do not have any possibilities for demonstration of its results. The programme has the following outlines:

- support constructions;
- optimisation of wind energy power stations;
- internal electric network and connection to the high voltage net;
- transport, installation and technique;
- management and maintenance.

Consortia consisting of at least one enterprise and one research organisation may apply.

The total programme budget is €3.7 million and the maximum project budget is €1m for a maximum project period of four years.

Closing date: 06 Oct 15
Deadline information: Applications due by 5pm.
Posted date: 02 Apr 15
Award type: Research calls for business, Tenders, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Equipment and materials, Innovation grants, Academic-Industry links
Award amount max: €1,000,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: €3,700,000
Website: http://www.rvo.nl/subsidies-regelingen/wind-op-zee-rd-tse
Application form: http://www.rvo.nl/digitaal-indienen/eloket

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Country of applicant institution: Netherlands
EARLY ADOPTER PROJECTS
Netherlands Enterprise Agency – Rijksdienst voor Ondernemend Nederland

Description:
The Netherlands Enterprise Agency (RVO) invites applications for its early adopter projects. These encourage research into energy saving technology. The early adopter projects are part of the topsector research and innovation of the Institute for Sustainable Process Technology (TKI ISPT) which has the following outlines:

- new generation segregation technology as replacement for energy intensive distillation;
- energy efficient methods for separation and treatment of gas;
- removal of valuable components from water streams;
- new generation heat application systems;
- reliable and lucrative low energy dry and drainage processes.

Consortia consisting of at least one enterprise and one research organisation or consortia of at least three small and medium enterprises may apply.

The total programme budget is €500,000, and the maximum budget per project is €75,000 for a period of one and a half years.

Closing date: 06 Oct 15

Deadline information: Applications due by 5pm.
Posted date: 02 Apr 15
Award type: Technology innovation/development, Research calls for business, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Equipment and materials, Academic-Industry links
Award amount max: €75,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: €500,000

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Country of applicant institution: Netherlands

Disciplines
Energy Conservation & Efficiency; Wastewater Treatment; Water Resources Engineering & Management; Power & Energy Systems Engineering; Renewable Energy Engineering; Energy Transmission & Smart Grids

Contact Details
Tel: +31 88 042 4242
PILOT RESEARCH GRANTS
National Multiple Sclerosis Society

Description:
The National Multiple Sclerosis Society invites applications for its pilot research grants. These support high-risk and novel ideas that may serve to stop multiple sclerosis progression, restore function and improve quality of life and prevent multiple sclerosis.

Applications are open to investigators at established research institutions who have completed their postdoctoral training. Funding is not granted for postdoctoral fellows or graduate students. The principal investigator need not be a US citizen.

Grants are worth up to US$40,000 in direct costs for a period of one year. US-based grantee institutions may add an additional amount of up to 10 per cent to the requested sum for indirect costs.

Closing date: 07 Oct 15
Deadline information:
Deadlines on: 7 January 2015, 1 April 2015, 1 July 2015, 7 October 2015.
Posted date: 13 Oct 14

Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Innovation grants
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website:
http://www.nationalmssociety.org/For-Professionals/Researchers/Society-Funding/Pilot-Research-Grants
Application form:
http://www.mssocietyapplyonline.org/

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Primary Care; Multiple Sclerosis; Public Health, Health Services & Primary Care; Medical Effectiveness & Patient Outcomes; Life Expectancy & Quality of Life; General Practice; Counselling & Therapy; Patient Care & Education

Contact Details
Email: claude.schofield@nmss.org

AGRI-TECH CATALYST INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH AWARDS
Innovate UK

Description:
Innovate UK, the Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council and the Department for International Development invite registrations for their agri-tech catalyst industrial research awards. These support business-led collaborative projects that develop any relevant innovative solutions from across all sectors of agri-tech or other industrial sectors, and that advance the sustainable intensification of global agriculture, including aquaculture, by developing innovative solutions. This may include technology development, lab-based prototyping, product development planning, extending proof-of-concept using plot or field trials, exploring production mechanisms, and market testing. Projects must relate to the following areas:

A
• primary crop and livestock production, including aquaculture;
• non-food uses of crops, including ornamentals;
• food security and nutrition challenges in international development;
• challenges in downstream food processing, provided that the solution lies in primary production.

Applications from the aquaculture and livestock sectors are particularly encouraged, as are crop sector projects targeting weed control and on-farm storage and management.

Any UK business or research base partner undertaking research and development may apply. Projects must be business-led. Developing country partners must be involved for applicants targeting international development.

Projects are expected to last for up to three years, and be worth up to £3 million each. Funding covers up to 45 per cent of total eligible costs for SMEs and up to 35 per cent for larger companies. Total research partner costs must not exceed 50 percent of total project costs. Projects that exceed £3m must be discussed prior to applying.

Closing date: 07 Oct 15
Deadline information: Registrations due by 12 noon, 7 October; expressions of interest due by 12 noon, 14 October 2015; stage 2 submissions due by 12 noon, 20 January 2016.
Posted date: 26 Jun 15
Award type: Technology innovation/development, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Prototypes and demonstrations, Networking/collaboration, Innovation grants, Research calls for business, Academic-Industry links

Award budget total: -
Website: https://interact.innovateuk.org/competition-display-page-/asset_publisher/RqEt2AKmEBhi/content/agri-tech-catalyst-industrial-research-awards-round-1
Application form: http://www.communicatormail.co.uk/technologystrategyboardlz/WebCapture.aspx?pID=4228&t=0

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: United Kingdom
Country of applicant institution: United Kingdom
Country of applicant institution: Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Burkina Faso, Benin, Congo, the Democratic Republic of the, Central African Republic, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Ghana, Gambia, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Haiti, India, Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, Cambodia, Comoros, Liberia, Madagascar, Mali, Myanmar, Malawi, Mozambique, Niger, Nigeria, Nepal, Pakistan, Rwanda, Sudan, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Chad, Togo, Tajikistan, Tanzania, United Republic of, Uganda, Yemen, South Africa, Zambia, Zimbabwe, South Sudan

Disciplines

Agricultural Engineering; Agriculture in Developing Countries; Food Systems; Food Manufacturing & Processing; Farm Management; Agricultural Production Systems; Agricultural Land Planning; Agricultural Economics; Sustainable Agriculture; Food Security; Food Engineering & Technology; Agribusiness

Contact Details

Tel: +44 300 321 4357
Email: support@innovateuk.gov.uk
REGULAR GRANT PROGRAMME
World Cancer Research Fund International

Description:
The World Cancer Research Fund International invites applications for its regular grant programme. This provides funding for research on the link between diet, nutrition, body composition, physical activity, and cancer prevention and survival. Two types of grants are available:

- investigator initiated grants, worth a maximum of £250,000 for up to four years;
- pilot grants worth up to £60,000 for up to two years.

Grants are awarded to principal investigators based at institutions in any country outside the Americas.

International collaborations and applications from low and middle income countries are particularly encouraged.

Applications are accepted from universities, medical schools, NHS trusts, research institutes and other academic centres. Commercial organisations are not eligible to apply.

Closing date: 09 Oct 15
Deadline information: Applications due by 5pm, 9 October 2015. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 07 Jul 15

Award type: Travel to conferences, meetings etc., Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Equipment and materials, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: £250,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.wcrf.org/apply
Application form: http://www.wcrf-applications.org/regulargrantprogramme-outlineapp/

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: All African Nations, All European Nations, All Asian nations, All Oceanian nations

Disciplines
Cancer Studies & Oncology; Nutrition & Dietetics; Sports & Exercise Studies

Contact Details
WCRF International
Second Floor
22 Bedford Square
London WC1B 3HH
Tel: +44 20 7343 4200
Email: f.veira@wcrf.org

OLGATE-PALMOLIVE AWARDS FOR STUDENT RESEARCH TRAINING IN ALTERNATIVE METHODS
Society of Toxicology

Description:
The Society of Toxicology invites applications for the Colgate-Palmolive awards for student research training in alternative methods. These enhance graduate student research training by using in vitro methods or alternative techniques to reduce, replace or refine use of animals in toxicological research. The training may include use of in vitro and ex vivo procedures, non-
mammalian animal models, computer modelling and structure-activity relationships.

Graduate students may propose to develop expertise in relevant methodologies at a laboratory away from their home institution; at a laboratory at their home institution that would not be available to them otherwise; or at approved workshops, symposia or continuing education programmes where hands-on training will be received. The training should help toxicology graduate students enhance their thesis or dissertation research.

Applicants must be enrolled in PhD or MS study in the discipline of toxicology and be student members or pending student members of the SOT at the application deadline.

Each award includes up to US$3,750 to defray travel, per diem, training expenses and research costs.

Closing date: 09 Oct 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 12 Aug 14
Award type: Personal development, Financial aid for postgraduate students, Thesis/Dissertation funding, Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -

Website: http://www.toxicology.org/ai/af/awards_details.aspx?id=4

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines

Clinical Medicine; Pharmacy & Pharmacology; Pharmaceutical Drugs; Performance Testing & Reliability; Pharmacogenomics; Screening of Drugs & Agents; Drug Resistance; Animal Models; Laboratory Animals; Drug & Substance Abuse; Chemistry; Medicinal Chemistry; Toxicology; Animal Parasites & Pathogens; Diagnostic Sciences; Methods of Drug Delivery; Computer Simulation & Modelling; Pharmacokinetics; Drug Design; Materials Properties & Analysis; In Vitro Biology; Clinical Pharmacy & Pharmacology

Contact Details

SOT
1821 Michael Faraday Drive
Suite 300
Reston, VA 20190
Tel: +1 703 438 3115
Fax: +1 703 438 3113
Email: sothq@toxicology.org

NETWORK COOPERATION GRANT
Alzheimer's Research UK

Description:
Alzheimer's Research UK invites applications for its network cooperation grant. This supports projects or schemes that further cooperation and collaboration between at least two of the organisation’s network centres. The work should address the causes, cures, prevention,
diagnoses and treatments of Alzheimer’s disease and related dementias.

The lead applicant and point of contact must be a member of an ARUK network, with each application including at least one more network centre as a co-applicant. Applications may include researchers or institutions outside the UK. If the lead applicant does not hold a fixed-term or tenure appointment for the duration of the grant, the application must include a co-applicant who does.

The grant is worth up to £100,000 over a maximum period of two years. Funds may be used to cover staff salaries, equipment, animals, running costs, or any combinations of these.

Closing date: 09 Oct 15
Posted date: 23 Mar 15

Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Equipment and materials, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: £100,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.alzheimersresearchuk.org/grants/network-cooperation/
Application form: https://a-r.org.uk/

Eligibility profile
---------------------------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any
Country of applicant institution: United Kingdom

Disciplines
---------------------------------------------------------------
Alzheimer’s Disease & Senile Dementia

Contact Details
---------------------------------------------------------------
Tel: +44 300 111 5555
Email: research@alzheimersresearchuk.org

PILOT PROJECT GRANTS
Alzheimer's Research UK

Description:
Alzheimer's Research UK invites applications for its pilot project grants. These fund small, innovative research projects and pilot studies that, if successful, can lead to a major project or programme application to ARUK or other funding body. The work should address the causes, cures, prevention, diagnoses and treatments of Alzheimer’s disease and related dementias.

The lead applicant and point of contact must be based in a UK academic or research institution, however the application may include researchers or institutions outside the UK. If the lead applicant does not hold a fixed-term or tenure appointment for the duration of the grant, the application must include a co-applicant who does.

Grants are worth up to £50,000 each over a maximum period of two years. Funding may be used to cover staff salaries, equipment, animals, running costs or any combination of these.

Closing date: 09 Oct 15
Posted date: 26 Aug 15
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions,
GRANTS FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
Stiftelsen Promobilia

Description:
The Promobilia Foundation invites applications for its research and development project grants. These promote the development of technical aids and ensure they get into production so that disabled people could benefit from a more active life. The foundation mainly supports the development of tools for mobility handicapped but may also support research about reading and writing difficulties.

Universities, high schools, hospitals or other institutions based in Sweden or abroad may apply. Individual investigators who hold a Swedish residency may also apply for support as long the overleaf conditions are fulfilled. Industrial projects are normally not supported.

Grants are worth between SEK100,000 and SEK500,000 each.

Closing date: 09 Oct 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated 2 times a year.
Posted date: 03 Jul 15
Award type: Prototypes and demonstrations, Technology innovation/development, Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Innovation grants
Award amount max: kr500,000
Award amount min: kr100,000
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.promobilia.se/?lang=en

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
Medical Devices; Assistive Technology; Accessibility for Disabled People; Care for Disabled People

Contact Details
Stiftelsen Promobilia
Nyborgatan 59
114 40 Stockholm
Tel: +46 8 666 9551
Fax: +46 8 666 9557
Email: info@promobilia.se
CALL FOR PROPOSALS
World Health Organization

Description:
The World Health Organization invites proposals through its global polio eradication initiative for research projects that will significantly contribute to polio eradication. Priority is given to projects targeting the following objectives:

- detection and interruption of all poliovirus transmission;
- strengthening of immunisation systems and withdrawal of oral polio vaccine.

Research institutions and private companies from anywhere in the world are eligible to apply. The principal investigator and, if applicable, the collaborators should have experience and demonstrated ability to successfully conduct relevant research projects.

Projects should last between 12 and 24 months. For indicative purposes only, projects may receive between US$50,000 and US$300,000 each.

Closing date: 09 Oct 15
Deadline information:
Posted date: 08 May 15

Award type: Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Equipment and materials
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.polioeradication.org/Research/Grantsandcollaboration.aspx

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Virology; Infectious Diseases; Immunisation Programmes & Vaccination; Muscle Diseases; Preventive Medicine; Medical & Diagnostic Tests

Contact Details
Global Polio Eradication Initiative
WHO
Avenue Appia 20
1211 Geneva 27
Email: polioresearch@who.int

EXTENSION GRANT
Alzheimer’s Research UK

Description:
Alzheimer’s Research UK invites applications for its extension grant. This enables holders of the organisation’s major grants to receive additional funding for advances in knowledge or available technology that were not predicted in the initial application, but that could
significantly enhance the overall outcome of the project.

The lead applicant and point of contact must be based in a UK academic or research institution, however the application may include researchers or institutions outside the UK. The lead applicant should have a fixed term or tenure contract for the proposed duration of the grant.

Only one extension grant will be permitted per Alzheimer’s Research UK major grant.

The grant is worth up to £100,000 for up to one year.

Funding covers staff salaries, equipment, animals, running costs, or any combinations of these.

Closing date: 09 Oct 15
Deadline information: Deadlines on: 9 October 2015, 20 March 2016, and repeated annually.
Posted date: 23 Mar 15

Description:
The Cure Parkinson’s Trust invites applications for its research funding. This supports laboratory or clinical research projects with the potential to advance knowledge that might lead to a cure for Parkinson’s disease, or that represent a substantial advance in treatment. The trust is particularly interested in projects that show the potential to delay, slow, stop reverse or prevent the progression of Parkinson's disease, and in relation to preclinical research, gives preference to projects that are likely to lead to clinical translation within five years.

Applications may be submitted by appropriately qualified scientists or clinicians based in an accredited university or hospital in any country world wide, or by commercial organisations.

There is no set financial limit: projects are usually worth between £50,000 to £250,000 with a duration of one to three years.

Closing date: 09 Oct 15
Deadline information: Deadlines on: 14 August 2015, 9 October 2015.
Posted date: 14 May 15
Award type: Clinical trials, Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
A compilation of the Research Services of the Office of Research, Innovation & Development (ORID)

OLGATE-PALMOLIVE GRANTS FOR ALTERNATIVE RESEARCH
Society of Toxicology

Description:
The Society of Toxicology invites applications for the Colgate-Palmolive grants for alternative research. These support efforts that promote, develop, refine or validate scientifically acceptable animal alternative methods to facilitate the safety assessment of new chemicals and formulations. High priority is given to projects that use in vitro or non-animal models or fall within the following subject areas:

- reproductive and developmental toxicology;
- neurotoxicology;
- systemic toxicology;
- sensitisation;
- acute toxicity.

Applicants must work in an established laboratory and have an access to a laboratory to perform the proposed research.

Each grant includes a plaque and a cash prize of up to US$40,000.

Closing date: 09 Oct 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.

Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators

Award amount max: $40,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.toxicology.org/ai/af/awards_details.aspx?id=79

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Toxicology; Pharmacokinetics; Drug Design; Medicinal Chemistry; Clinical Pharmacy & Pharmacology; Materials Properties & Analysis; Screening of Drugs & Agents; Clinical Medicine; Animal Models; Computer Simulation & Modelling; Laboratory Animals; Animal Parasites & Pathogens; Drug Resistance; Pharmaceutical Drugs; In Vitro Biology;
NETWORK ACCELERATE SCHEME
Alzheimer’s Research UK

Description:
Alzheimer’s Research UK invites applications for its network accelerate scheme. This provides funds for research resources or tools that could be of benefit to biomedical dementia research in the ARUK network and beyond. This could include the generation and validation of reagents, the maintenance or creation of research resources or scientific networking beyond what could normally be covered by network centre grants.

The lead applicant must be an ARUK network member, and the application must include at least two network centres. It can also include researchers or institutions outside the UK. The lead applicant or a co-applicant must hold a fixed-term or tenure contract throughout the proposed duration of the grant.

Funding is worth up to £250,000 per network and covers staff salaries, equipment, animals, running costs, or any combinations of these.

Closing date: 09 Oct 15
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT FOR HIGHER EDUCATION REFORM PROGRAMME
International Association of Universities

Description:
The International Association of Universities invites applications for its leadership development for higher education reform programme. This aims to increase and improve South-South as well as North-South cooperation among higher education institutions in order to strengthen research capacity and research management in developing country universities. Institutions interested in participating are invited to submit joint project proposals focused on one or two of the following areas:

- developing research mission, research policy and research development strategy;
- research planning, organisation and management;
- research training, in particular innovative doctoral programmes;
- innovative approaches to research capacity building via cooperation;
- policies and programmes for funding of research and revenue generation, diversification of funding sources;
- collection, maintenance and dissemination of research results;
- alternative modes for research production;
- building linkages between the university research system and national or regional research systems;
- university contribution to the development of strong national research agendas;
- research capacity building through internationalisation.

Each applicant must be an IAU member in good standing. Projects must be international in scope and they should preferably involve South-South or North-South cooperation. At least one of the partner institutions should be located in a low-income or lower-middle-income country. Six grants will be awarded, worth up to €10,000 each. Projects and all related reporting must be completed by 15 June 2015.

Closing date: 12 Oct 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 09 Sep 14
Award type: Institutional development, Hosting visits, Travel for research purposes, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Development (Africa/Caribbean), Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: €10,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: [http://www.iau-aiu.net/node/132](http://www.iau-aiu.net/node/132)
Application form: [http://www.iau-aiu.net/sites/all/files/LEADHER_Application%20Form_2015_1.doc](http://www.iau-aiu.net/sites/all/files/LEADHER_Application%20Form_2015_1.doc)

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: South Africa, Congo, Saudi Arabia, Fiji, Latvia, Croatia, Hungary, Syrian Arab Republic, United States, Kyrgyzstan, Uruguay, Argentina, Greece, Cyprus, Burkina Faso, Egypt, Papua New Guinea, Armenia, Romania, Taiwan, Andorra, Finland, Iran, Islamic Republic of, Turkey, Philippines, Azerbaijan, India, Bahamas, Bulgaria, Pakistan, Vietnam, Libya, Morocco, Belarus, Spain, Moldova, Republic of, Macao, Botswana, Albania, Togo, Jamaica, Malaysia, Israel, Australia, Czech Republic, Colombia, Poland, Bangladesh, Senegal, Hong Kong, Uganda, Peru, Lithuania, Canada, United Arab Emirates, China, Switzerland, Haiti, Macedonia, the former Yugoslav Republic of, Germany, Tunisia, Zimbabwe, Somalia, Sweden, France, Kazakhstan, Nigeria, Ukraine, Thailand, Sudan, New Zealand, Estonia, Slovakia, Italy, Indonesia, Netherlands, Russian Federation, Ecuador, Georgia, Cameroon, Brazil, Costa Rica, Oman, Portugal, Tanzania, United Republic of,
PSYCHOLOGICAL HEALTH AND TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY RESEARCH PROGRAMME – COMPREHENSIVE UNIVERSAL PREVENTION AND HEALTH PROMOTION INTERVENTIONS AWARD

US Department of Defense

Description:
The US Department of Defense, under its psychological health and traumatic brain injury research programme, invites applications for its comprehensive universal prevention and health promotion interventions award. This supports research focused on the development, adaptation, efficiency, optimisation and testing of comprehensive universal prevention and health promotion interventions as well as systems-level approaches for use within the military context. This programme announcement seeks applications that are designed to have positive effects on multiple target behaviours and outcomes. Research should address shared common antecedents or precursors and shared risk and protective factors and interventions that have an effect on multiple outcomes. The award is intended to support both applied research and clinical trials within specific topic areas addressing the prevention and treatment of military-relevant psychological health issues.

Eligible candidates include independent investigators at all academic levels applying through domestic or foreign non-profit, for-profit and public or private organisations.

The expected total budget for this call in fiscal year 2015 is approximately US$7.5 million to fund approximately two to four award applications. The anticipated direct costs for applied research applications will not exceed US$1.5m for a maximum project period of three years. The anticipated direct costs for clinical trial applications will not exceed US$3m for a maximum project period of four years.

Ref: W81XWH-15-PHTBIRP-CUPHPI.

Closing date: 12 Oct 15
Deadline information: Pre-applications due by 5pm ET, 12 October 2015; full applications due by 11.59pm ET, 14 January 2016.

Posted date: 03 Sep 15
Award type: Travel to conferences, meetings etc., Directed grants for individual
investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: $3,000,000
Award amount min: $1,500,000
Award budget total: -
Website: http://cdmrp.army.mil/funding/phtbi.shtml
Application form: https://ebrap.org/eBRAP/public/index.htm

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines

Traumatology, Accidents & Injury; Health Psychology; Preventive Medicine

Contact Details

Tel: +1 301 682 5507
Email: help@ebrap.org

PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENT GRANTS FOR APPLIED RESEARCH – INCLUDING THE MULTIPLE MORBIDITIES IN OLDER PEOPLE THEMED CALL
Department of Health including NIHR

Description:
The National Institute for Health Research invites proposals for its programme development grants for applied research. These support projects in all areas of health research, however priority is given to those that focus on the evaluation of interventions or services delivered for older people with multimorbidity, defined as the co-occurrence of two or more chronic conditions in one person. Grants enable a research team to develop and refine its research plans, obtain empirical justification for discrete elements of the future programme, or further develop existing collaborative expertise.

Proposals may include the following:

- evidence synthesis that might include modelling;
- selection or development of interventions or measures of outcome;
- pilot or feasibility studies to determine recruitment and participant retention rates, inform sample sizes calculations or optimise delivery of the intervention;
- demonstration of practical ability to undertake elements of the future programme, such as when complex data linkage is required;
- strengthening of existing collaborations with methodological experts necessary to deliver the proposed research programme.

This scheme is not designed for work at a formative stage or the development of research ideas.

All NHS bodies and other providers of NHS services in England may apply in collaboration with one or several academic partners, provided they are capable of fulfilling the role of research sponsor as set out in the research governance framework for health and care. Bids may be submitted by consortia including more than one NHS body or other provider of NHS services, and may include support for patient or consumer groups wanting to lead or participate in programmes of research. The academic partner can be a university outside England, if an appropriate case is made in the application.

Grants are worth between £20,000 and £100,000 for a period of six to 18 months.

Closing date: 13 Oct 15
Deadline information: Proposals due by 1pm.
This call is repeated 2 times a year.
ACTION GRANTS TO SUPPORT TRANSNATIONAL PROJECTS ON PROMOTING THE QUALITY OF THE NATIONAL JUSTICE SYSTEMS

Directorate-General for Justice

Description:
The Directorate-General for Justice invites applications for its action grants to support transnational projects on promoting the quality of the national justice systems. These aim to provide an analysis of court’s practices and initiatives taken, aiming at enhancing the quality of the judicial systems in member states. The call will fund activities on:

- collection of data and analytical work to provide comparative analysis of practices of national courts and other actors of the judicial system to promote the quality of the justice system;
- mutual learning, exchange of good practices amongst legal practitioners in this area.

The applicant must be a public entity active in the judicial field, and partners must be legally constituted public or private organisations, or international organisations. Only legally constituted organisations can participate.

Applicants and partners must be legally established in the EU member states, except the United Kingdom and Denmark. The project must be transnational and must be submitted by a partnership of eligible organisations from at least five different eligible countries.

Grants are worth at least €150,000 each. There is no upper limit. Grants may not constitute more than 80 per cent of overall eligible project costs. The total budget is worth €1 million. The duration of the projects should not exceed 12 months.

Ref: JUST/2015/JACC/AG/QUAL.

Closing date: 13 Oct 15
Deadline information: Applications due by 12 noon CET.
Posted date: 20 Jul 15
Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: €150,000
Award budget total: €1,000,000
Website: 
Standard Awards in Alzheimer's Disease Research
BrightFocus Foundation

Description:
The BrightFocus Foundation invites applications for its standard awards in Alzheimer’s disease research. These support researchers who have already generated preliminary data, but still require significant progress before they can apply to governmental or industrial funding agencies.

Principal investigators should have held an academic rank equivalent or higher than assistant professor. However, non-tenure track positions are welcome to apply given that they are appropriately trained to lead a study and have permission to do so from their organisation. Investigators at for-profit institutions are ineligible to apply.

Each award is worth US$250,000 over a maximum period of three years.

Closing date: 14 Oct 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 15 Jul 14

Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: $250,000
Website: http://www.ahaf.org/research/apply/openawards.html
Application form: http://brightfocus.smartsimple.us/

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Primary Care; Pathology; Clinical Medicine; Neurology; Public Health, Health Services & Primary Care; Alzheimer’s Disease & Senile Dementia; Diagnostic Sciences; Aetiology

Contact Details
--------------------------------------------------
Research Grants Department
BrightFocus Foundation
22512 Gateway Center Drive
Clarksburg, MD 20871
Tel: +1 800 437 2423
RESEARCH AWARDS
Transcultural Nursing Society

Description:
The Transcultural Nursing Society invites applications for its research awards. The purpose is to support research by doctoral students or doctorally prepared nurses of phenomena related to transcultural nursing by providing start-up support for trajectory of research.

Doctoral students in partial fulfillment of a doctoral degree or doctorally prepared nurses who have received a doctoral degree within the past three years are eligible to apply. Research investigations must focus on transcultural nursing phenomena. Applicants must have been members of TCN society for two out of the last five years at the time of application.

The award is worth $3,000. Awardees must present their completed research at the society’s annual conference within three years of completing the research. Awardees will be provided with all travel expenses and the conference fee.

Closing date: 14 Oct 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 12 May 11
Award type: Financial aid for postgraduate students, Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: $3,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.tcns.org/Foundationawards.html

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Nurse Practitioners; Anthropology; Ethnography & Ethnology; Nursing; Social & Cultural Anthropology

Contact Details
Transcultural Nursing Society
Madonna University
36600 Schoolcraft Road
Livonia, MI 48150
Email: lDOBSON@madonna.EDU

DEBORAH GERNER GRANT FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
International Studies Association

Description:
The International Studies Association invites applications for the Deborah Gerner grant for professional development. The aim of this grant is to support professional development projects in the field of international studies. The grant may support travel to meetings or for research purposes, the purchase of research materials or participation in an appropriate pedagogy workshop or institute. There are no restrictions on the topic of research, however preference will be given to applicants whose research or pedagogical goals focus on conflict resolution, achieving peace in the Middle East or the role of women in international relations.
Grants are worth up to $2,000.

Closing date: 14 Oct 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 05 May 11
Award type: Personal development, Travel to conferences, meetings etc., Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Equipment and materials
Award amount max: $2,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: [http://www.isanet.org/awards-grants/prof-dev-grant.html](http://www.isanet.org/awards-grants/prof-dev-grant.html)
Application form: [http://isanet.ccit.arizona.edu/DGGrant.htm](http://isanet.ccit.arizona.edu/DGGrant.htm)

**Eligibility profile**

Country of applicant institution: Any

**Disciplines**

International Relations & Diplomacy; Peace & Disarmament; Cultural Studies; Comparative Government & Politics; Political Science; Feminist, Women’s & Gender Studies; African Studies; Middle Eastern Studies; Sociology; Politics & International Studies

**Contact Details**

ISA
University of Arizona
324 Social Sciences
Tucson, AZ 85721
Tel: +1 520 621 7715
Fax: +1 520 621 5780
Email: isa@isanet.org

---

**INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGES SCHEME - STANDARD PROGRAMME**

*Royal Society*

**Description:**
The Royal Society invites applications for the standard programme of its international exchanges scheme. This stimulates new collaborations within the natural sciences between scientists in the UK and overseas.

Both the UK and partner country project leader must have completed a PhD or have extensive experience at an equivalent level, and hold a permanent or fixed-term contract for the duration of the award at an eligible university or research institute in their country.

The following types of grants are available:

- up to £3,000 for one-off travel lasting up to three months;
- up to £6,000 for multiple visits to be completed within one year, including a maximum of £1,000 for consumables;
- up to £12,000 for multiple visits to be completed within two years, including a maximum up £2,000 for consumables.

In addition to the exchange grants, candidates may apply for the Colin Pillinger international exchanges award, which is worth £1,000. This enables the scientists to communicate their research to the general public.

Closing date: 14 Oct 15
Deadline information:
Posted date: 02 Apr 15
Award type: Travel to conferences, meetings etc., Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Publish,
**EXTENDED DEADLINE: CALL FOR PROPOSALS IN THE FIELD OF TRANS-EUROPEAN ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE**

**Directorate-General for Energy**

**Description:**

*** The Directorate-General for Energy has extended the closing date for proposals for its second call for projects in the field of trans-European energy infrastructure. The deadline has been extended from 30 September to 14 October 2015. All other call details remain unchanged. ***

This call supports projects of common interest that aim to end energy isolation, eliminate energy bottlenecks and complete the internal energy market.

Proposals may be submitted by one or more member states or, with the agreement of the member states concerned, by international organisations, joint undertakings, or public or private undertakings or bodies established in member states. Third countries and entities established in third countries may participate in actions contributing to the projects of common interest, but will not normally receive any funding. Proposals submitted by individual natural persons are not eligible. Applicants are strongly encouraged to submit their proposals in English.

The indicative budget for this call is €550 million.


**Closing date: 14 Oct 15**

**Deadline information: Proposals due by 5pm Brussels time.**

**Posted date: 14 Jul 15**
Sustainable Development Natural Gas Fund

Description:
Sustainable Development Technology Canada invites statements of interest for its sustainable development natural gas fund. This supports the late-stage development and precommercial demonstration of new downstream natural gas cleantech solutions that generate cleaner energy, create new jobs and stimulate economic growth in Canada.

Applicants should have formed, or intend to form, a Canadian company to develop the innovation and carry out the majority of development and demonstration work. Applicants have to prove that their highly innovative technology will benefit Canada environmentally and economically. Each applicant has to provide a business plan, completed or under development, that explains and quantifies the economic and environmental impact of your technology, and includes other sources of funding, and one or more industry partners.

The budget for this call is CA$15m.

Closing date: 14 Oct 15

Deadline information: Applicants must have applied for the sustainable development tech fund.

Posted date: 01 Sep 15

Award type: Technology innovation/development, Research calls for business, Innovation grants, Networking/collaboration

Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: $15,000,000

Website: https://www.sdtc.ca/en/apply/sd-natural-gas-fund

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Any
Country of applicant institution: Canada

Disciplines

Sustainable Development & Resource Use; Fossil Energy

Contact Details

Tel: +1 613 234 6313
Email: applications@sdtc.ca
INVESTIGATOR-INITIATED RESEARCH GRANTS
CurePSP Foundation

Description:
The CurePSP Foundation invites proposals for its investigator-initiated research grants. These support research that helps generate an integrated picture of progressive supranuclear palsy at the molecular, cellular and clinical levels.

Each grant is worth up to US$100,000 over one to two years.

Closing date: 15 Oct 15
Deadline information:
Posted date: 16 Dec 14
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award amount max: $100,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -

Website:
http://www.psp.org/research/researchers/
Application form:
http://www.psp.org/file_download/2dc7494e-8670-46bf-9bfc-ce91d214d348

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Cerebral Palsy; Neurosurgery; Central Nervous System

Contact Details
CurePSP Foundation
30 East Padonia Road, Suite 201
Timonium, MD 21093
Email: abantum@curepsp.org

RESEARCH GRANTS
Gay and Lesbian Medical Association

Description:
The Gay and Lesbian Medical Association invites applications for the Lesbian Health Fund research grants. These support research on improving the health of lesbians, other sexual minority women and their families in the following fields:

- understanding social, family, and interpersonal influences as sources of stress or support;
- eliminating inequalities in health care, including barriers to care, and improving quality of care and utilisation rates;
- development and testing of interventions to address mental and physical health needs of lesbians and other SMW, including depression, identity related issues, eating disorders, substance abuse, obesity, cancer risks, cardiovascular disease and sexually transmitted infections;
- Sexual and reproductive health, including family and parenting issues.

Applicants may come from any country. Grants range from US$500 to US$10,000.

Closing date: 15 Oct 15
Deadline information: Deadlines on: 15 October 2015, 15 May 2016, and repeated annually.
Posted date: 13 Mar 15
Award type: Travel to conferences, meetings etc., Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award amount max: $10,000
Award amount min: $500
Award budget total: -
Website: [Link to GLMA website]
Application form: [Link to GLMA application form]

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Health of Minority Groups; Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual & Transgender Studies

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
GLMA
1326 18th Street NW, Suite 22
Washington DC 20036
Tel: +1 202 600 8037
Email: lhf@glma.org

Research Grants
Oxalosis and Hyperoxaluria Foundation

Description:
The Oxalosis and Hyperoxaluria Foundation invites applications for its research grants. These support new and established investigators with projects that increase the understanding of primary hyperoxaluria and oxalosis, improve the clinical management of the genetic diseases, or focus on hyperoxaluria and oxalosis associated with other conditions and diseases.

Each grant is worth up to US$160,000 over a maximum period of two years. Indirect costs of up to 10 per cent of the direct costs may be requested.

Closing date: 15 Oct 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. Applications are due by midnight. This call is repeated once a year.

Posted date: 01 Oct 14
Award type: Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Equipment and materials
Award amount max: $160,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: [Link to OHF website]
Application form: [Link to OHF application form]

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
General Practice; Hepatology; Medical Genetics; Enzymes; Orphan & Rare Diseases; Clinical Medicine; Nephrology & Kidneys; Cancer Genetics; Urology; Chronic Care;
TAGE ERLANDER FOUNDATION FOR INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Socialdemokraterna – Social Democratic Party in Sweden

Description:
The Social Democratic Party in Sweden invites applications for its international cooperation grants, under the Tage Erlander Foundation. These enable international scholars to study Swedish social state of affairs in Sweden, and Swedish scholars to study social state of affairs in a developing country. Studies should preferably be conducted in the areas of solidarity, equality, peace and freedom.

Applications from young scholars are especially encouraged. Preference is given to applicants from a developing country. Swedish applicants must conduct their studies in a developing country.

Closing date: 15 Oct 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated 2 times a year.
Posted date: 17 Mar 15
Award type: Young investigator awards, Personal development, Financial aid for postgraduate students, Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -

Website:

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Political Ideologies; Political Parties & Institutions; International Communication; Peace & Disarmament; International Relations & Diplomacy; International Security; Democracy & Participation; Civil & Human Rights; Economic Development; International Economics; Equal Educational Opportunity; Social Reform & Social Movements; International Aid & Relief

Contact Details
Tage Erlander Foundation for international cooperation
c/o Socialdemokraterna
105 60 Stockholm
Tel: +46 8 700 2600
Fax: +46 8 21 3018
FOR HIGH POWER RADIATION SOURCES
Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf

Description:
The Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf invites proposals for experiments at their center for high-power radiation sources ELBE. This hosts different radiation sources which enable user groups to carry out experiments in a variety of subjects including machine, nuclear and radiation physics as well as detector development. These radiation sources are available:

- free-electron laser FELBE;
- bremsstrahlung yELBE, a type of secondary radiation;
- electron-beam testing station for detectors;
- neutron time-of-flight system nELBE;
- elbe positron source EPOS.

Researchers from all over the world may apply for beamtime. It is strongly recommend to discuss the feasibility of planned experiments with the local experts prior to the submission of a proposal. Access is free of charge for all non-proprietary research.

Closing date: 15 Oct 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated 2 times a year.

Posted date: 10 Jul 15
Award type: Access to laboratories, telescopes etc.
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.fzd.de/pls/rois/Cms?pOid=13509&pNid=471
Application form: https://gate.hzdr.de/cgi-bin/gate

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Radiation Sources & Isotopes; Magnetism & Electromagnetism; Lasers & Quantum Electronics; Radiation & Matter

Contact Details
FSPP
Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf e.V:
PO Box 500119
01314 Dresden
Tel: +49 351 260 2684
Fax: +49 351 260 12684
Email: b.schramm hzdr.de

RESEARCH RESOURCES IN MEDICAL HUMANITIES
Wellcome Trust

Description:
The Wellcome Trust invites applications for its research resources in medical humanities. This scheme supports cataloguing, preservation and digitisation projects that aim to create or improve access to collections of printed books and documents, manuscripts, film and photographic materials with research value for a wide range of researchers in fields associated with the history of medicine, medical
humanities and social sciences as they relate to health.

The scheme is open to repositories in UK and Republic of Ireland; however, in exceptional circumstances, strategically important collections in other countries may also be eligible. Collaborative projects, which may be part-funded by other agencies or sources, may also be considered. Academic departments are not supported. Experienced researchers in an established academic post are normally expected to have written some publications in an appropriate field.

Grants cover the costs of project staff and materials and are typically worth between £10,000 and £150,000 each.

Closing date: 15 Oct 15
Deadline information:
Posted date: 08 May 15
Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Publish, edit, translate, disseminate, Equipment and materials, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: £150,000
Award amount min: £10,000
Award budget total: -

Website: [http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/Medical-humanities/Funding-schemes/Research-resources-awards/Support-for-libraries-and-archives/index.htm](http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/Medical-humanities/Funding-schemes/Research-resources-awards/Support-for-libraries-and-archives/index.htm)
Application form: [http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/wtp058668.htm](http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/wtp058668.htm)

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Health & Society; Philosophy of Medicine; Materials Conservation & Preservation; History of Medicine; Cataloguing & Classification; Archiving; Medical Sociology ; Research Libraries & Special Collections; Medical & Health Ethics; Manuscripts & Books; Population Studies, Medical; Digitising & Digital Archives

Contact Details
Wellcome Trust
Gibbs Building
215 Euston Road
London NW1 2BE
Tel: +44 20 7611 5757
Email: r.resources@wellcome.ac.uk

**PUBLICATION GRANTS**
Society of Architectural Historians of Great Britain

Description:
The Society of Architectural Historians of Great Britain invites applications for its publication grants. These contribute to publication costs.

Priority is given to applicants resident in the British Isles, or working on the history of British architecture. Bursaries do not normally exceed £500, but in exceptional circumstances a grant of up to £1,000 may be awarded.

Closing date: 15 Oct 15
Deadline information: Deadlines on: 15 October 2015, 15 April 2016, and repeated annually.
Posted date: 27 Apr 15
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Publish, edit, translate, disseminate
Award amount max: £1,000
Award amount min: -
Society for Pediatric Radiology Research and Education Foundation

Description:
The Society for Pediatric Radiology Research and Education Foundation invites applications for its seed grants. The aim of these grants is to assist investigators in defining objectives and testing hypotheses before they apply for major grants from corporations, foundations or government agencies. Any area of pediatric radiology-related research is eligible.

Applications are welcome from SPR members who hold a full-time faculty position in an educational institution at the time the award commences. Applicants must be in a department of diagnostic radiology, radiation oncology or nuclear medicine and have completed all advanced training.

The grants provide up to $10,000 for a one-year funding period.

Closing date: 15 Oct 15
Deadline information: Deadlines on: 15 October 2015, 15 March 2016, and repeated annually.
Posted date: 22 Jun 10
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: $10,000

Architecture; History of Art; History of the Built Environment; Art & Design: History, Practice & Theory; Cultural History; British & Irish History; History of Architecture

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines

Contact Details
Email: honsecretary@sahgb.org.uk

Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.sahgb.org.uk/publication-grants.html
Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines

Contact Details
Email: honsecretary@sahgb.org.uk

Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.sahgb.org.uk/publication-grants.html
Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines

Contact Details
Email: honsecretary@sahgb.org.uk
Research Grants
Thoracic Surgery Foundation for Research and Education

Description:
The Thoracic Surgery Foundation for Research and Education invites applications for its research grants. These are intended to support original research efforts by cardiothoracic surgeons who have completed their formal training, and who are seeking initial support and recognition for their research program. Preference will be given to either clinical or laboratory based investigations that are judged likely to generate data that will, in turn, facilitate subsequent funding support for the applicant.

Early-career cardiothoracic surgeons, who are within five years of their first faculty appointment and have completed a program leading to certification by the American Board of Thoracic Surgery, or its equivalent in a country outside of the US, are welcome to apply. Grants are worth up to $40,000 annually over two years.

Closing date: 15 Oct 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. Deadline time: 11:59pm EST. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 20 May 11

Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: $80,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.tsfre.org/Awards/grants.html
Application form: http://awards.tsfre.org/index.cgi?awID=19

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
General Surgery; Human Biological Sciences; Cardiology; Clinical Medicine; Physiology; Diagnostic Sciences

Contact Details
Thoracic Surgery Foundation for Research and Education
900 Cummings Center
Suite 221-U
Beverly, MA 01915
Tel: +1 978 927 8330
Fax: +1 978 524 8890

Research Grants
Cystinosis Research Foundation

Description:
The Cystinosis Research Foundation invites applications for its research grants. These support research to improve the immediate care of children and adults with cystinosis and to develop new understanding and treatment of cystinosis to help these patients in the future.

The number of awards and their value will depend on the number of outstanding proposals and the funds available at the time. Grants are awarded for one to three years.

Closing date: 15 Oct 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. Applications must be submitted by 12 midnight PT. This call is repeated 2 times a year.

Posted date: 04 Sep 14

Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc

Award budget total: -

Website: http://www.cystinosisresearch.org/For-Researchers

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines

Diagnostic Sciences; Biological Sciences; Chronic Care; Primary Care; Clinical Medicine; Public Health, Health Services & Primary Care; Genetic Diseases

Contact Details

Cystinosis Research Foundation
18802 Bardeen Avenue
Irvine, CA 92612-1521
Tel: +1 949 223 7610
Email: nstack@cystinosisresearch.org

FACULTY RESEARCH AWARDS

Google

Description:

Google invites applications for its faculty research awards programme. This supports cutting-edge academic research in computer science, engineering and related fields. Proposals must address one of the following research interests:

- computational neuroscience;
- economics and market algorithms;
- geography and maps;
- human-computer interaction;
- information retrieval, extraction and organisation;
- machine learning and data mining;
- machine perception;
- machine translation;
- mobile;
- natural language processing;
- networking;
- online education at scale;
- physical interactions with devices;
- policy and standards;
- privacy;
- robotics;
- security;
- social networks;
- software engineering and programming languages;
- speech;
- structured data and database management;
- software and hardware systems.

Full-time faculty members from universities worldwide may apply. Awards are worth a maximum US$150,000 but the median award amount is around US$50,000 to US$60,000. Most awards are funded at the amount needed to support basic expenses for a graduate student for one year. Each funded project will be assigned a Google sponsor.

Closing date: 15 Oct 15 (Forecast)

Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the
approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated 2 times a year.

Posted date: 05 Aug 14

Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Equipment and materials, Innovation grants, Networking/collaboration

Award amount max: $150,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -

Website: http://research.google.com/university/relations/research_awards.html

Application form:

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines

Financial & White-Collar Crime; Multimedia Programming; Health Systems; Earth Sciences; Digital & Computer Art; Computer Engineering & Hardware; Education; Social Work & Social Policy; Classroom Technology; Law; Schools Policy & Politics; Geography; Information & Coding Theory; Information Science; Research Methods in Education; Business & Management Studies; Information Systems; Human-Computer Interaction & Interfaces; Software Engineering; Decision Science; 5G, Wireless & Mobile Networks; Public Policy; Built Environment & Spatial Planning; Mobile Devices, Apps & Ecosystems; Administrative Big Data & Informatics; Data Analysis; Algorithms; Civil & Human Rights; Mechanical Engineering; Manufacturing & Industrial Engineering; Control Systems; Public Health; Neuroscience; Natural Language Processing; Cybersecurity; Machining & Machine Theory; Computer Science & Informatics; Industrial & Corporate Security; Machine Learning; Business Big Data & Informatics; Economics & Econometrics; Information Retrieval; Innovation & Technology Management; Aerospace Engineering & Avionics; Media & Communications Policy; Electrical & Electronic Engineering; Libraries & Information Science; Politics & International Studies

Contact Details

Email: university-relations@google.com

ELTIC-PLUS CALL FOR PROPOSALS

EUREKA

Description:

EUREKA invites proposals for its Celtic-Plus call. This supports information and communications technology projects that focus on research related to a smart connected world. The call includes the two following overarching research strains:

- get connected – addressing everything needed to establish, run and secure the communication, including the infrastructure and connectivity aspects, with key topics in network capacity, optics, satellite, mobility, security, scalability, robustness and energy efficiency;
- while connected – tackles all aspects once communication is established, including requirements for end-to-end services and applications, with key topics in 5G, smart cities, digital enterprises, e-health, big data, internet of things and related horizontal themes.

Each project must involve at least two partners from two different countries. Consortia is open to any type of company covering the Celtic-Plus research areas, large industry as well as small
companies or universities and research organisations. Companies outside the EUREKA countries may participate as well. Applicants must comply with national funding regulations.

The average budget for a Celtic-Plus consortium is between €1 million and €70m over two to three years.

Closing date: 15 Oct 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated 2 times a year.
Posted date: 03 Jun 15
Award type: Research calls for business, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Innovation grants, Academic-Industry links, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: €70,000,000
Award amount min: €1,000,000
Award budget total: -
Website: https://www.celticplus.eu/call-information/
Application form: http://tools.celticplus.eu/

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

Addressing Disparities

Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute

Description:
The Patient-centred Outcomes Research Institutes invites applications for its addressing disparities call.
Proposals must concern comparative outcome studies that evaluate new and alternative interventions to reduce or eliminate disparities in health and healthcare outcomes, to overcome barriers that may disproportionately affect the outcomes of specific groups of patients, or to identify best practices for sharing results and information about patient-centred research across patient groups.

Applications must fall in one of the following topic areas:

- research that compares interventions to reduce or eliminate disparities in patient-centred outcomes, including health, healthcare and patient-reported outcomes;
- research that identifies and compares promising practices that address contextual factors and their impact on patient-centred health outcomes;
• research that compares benefits and risks of treatment, diagnostic, prevention or service options;
• research that compares strategies to overcome patient, provider or system-level barriers that may adversely affect patients;
• research that compares and identifies best practices within various patient populations for information sharing.

Applications may be submitted by all organisations based in any country, as long as there is a demonstrable benefit to the US healthcare system and US efforts in the area of patient-centred research.

It is anticipated that approximately 14 contracts totalling up to US$12 million may be funded in this cycle. Direct project costs are limited to a maximum of US$500,000 per year, for up to three years.

Closing date: 15 Oct 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated 3 times a year.
Posted date: 23 Oct 12
Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc

Visegrad Scholarships at the Open Society Archives
International Visegrad Fund

Description:
The International Visegrad Fund invites applications for the Visegrad scholarships at the open society archives. These enable investigators to conduct research at the Open Society Archivum in Budapest. Projects should address fields relevant to the archive’s holdings, such as information science during the Cold War and the nature of propaganda.

12 fellowships are awarded annually to applicants from V4 countries, which are Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia. Three fellowships are available annually for non-V4 applicants. Applications should be submitted in English.

Scholarships provide €2,000 towards access to the archives, as well as travel to and from
Budapest, and subsistence and accommodation for up to two months.

Closing date: 15 Oct 15
Deadline information: Deadlines on: 15 October 2015, 10 January 2016, 10 April 2016, and repeated annually.
Posted date: 12 Aug 15
Award type: Access to libraries, Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: €2,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: €24,000
Website: http://visegradfund.org/scholarships/visegrad-scholarships-at-osa/

Application form: http://www.osaarchivum.org/work-with-us/fellowship/visegrad-scholarship

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Politics & Economics of Eastern Europe; Digitising & Digital Archives; Information Society; Social Reform & Social Movements; Archiving

Contact Details
Email: gadoros@ceu.hu

2020-MG-2015-SINGLESTAGE-B MOBILITY FOR GROWTH
Horizon 2020: Societal Challenges

Description:
The European Commission Horizon 2020: Societal Challenges invites proposals for its H2020-MG-2014-Singlestage-B call on mobility for growth within the smart, green and integrated transport challenge. Proposals may address:

- road, including MG.3.6b-2015 safe and connected automation in road transport;
- urban mobility, including MG.5.5b-2015 demonstrating and testing innovative solutions for cleaner and better urban transport and mobility;
- infrastructure, including MG.8.3-2015 facilitating market take up of innovative infrastructure solutions, MG.8b.4.2015 smart governance, network resilience and streamlined delivery of infrastructure innovation.

Actions may take the form of coordination and support actions or public procurement of innovative solutions cofund. Coordination and support actions require participation by at least one independent legal entity, established in a member state or associated country. Public procurement of innovation solutions cofund require participation of at least three legal entities, each established in a different member state or associated country. All H2020 funding calls allow the participation in consortia of third country partners who secure their own funding.

The indicative budget for this call in 2015 is €18.5 million.

Ref: OJ 2013/C 361/06.

Closing date: 15 Oct 15
Deadline information: Proposals due by 5pm Brussels local time.
Posted date: 01 Apr 14
Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Innovation grants, Networking/collaboration
**Horizon 2020: Societal Challenges**

**2020-GV-2015 GREEN VEHICLES**

**Description:**
The European Commission Horizon 2020: Societal Challenges invites proposals for its H2020-GV-2015 green vehicles call within the smart, green and integrated transport challenge. Proposals may address GV-6-2015 powertrain control and heavy-duty vehicles with optimised emission or GV-8-2015 electric vehicles’ enhanced performance and integration into the transport system and the grid.

Proposals may take the form of research and innovation actions or innovation actions, depending on which topic is addressed. Research and innovation actions and innovation actions require at least three legal entities, each established in a different member state or associated country. All H2020 funding calls allow the participation in consortia of third-country partners securing their own funding.

The indicative budget for this call in 2015 is €30 million. Each successful proposal is expected to receive between €5m and €10m, although proposals for other amounts will also be considered.

Ref: OJ 2013/C 361/06.

**Closing date: 15 Oct 15**

**Deadline information:** Proposals due by 5pm Brussels local time.
**Posted date:** 01 Apr 14
**Award type:** Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Innovation grants, Networking/collaboration
**Award amount max:** -
**Award amount min:** -
**Award budget total:** €30,000,000
**Website:**

**Eligibility profile**

Country of applicant institution: EU (European Union), EU Associated Countries, EU All International Cooperation Partner countries (ICPC), Overseas Countries and Territories

Country of applicant institution: Any

**Disciplines**

Automotive Engineering; Air Pollution, Regulation & Control; Transport Infrastructure Management; Electrical & Electronic Engineering; Hydrogen & Synthetic Fuels; Energy Storage - Batteries & Grid
POSTDOCTORAL TRAINING GRANTS FOR APPLICANTS LIVING OUTSIDE OF QUÉBEC
Québec Health Research Fund – Fonds de la Recherche en Santé du Québec

Description:
The Québec Health Research Fund (FRQS) invites applications for its postdoctoral training grants for applicants living outside of Québec. These enable non-Canadian and Canadian citizens who are not resident in Québec, to pursue their postdoctoral training in the province. The programme aims to help PhD holders to enhance their training and broaden their fields of interest in human health sciences research. It is also intended to encourage these researchers to experience new scientific environments, to acquire new research methodologies and management and communication skills, and to supervise students.

Applicants must have obtained their PhD no more than two years before 15 October 2015, and must choose a host university different from the one which awarded the PhD.

Grants are worth CA$30,000 per year for two to three years. Additional funding may be available in collaboration with FRQS partners.

Closing date: 15 Oct 15
Deadline information: Applications due by 4.30pm. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 15 Jul 15

Award type: Personal development, Financial aid for postgraduate students, Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: $90,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website:

Eligibility profile
-------------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
-----------------------------------------------
Medicine & Health

Contact Details
-----------------------------------------------
FRQS
500 Sherbrooke Street West
Suite 800
Montréal H3A 3C6
Tel: +1 514 873 2114 ext 1224
Email: lyse.bourbonnais@frq.gouv.qc.ca

OPERATING GRANT – POPULATION HEALTH INTERVENTION RESEARCH
Canadian Institutes of Health Research – Instituts de Recherche en Santé du Canada

Description:
The Canadian Institutes of Health Research, under the Institute of Population and Public Health and the Pathways to Health Equity for Aboriginal Peoples Signature Initiative, and in partnership with the Saskatchewan Health Research Foundation, Public Health Agency of Canada and Health Canada, invite applications for their operating grant for population health intervention research. This supports research on timely population health interventions, such as policy, programmatic and resource distribution approaches, that have been initiated by others.
and have the potential to impact health and health equity at the population level.

The research should contribute to understanding how contextual conditions may intersect with population health interventions to promote health and health equity. The following areas and project types are of particular interest to partner institutions:

- social enterprises and their potential to realise numerous health or health equity benefits;
- population health intervention research as a means to support Aboriginal health research in Canada;
- healthy child development interventions targeting vulnerable children;
- interventions targeted to children and youth that address common risk factors or environmental influences for promoting healthy weights and positive mental health;
- the effectiveness of population-based psychosocial interventions aimed at promoting positive mental health in seniors
- age-friendly communities, with the goal of identifying key components that contribute to the promotion of positive health outcomes in seniors;
- the effectiveness of community-based, trauma-informed, and multi-sectoral interventions that support positive health outcomes for people impacted by family violence, particularly those that attend to principles of health equity and cultural sensitivity;
- the impacts of park and playground designs on outdoor thermal comfort and physical activity levels, especially among children;
- the impacts of extreme heat events on indoor thermal conditions and occupant discomfort.

Nominated principal applicants must be independent researchers or knowledge users with an academic, clinical or research appointment at an eligible institution, which may be a Canadian postsecondary institution or affiliated institution; non-governmental, non-profit organisation; non-federal government department or agency; or other organisation whose research activity falls within the institutes’ mandate. Strong collaboration between the team and intervention implementers, including policy makers, practitioners or communities, is encouraged.

The total budget of CA$3.03 million will fund approximately 12 grants, each of which is worth up to CA$250,000 over a maximum period of two years.

Ref: 201510GIR.

Closing date: 15 Oct 15
Deadline information:
Posted date: 08 Jul 15
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Academic-Industry links, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: $250,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: $3,027,250
Website: https://www.researchnet-recherchenet.ca/rnr16/vwOpprtntyDtls.do?prog=2287&view=search&launchMonth=7&launchYear=2015&type=EXACT&resultCount=25
Application form: https://www.researchnet-recherchenet.ca/

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Canada
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Health of Minority Groups; Health Systems; Public Health

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Tel: +1 416 524 0111
Fax: +1 613 562 5713
Email: e.diruggiero@utoronto.ca
H2020-MG-2015-SINGLESTAGE-B MOBILITY FOR GROWTH
Horizon 2020: Societal Challenges

Description:
The European Commission Horizon 2020: Societal Challenges invites proposals for its H2020-MG-2014-Singlestage-B call on mobility for growth within the smart, green and integrated transport challenge. Proposals may address:

- road, including MG.3.6b-2015 safe and connected automation in road transport;
- urban mobility, including MG.5.5b-2015 demonstrating and testing innovative solutions for cleaner and better urban transport and mobility;
- infrastructure, including MG.8.3-2015 facilitating market take up of innovative infrastructure solutions, MG.8b.4.2015 smart governance, network resilience and streamlined delivery of infrastructure innovation.

Actions may take the form of coordination and support actions or public procurement of innovative solutions cofund. Coordination and support actions require participation by at least one independent legal entity, established in a member state or associated country. Public procurement of innovation solutions cofund require participation of at least three legal entities, each established in a different member state or associated country. All H2020 funding calls allow the participation in consortia of third country partners who secure their own funding.

The indicative budget for this call in 2015 is €18.5 million.
Ref: OJ 2013/C 361/06.

Closing date: 15 Oct 15
Deadline information: Proposals due by 5pm Brussels local time.
Posted date: 01 Apr 14
Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Innovation grants, Networking/collaboration
Award budget total: €18,500,000
Website:

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: EU (European Union), EU Associated Countries, EU All International Cooperation Partner countries (ICPC), Overseas Countries and Territories
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
European Union, Policy & Politics; Transport Infrastructure Management; Transportation Engineering; Road Construction & Engineering; Automotive Safety; Transport Planning; Transport Economics; Built Environment & Spatial Planning

H2020-GV-2015 GREEN VEHICLES
Horizon 2020: Societal Challenges

Description:
The European Commission Horizon 2020: Societal Challenges invites proposals for its H2020-GV-2015 green vehicles call within the smart, green and integrated transport challenge.

Proposals may address GV-6-2015 powertrain control and heavy-duty vehicles with optimised emission or GV-8-2015 electric vehicles’ enhanced performance and integration into the transport system and the grid.
Proposals may take the form of research and innovation actions or innovation actions, depending on which topic is addressed. Research and innovation actions and innovation actions require at least three legal entities, each established in a different member state or associated country. All H2020 funding calls allow the participation in consortia of third-country partners securing their own funding.

The indicative budget for this call in 2015 is €30 million. Each successful proposal is expected to receive between €5m and €10m, although proposals for other amounts will also be considered. Ref: OJ 2013/C 361/06.

Closing date: 15 Oct 15
Deadline information: Proposals due by 5pm Brussels local time.
Posted date: 01 Apr 14
Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Innovation grants, Networking/collaboration

Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: €30,000,000

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: EU (European Union), EU Associated Countries, EU All International Cooperation Partner countries (ICPC), Overseas Countries and Territories
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Automotive Engineering; Air Pollution, Regulation & Control; Transport Infrastructure Management; Electrical & Electronic Engineering; Hydrogen & Synthetic Fuels; Energy Storage - Batteries & Grid

Society of Architectural Historians of Great Britain

Description:
The Society of Architectural Historians of Great Britain invites applications for its research grants. These support the costs of travel, building surveys, photography and conference attendance.

Priority is given to applicants resident in the British Isles, or working on the history of British architecture, as well as postgraduate students and those within five years of completing a postgraduate degree.

Bursaries do not normally exceed £500, but in exceptional circumstances a grant of up to £1,000 may be awarded.

Closing date: 15 Oct 15
Deadline information: Deadlines on: 15 October 2015, 15 April 2016, and repeated annually.
Posted date: 27 Apr 15
Award type: Student awards, Travel to conferences, meetings etc., Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: £1,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.sahgb.org.uk/research-grants.html

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
ULF WAR ILLNESS RESEARCH PROGRAMME – NEW INVESTIGATOR AWARD
US Department of Defense

Description:
The US Department of Defense, under the Gulf War illness research programme, invites applications for its new investigator award. This supports investigators in the early stages of their careers and established investigators new to the field of Gulf War illness research. This award also aims to promote new ideas in GWI research and to establish proof-of-principle for further development in future studies. Preliminary data are not required. Clinical trials are not allowed.

Applicants may be senior postdoctoral fellows who have completed at least three years of training, independent investigators within five years since their last training position or established independent investigators who have received less than US$300,000 in federally funded, non-mentored GWI research funding. Previous experience in GWI research is not required; however, collaborations with experienced GWI researchers are encouraged.

Eligible organisations include for-profit and non-profit public and private organisations worldwide.
The total budget of approximately US$2.4 million will fund approximately three awards. Each award is worth up to US$500,000 plus indirect costs over a maximum period of three years. Ref: W81XWH-15-GWIRP-NIA.

Closing date: 15 Oct 15

Deadline information: Pre-applications due by 5pm ET, 15 October; invited full applications due by 11.59pm ET, 29 October 2015.
Posted date: 15 May 15
Award type: Travel to conferences, meetings etc., Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Innovation grants, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: $500,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: $2,400,000
Website: http://cdmrp.army.mil/funding/reftable.shtml
Application form: https://ebrap.org/eBRAP/public/index.htm

Eligibility profile
---------------------------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
---------------------------------------------------------------
Headaches; Chronic Pain; Dermatology; Respiratory Medicine; Chronic Fatigue Syndrome; Post Traumatic Stress Disorder; Gastroenterology; Sleep & Sleep Disorders; Muscle Diseases

Contact Details
---------------------------------------------------------------
Tel: +1 301 682 5507
Email: help@ebrap.org
FORECASTING AND FOREWARNING OF EXTREME SOLAR FLARES - STEP TWO

Myndigheten för samhällsskydd och beredskap – Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency

Description:
The Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency invites applications for its call on forecasting and forewarning of extreme solar flares - step two. This supports collaborative research projects which aim to develop methods that improve the quality of warning systems for extreme solar flares. Projects may address the following research areas:

- improving the forecasts of solar flares and in turn improving the reliability of information that is sent out from the forecast centres to stakeholders and decision makers;
- improving the assessment of how serious and harmful effects of solar flares could be so that operators can take the right measures and reduce damage to the infrastructure in time.

Consortia projects that aim to build a common agenda in Europe on the development of early warning systems for severe storms are of particular interest.

Research groups based at higher education institutions and research organisations who have relevant skills, may apply. Applicants should have knowledge of the chain of events and physical processes from the sun to the earth, and knowledge of what the authorities need in order to send out warnings in time and with high security. Applicants should also have carried out research within the space sciences and the development of forecasts, and have expertise on how predictions are verified. Cooperation should take place both nationally and internationally, together with partners who can demand forecasting tools.

The total budget is worth at least SEK3 million per year for a period of five years.

Closing date: 15 Oct 15
Deadline information: Applications are invited between 10 September and 12 midnight, 15 October 2015.
Posted date: 23 Jun 15
Award type: Technology innovation/development, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Innovation grants, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: https://www.msb.se/sv/Om-MSB/Forskning/Utlysningar/Kommande-utlysningar/Utlysning-Prognoser-och-forevarning-for-extrema-solstormar/

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Sweden
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
High Energy Astrophysics & Cosmic Rays; Solar Physics & Space Plasma; Weather & Weather Systems

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Email: svante.odman@msb.se
EXTENDED DEADLINE: IMPROVED TREATMENT AND CLINICAL MANAGEMENT OF POVERTY-RELATED DISEASES
European and Developing Countries Clinical Trials Partnership

Description:
*** The European and Developing Countries Clinical Trials Partnership has extended the closing date for letters of intent for its projects on improved treatment and clinical management of poverty-related diseases call. The previous deadline of 3 September 2015 has now been extended to 15 October 2015. All other call information remains unchanged. ***

This call supports projects that aim to evaluate new or significantly improved drugs or drug regimens in humans, or to optimise the efficacy and use of existing therapeutics for any of the poverty-related diseases, including co-infections of PRDs. Proposals should include one or more clinical trials of therapeutics for poverty-related diseases to be conducted in sub-Saharan Africa.

Applications addressing HIV, tuberculosis, malaria, neglected infectious diseases and co-infections are particularly encouraged. In addition, proposals for conducting phase II and III clinical trials are encouraged.

 Consortia comprising a minimum of three different legal entities are eligible to apply. Two of the legal entities must be established in two different European participating states and one legal entity must be established in a sub-Saharan African country. All three legal entities must be independent of each other.

The total budget is worth €35 million. Between three and five grants may be awarded for projects lasting from three to five years.

Closing date: 15 Oct 15
Deadline information: Letters of intent due by 5pm.
Posted date: 26 Aug 15
DEVELOPING AND TESTING RETRIEVABLE DEVICES AND SCAFFOLDS FOR BETA CELL REPLACEMENT THERAPIES
Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation International

Description:
The Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation International invites letters of intent for its call to develop and test retrievable devices and scaffolds for beta cell replacement therapies. This aims to develop and test retrievable scaffolds and devices as a key component of beta cell replacement therapy for type 1 diabetes.

For the purposes of this study, a scaffold is defined as a three-dimensional porous construct that allows cell loading and attachment, and guides tissue development. It should provide mechanical support and spatial distribution for the cells and is non-degradable for future explantation. The proposed designs should be tailored for the intended implantation site and allow physiological integration of the implanted islet and beta cells with the host tissue.

Proposals should address aspects of the following:

- the development of novel engineered scaffolds and devices that promote beta or islet cell engraftment and long-term survival and function in an extra-hepatic site with retrievability as a key feature to allow complete removal of implanted cells;
- implantation of retrievable scaffolds or devices without cells to create a pre-vascularised site followed by cell implantation;
- scale-up of the scaffold and device for clinical implementation to allow enough beta or islet cell delivery to reverse diabetes in humans;
- large animal or clinical testing of mature prototypes.

JDRF encourages collaborations among bioengineers, chemists, immunologists, transplant researchers, and pancreatic beta cell biologists.

Eligible applicants must hold an MD, DMD, DVM or PhD or an equivalent academic degree and a faculty position or equivalent at an academic institution or a comparable institution. There are no citizenship requirements.

Awards cover both direct and indirect costs, and are worth up to US$300,000 per year or or up to US$660,000 per year for proposals containing clinical study components. The maximum project period is four years.

Closing date: 15 Oct 15
Deadline information: Letters of intent due by 15 October 2015; full proposals 8 January, 2016.
Posted date: 29 Jul 15
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: $660,000
Website: http://jdrf.org/grant-center/grant-opportunities-and-deadlines/
Application form: https://jdrf.smartsimple.us/s_Login.jsp

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Cell Physiology & Metabolism; Diabetes

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
JDRF
26 Broadway, 14th Floor
New York, NY 10004
Tel: +1 212 479 7663
Email: ahwa@jdrf.org
INDO-DANISH STRATEGIC RESEARCH COOPERATION WITHIN HUMAN HEALTH SCIENCE BIOTECHNOLOGY
InnovationsFonden – Innovation Fund Denmark

Description:
The Innovation Fund Denmark and the Department of Biotechnology in India invite proposals for their call on Indo-Danish strategic research cooperation within human health science biotechnology. This supports strategic research projects within health science biotechnology in order to further develop and strengthen Danish and Indian research cooperation.

Projects should address chronic non-communicable disorders, and link basic biological research and health and disease awareness with clinical research, including epidemiology. Research should develop better diagnostics and prevention, as well as new, targeted, effective and personalised medical interventions and care.

Scientists from universities, research institutions and private companies in Denmark and India may apply. Applicants outside Denmark who are directly involved in the project may participate; however, activities must promote and strengthen Danish research. A principal investigator must be identified on either side, with each PI applying for funding from their respective countries. Projects must also promote the development of interdisciplinary expertise, and contribute to innovation in the public and private sector. They should include involvement of public and private sector stakeholders, as well as collaboration with international research environments and individual researchers.

The total budget is approximately €2.6 million, with each funder contributing half. One or two projects may be supported for a period of three to five years. Funding covers direct project costs such as research activities, research training, PhDs and postdocs, travel costs, research stays abroad, courses and international conferences. Significant co-financing is expected.

Closing date: 15 Oct 15
Deadline information:
Posted date: 20 Aug 15
Award type: Travel to conferences, meetings etc., Travel for research purposes, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Academic-Industry links, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: €2,600,000
Website: [http://innovationsfonden.dk/da/soegemuligheder/indo-danish](http://innovationsfonden.dk/da/soegemuligheder/indo-danish)
Application form: [https://login.e-grant.dk/adfs/ls/?wa=wsignin1.0&wtrealm=urn%3eatilskudsportal&wctx=https%3a%2f%2fwww.e-grant.dk%2f_layouts%2fAuthenticate.aspx%3fSource%3dhttps%3a%2f%2fwww.e-grant.dk%2f](https://login.e-grant.dk/adfs/ls/?wa=wsignin1.0&wtrealm=urn%3eatilskudsportal&wctx=https%3a%2f%2fwww.e-grant.dk%2f_layouts%2fAuthenticate.aspx%3fSource%3dhttps%3a%2f%2fwww.e-grant.dk%2f)

Eligibility profile
---------------------------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any
Country of applicant institution: Denmark, India

Disciplines
---------------------------------------------------------------
Preventive Medicine; Non-Communicable Diseases; Biotechnology; Epidemiology; Traditional Medicine

Contact Details
---------------------------------------------------------------
Tel: +45 6190 5048
Email: anitha.sharma@innofond.dk
TRANSLATION FUND
Wellcome Trust

Description:
The Wellcome Trust invites concept notes for its translation fund. Awards support the development of innovative and ground breaking technologies that address an unmet healthcare need in the biomedical area. Projects must have demonstrated proof-of-principle supported by experimental data, and must plan to take the product, technology or intervention to a stage at which it is sufficiently developed to be attractive to another party. Projects may cover any aspect of technology development from a range of disciplines, including physical, computational and life sciences.

Proposals are welcome from academic and commercial organisations based in the UK and overseas, including non-profit research institutions and those funded by the Medical Research Council, Cancer Research UK and the Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council. Single institutions or consortia thereof may apply. Commercial companies may apply either as principal applicants or as collaborators.

Awards cover direct costs of the project, including modest equipment purchase and maintenance costs.

Closing date: 16 Oct 15
Deadline information: Concept notes due by 5pm GMT, 16 October; invited preliminary applications due by 5pm GMT, 11 December 2015. This call is repeated 2 times a year.

 Posted date: 05 Jun 15
Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Technology innovation/development, Innovation grants, Networking/collaboration, Publish, edit, translate, disseminate, Travel for research purposes, Equipment and materials, Academic-Industry links
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/Technology-transfer/Awards/Translation-Fund/index.htm

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Biotechnology; Biomedical Engineering

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Innovations
Wellcome Trust
Gibbs Building
215 Euston Road
London NW1 2BE
Tel: +44 20 7611 5757
Fax: +44 20 7611 8857
Email: innovations@wellcome.ac.uk

SPINAL MUSCULAR ATROPHY RESEARCH PROJECTS
French Association Against Muscular Dystrophy – Association Francaise Contre les Myopathies

Description:
The French Myopathy Association, on behalf of Spinal Muscular Atrophy Europe, invites proposals for spinal muscular atrophy research projects. These support projects aimed at finding a therapy for SMA or at elucidating the basic
pathophysiological processes of the disease. Focus areas are:

- understanding and function of the survival motor neurone function complex;
- innovative approaches for therapy of SMA;
- projects addressing bottlenecks impairing rapid transition from basic research to clinical trials;
- natural history of SMA.

Operating grants and postdoctoral fellowships are available.

Applicants for the former must be professionals or faculty members at an appropriate institution or small or medium-sized enterprise, whereas fellowship applicants must be members of a research team in the laboratory of a senior investigator. All applicants must hold a PhD, MD, DPhil or equivalent degree.

Funding is provided for up to two years. Standard operating grants do not normally exceed €150,000, though grants for part or joint funding of a clinical trial may be made at a higher level.

Closing date: 16 Oct 15 (Forecast)

Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 08 Sep 14
Award type: Early-Career fellowships, Clinical trials, Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.sma-europe.eu/news/1039/7th-call-for-sma-research-proposals-now-open

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines

Pathology; Pathophysiology; Cytopathology; Diagnostic Sciences; Muscle Diseases; Biological Markers & Sensor Mechanisms; Gene Therapy; Drug Design; Clinical Medicine; Biological Sciences; Pharmacy & Pharmacology

Contact Details

Email: vanessa@sma-europe.eu

NEW DIRECTIONS GRANTS
American Chemical Society

Description:
The American Chemical Society, under its Petroleum Research Fund, invites proposals for the new directions grants. These provide funds to scientists and engineers with limited or no preliminary results for a research project they wish to pursue, who intend to use the PRF-driven preliminary results to seek continuation funding from other agencies. Grants may be used to illustrate proof of concept and feasibility and are to be viewed as seed money for new research ventures.

Principal investigators should be regularly-appointed faculty members at academic or non-profit institutions.
Approximately 100 grants, each worth US$110,000 over two years, are available. The grant budget may include up to US$4,000 for conference travel and up to US$5,000 for capital equipment. Summer stipend support of up to US$16,000 is available for US-based principal investigators only.

Closing date: 16 Oct 15
Deadline information: Applications are invited from 14 September to 16 October 2015.
Posted date: 21 Apr 15
Award type: Travel to conferences, meetings etc., Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Equipment and materials, Innovation grants, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: $110,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -

LOSING THE LOOP II – VALUABLE RESOURCES FROM INDUSTRIAL WASTE
Stiftelsen för Miljöstrategisk Forskning – Swedish Foundation for Strategic Environmental Research

Description:
The Swedish Foundation for Strategic Environmental Research (Mistra) invites applications for its call on valuable resources from industrial waste, under the closing the loop II programme. Funding supports research projects that aim to develop new knowledge and increase collaboration between different organisations in order to utilise industrial waste through reprocessing of valuable resources in an efficient and sustainable manner. Projects should focus on the following industries:
• forestry;
• chemistry, including plastic materials;
• metal and steel;
• recycling.

Applicants must be researchers from universities or institutes in collaboration with appropriate commercial entities, who must contribute to the project either with financial funding or a workload equivalent to 30 percent of Mistra’s contribution in the project. Small- and medium-sized businesses are encouraged to collaborate. Researchers based outside Sweden may participate; however, the main applicant has to be a Swedish university or research institute.

The total budget is worth SEK40 million over four years with the aim to support approximately four to eight projects. SEK2m of the budget is intended for joint communication activities and cooperation between individual projects.

Closing date: 16 Oct 15
Deadline information: Applications due by 4pm.
Posted date: 10 Jul 15
IMPROVING THE HEALTH STATUS OF RWANDANS
Agency for International Development (USAID)

Description:
The Agency for International Development (USAID) invites concept papers for its improving the health status of Rwandans programme. This seeks to improve the health status of Rwandans through both demand- and supply-side approaches with a priority on reducing maternal and child mortality. Proposed alliances may address any or a combination of the following challenges or put forward other innovative ideas to address the priorities of the government of Rwanda and USAID/Rwanda in the health sector:

- ending preventable child and maternal deaths, specifically at primary and secondary service delivery levels;
- reducing stunting and malnutrition;
- increasing the efficiency of health systems through information technology, mobile or esolutions;
- addressing public health supply chain efficiency, specifically medical equipment maintenance and supply/commodity manufacturing and distribution;
- addressing health facilities management and operational efficiency and creating opportunities for revenue generation.

African alliances that include private sector partners who can demonstrate long-term commitment to the targeted region and a recognised business interest in the proposed concept, may apply.

The estimated total programme funding is US$2 million. Grants are worth between US$300,000 and US$2 million for a period of up to five years. Ref: RFA-696-15-000009.

Closing date: 16 Oct 15
Deadline information:
Posted date: 20 Jul 15
Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Development (Africa/Caribbean), Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: $2,000,000
BUILDING TOWARDS STATISTICALLY-BASED PHARMACEUTICAL QUALITY STANDARDS (U01)
Food and Drug Administration

Description:
The Food and Drug Administration’s Centre for Drug Evaluation and Research invites applications for its building towards statistically-based pharmaceutical quality standards (U01) funding opportunity announcement. This announcement aims to generate data and develop a statistical sampling and analysis strategy to aid FDA and CDER policy in drafting data-based guidance in support of the use of appropriate statistical tools and standards. The project aims to provide data, sampling and data analysis approaches to inform for the agency and the human pharmaceutical industry, in order to advance the development of risk- and science-based standards.

US and foreign for-profit and non-profit organisations and public and private organisations may apply.

FDA and CDER intends to fund up to US$2 million in fiscal year 2016 to fund up to two awards. Application budgets must not exceed US$1m in total direct costs. The maximum project period is three years.

Deadline information: Applications open on 7 August and are due by 8pm ET, 16 October 2015.
Posted date: 03 Aug 15
Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award amount max: $1,000,000
Award amount min: $500,000
Award budget total: $2,000,000

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Pharmaceutical Drugs; Drug Safety; Drug Design

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Tel: +1 301 796 3257
Email: tara.gooen@fda.hhs.gov
CAREER DEVELOPMENT AWARD
Thoracic Surgery Foundation for Research and Education

Description:
The Thoracic Surgery Foundation for Research and Education invites applicants for its career development award. This aims to diminish the financial impact of reduced clinical activity, in order for an individual to cultivate skills that will enhance credibility and expertise in an investigative career in cardiothoracic surgery.

Applicants must have completed thoracic surgical training and be able to demonstrate that they hold a position in an investigation-oriented environment. Recently trained surgeons and established investigators are welcome to apply under this program. The award offers $50,000 per year for up to two years.

Closing date: 17 Oct 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. Deadline time: 11:59pm EST. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 20 May 11
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators

Award amount max: $100,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.tsfre.org/Awards/CareerDevelopment.html

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Clinical Medicine; Human Biological Sciences; Cardiology; Physiology; Diagnostic Sciences; General Surgery

Contact Details
Thoracic Surgery Foundation for Research and Education
900 Cummings Center
Suite 221-U
Beverly, MA 01915
Tel: +1 978 927 8330
Fax: +1 978 524 8890

PROJECT SUPPORT PROGRAMME
Society for the Study of Addiction

Description:
The Society for the Study of Addiction invites applications for its project support programme. This aims to add to and promote the scientific understanding of addiction and related problems. The objective is to support projects in the following areas:

- dissemination of existing research findings;
- bringing together groups of experts or papers, or collating existing material for the purpose of disseminating;
- convening a group to review work in a particular area, or on a particular drug or phenomenon in a geographic
Members of the society may apply. Co-sponsors are welcome, as are joint initiatives with other international bodies or groups of international researchers.

The budget is worth £60,000 per year, which is dispensed twice a year in amounts of £30,000 each. An additional £5,000 may be made available in each period for conference support.

Closing date: 17 Oct 15
Deadline information: Deadlines on: 17 October 2015, 14 February 2016, and repeated annually.
Posted date: 26 Jan 15
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Publish, edit, translate, disseminate, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -

MOVEMBER TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH GRANTS IN BIOMARKERS

Prostate Cancer UK

Description:
Prostate Cancer UK and the Movember Foundation invite applications for their translational research grants. These support research projects that translate promising results in prognostic and predictive biomarkers a stage closer to implementation.

Applications are open to researchers working within the UK in a recognised academic or clinical institution. Primary applicants must have a strong track record in their field, and will normally hold tenured academic appointments or honorary academic contracts. Projects which involve an industry partner or collaborator are eligible. Projects may include a period of research outside the UK.

The total available budget is £2.3 million. No upper budget limit is set for individual projects, though projects should not exceed five years in duration. Applications intended primarily for the purchase of equipment will not be considered.

Closing date: 19 Oct 15
Deadline information: Applications due by 12 noon. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 20 Aug 15
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Equipment and materials, Networking/collaboration
NGANTS
Nesta

Description:
Nesta, together with the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation and Argidius, invites applications for its grants under the Innovation Growth Lab programme. These support randomised controlled trials that build the evidence base on the most effective approaches to increase innovation, support high-growth entrepreneurship and accelerate business growth. Research may examine different models to encourage technology transfer from universities, estimate the impact of accelerators on entrepreneurial success, or study different approaches to managing innovation processes. Proposals that look into areas such as intellectual property, networks and collaboration, mentoring and advice, financing schemes, innovation and entrepreneurial skills, and innovative procurement, as well as any other instruments and methods related to innovation and high-growth entrepreneurship are also welcome. Research that looks at female entrepreneurship, the impact of accelerators on entrepreneurial success, local policies for entrepreneurship, and SME capacity development and other business support schemes.

Organisations involved in innovation and entrepreneurship, or interested in running experiments within their own organisation, and researchers interested in designing and conducting randomised controlled trials related to innovation, entrepreneurship and business growth are welcome to apply. Projects with a mix of senior and junior researchers, including PhD students, in economic and social science departments, business schools or other research organisations are particularly encouraged.

Most awards range between US$10,000 and US$100,000.

**Closing date:** 19 Oct 15

**Deadline information:** Applications due by 5pm EST.

**Posted date:** 02 Sep 15

**Award type:** Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Innovation grants, Networking/collaboration

**Award amount max:** -  
**Award amount min:** -  
**Award budget total:** -

**Website:**  
http://www.innovationgrowthlab.org//funding-opportunities
Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Innovation & Technology Management; Business & Management Studies; Self-Employment & Entrepreneurship

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Email: innovationgrowthlab@nesta.org.uk

CAPACITY BUILDING IN MAURITANIA TOWARDS AGRICULTURAL AND PASTORAL RESILIENCE
Directorate-General for International Cooperation and Development (EuropeAid)

Description:
The Directorate-General for International Cooperation and Development (EuropeAid) invites proposals for capacity building projects in Mauritania towards agricultural and pastoral resilience. This call supports projects that aim to improve the management and use of resources in order to reduce agro-pastoral vulnerability in selected regions of Mauritania. In addition projects must comply with the following criteria;

- work closely with the Mauritanian authorities, particularly with the wilayas, muqhatas, and municipalities;
- set up activities that focus on the active and equal participation of populations in the programme areas;
- acceptance that actions and activities are part of a collaborative framework managed by the Ministries of Agriculture and Livestock;
- participation in capacity building efforts of ministries in the rural development sector, including knowledge transfer, provision of experience and internship or employment opportunities.

This call is open to the following organisations: non-profit, non-governmental, public sector and local authorities. Applicant organisations must be based in ACP states and applications must be submitted in French. Actions must take place in one of following regions of Mauritania: Assaba, Guidimakha, Hodh el Chargui or Hodh el Gharbi.

The total budget is worth €11.6 million, with grants worth between €2.5m and €2.9m each to cover up to 90 per cent of the total eligible costs. Projects must last between 48 and 54 months. Ref: EuropeAid/137269/DD/ACT/MR.

Closing date: 19 Oct 15
Deadline information: Proposals due by 4.30pm local time.
Posted date: 14 Jul 15
Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Development (Africa/Caribbean)
Award amount max: €2,900,000
Award amount min: €2,500,000
Award budget total: €11,600,000
Application form: http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/pador

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Antigua and Barbuda, Angola, Barbados, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Benin, Bahamas, Botswana, Belize, Congo, the Democratic Republic of the, Central African Republic, Congo, Côte d'Ivoire, Cook
Research Grants
Fyssen Foundation

Description:
The Fyssen Foundation invites applications for its research grants. These are given to French or foreign postdoctoral researchers for the purpose of establishing research teams at host laboratories in France in the biological or human sciences.

Applicants active in the biological sciences must not be older than 35 years, whereas applicants in the human sciences must not be older than 40 years.

Grants are worth between €15,000 to €35,000 each for a period of one year and are not renewable. They may be used to cover equipment purchase, participation in colloquiums, publications expenses, and for expenses related to expert involvement.

Closing date: 21 Oct 15
Deadline information: Applications due by 12 noon GMT+1. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 17 Jul 15

Award type: Young investigator awards, Travel to conferences, meetings etc., Directed grants for individual investigators, Publish, edit, translate, disseminate, Equipment and materials
Award amount max: €35,000
Award amount min: €15,000
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.fondationfyssen.fr/en/research-grants/

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Biological Sciences; Social Sciences; Humanities

Contact Details
Secretariat Fondation Fyssen
194 Rue de Rivoli
75001 Paris
**SEED AWARDS IN SCIENCE**

*Wellcome Trust*

**Description:**
The Wellcome Trust invites applications for its seed awards in science. These enable researchers to develop a novel idea to a position where it may compete for a larger award from the trust or another source. Funding supports pilot studies, scoping studies, preliminary data gathering, proof-of-principle studies, planning sessions and meetings of collaborative networks.

Applicants must have completed a PhD or equivalent higher degree. They must hold an appointment at an eligible institution in the UK, Republic of Ireland or a low or middle-income country, and must not be based at a core-funded research institute. Applicants must receive a personal salary from their host institution, and not hold a personal award or substantive other funding from any major funder. Applicants from low- or middle-income countries should be carrying out research in the fields of public health and tropical medicine that is of relevance to local, national or global health. This may include laboratory-based molecular analysis of field or clinical samples.

Awards are worth up to £100,000 each over a maximum period of two years. Funding covers direct costs of research, including materials and consumables, equipment, animals, research assistance, fieldwork and data collection, and travel.

**Closing date:** 22 Oct 15

**Deadline information:**

**Posted date:** 15 Jul 15

**Award type:** Networking/collaboration, Travel for research purposes, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Travel to conferences, meetings etc., Directed grants for individual investigators, Equipment and materials, Innovation grants

**Award amount max:** £100,000

**Award amount min:** -

**Award budget total:** -

**Website:**
http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/Biomedical-science/Funding-schemes/Seed-Awards/index.htm

**Application form:**
https://wtgrants.wellcome.ac.uk/Login.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2f

**Eligibility profile**
--------------------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: United Kingdom, Ireland

**Disciplines**
--------------------------------------------------------
Bio/Medical

**Contact Details**
--------------------------------------------------------
Tel: +44 20 7611 5757
Email: sciencegrants@wellcome.ac.uk
INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH GRANTS
Arts and Humanities Research Council

Description:
The Arts and Humanities Research Council and the Economic and Social Research Council, as part of Research Councils UK’s Partnership for Conflict, Crime and Security, invite applications for their interdisciplinary research awards. These support research addressing issues of central relevance to the PaCCS conflict theme, which brings together security research and other activities that are sensitive to the changing global context and have an impact in the prediction, detection, prevention and reduction of security threats. The research must address one or more of the following three strands:

- new perspectives on the changing character and mosaic of conflict, and transitions to and from conflict, through time;
- community experiences of, and responses to, conflict;
- conflict in the information age.

Applications must be submitted by the principal investigator’s research organisation, which may be a higher education institution recognised by the ESRC or AHRC for submitting applications, or an ESRC- or AHRC-recognised independent research organisation.

The principal investigator or any co-investigator must either have a PhD or be of postdoctoral standing, and have the skills and experience to undertake their outlined role. They must also have an existing contractual agreement with an eligible research organisation and either a contract duration that lasts beyond the end date of the proposed project, or an undertaking from the research organisation that lasts beyond the end date. Co-investigators may be from an ESRC- or AHRC-recognised HEI or IRO, UK business, third sector organisation or government body, or an international research organisation.

Awards are worth between £320,000 and £640,000 each, covering 80 per cent of full economic cost, over a maximum period of four years. Approximately five to seven awards are available.

Closing date: 22 Oct 15
Deadline information: Outline proposals due by 4pm, 22 October 215; full proposals due in April 2016.
Posted date: 07 Jul 15
Award type: Technology innovation/development, Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Innovation grants, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: £640,000
Award amount min: £320,000
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/current/paccsconflictheme/
Application form: https://je-s.rcuk.ac.uk/

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: United Kingdom
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
National Security; Military History; Litigation, Mediation & Conflict Resolution; International Security; Public Safety & Security; Peace & Disarmament

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Email: r_abedin@ahrc.ac.uk
INTERDISCIPLINARY INNOVATION AWARDS
Arts and Humanities Research Council

Description:
The Arts and Humanities Research Council and the Economic and Social Research Council, as part of Research Councils UK’s Partnership for Conflict, Crime and Security, invite applications for their interdisciplinary innovation awards. These support the development of innovative, high risk, interdisciplinary research, exploratory or pilot studies, or the development of new partnerships and collaborations addressing issues of central relevance to the PaCCS conflict theme.

The theme brings together security research and other activities that are sensitive to the changing global context and have an impact in the prediction, detection, prevention and reduction of security threats. Priority areas include conflict, transnational organised crime and cybersecurity.

Applications must be submitted by the principal investigator’s research organisation, which may be a higher education institution recognised by the ESRC or AHRC for submitting applications, or an ESRC- or AHRC-recognised independent research organisation.

The principal investigator or any co-investigator must either have a PhD or be of postdoctoral standing, and have the skills and experience to undertake their outlined role. They must also have an existing contractual agreement with an eligible research organisation and either a contract duration that lasts beyond the end date of the proposed project, or an undertaking from the research organisation that lasts beyond the end date. Co-investigators may be from an ESRC- or AHRC-recognised HEI or IRO, UK business, third sector organisation or government body, or an international research organisation.

Awards are worth up to £80,000 each, covering 80 per cent of full economic cost, over a maximum period of 18 months. Approximately eight to 12 awards are available.

Closing date: 22 Oct 15
Deadline information: Applications due by 4pm.
Posted date: 07 Jul 15
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Innovation grants, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: £80,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/current/paccsconflictheme/
Application form: https://je-s.rcuk.ac.uk/

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: United Kingdom
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
National Security; Litigation, Mediation & Conflict Resolution; Cybersecurity; Criminal & Antisocial Behaviour; International Security

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Email: r.abedin@ahrc.ac.uk
INDIVIDUAL POSTDOCTORAL GRANTS

Styrelsen for Forskning og Innovation - Danish Agency for Science, Technology and Innovation

Description:
The Danish Council for Independent Research’s Medical Sciences division (FSS) invites applications for its individual postdoctoral grants. These aim to maintain and develop the research competencies of researchers who are in the beginning of their careers, consolidate their individual research profile and develop their scientific network.

Grants are awarded to researchers who carry out specific research projects independently at research institutions in Denmark or abroad. Applicants should have obtained their PhD within the last four years or expect to submit their thesis within six months of the application deadline. Postdoctorate candidates from other countries who apply to carry out research projects in Denmark are expected to bring considerable new expertise to the Danish host environment.

Grants are normally awarded for up to two years, but may be extended to a maximum of three years. Funding may be used to cover the researcher’s income, equipment, operating expenses, and scientific or academic and technical or administrative salaries.

Closing date: 23 Oct 15
Deadline information: Applications due by 7pm. Deadlines on: 23 October 2015, 22 April 2016.

Posted date: 06 Jul 15
Award type: General operating support, Directed grants for individual investigators, Equipment and materials, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any
----------------------------------------------
Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Medicine & Health
----------------------------------------------
Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Tel: +45 72 31 83 00
Email: gk@fi.dk

KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE PROGRAMME

Scottish Universities Insight Institute

Description:
The Scottish Universities Insight Institute invites registrations for its knowledge exchange programme. Funding supports knowledge exchange activities focusing on the theme of fostering culture of innovation. Proposals should address one or all of the following areas of interest:
• identifying the main features of vibrant and effective innovation systems and cultures, which combine both creativity and practical implementation;
• identifying how best these features can be stimulated and developed;
• identifying the most effective ways of assessing progress in developing cultures of innovation;
• identifying the implications for policy makers and practitioners, who are trying to foster a culture of innovation and be more innovative themselves.

Projects may either be wide ranging in scope or may focus in-depth on one aspect. Proposals should be innovative, particularly in the format of events and engagement with non-academics.

Leading teams must include members employed at two of the institute’s partner universities, namely Aberdeen, Dundee, Edinburgh, Glasgow School of Art, Heriot Watt, St Andrews, Stirling and Strathclyde. Universities outside Scotland and from overseas may participate. Programme leadership must also include relevant individuals from non-academic sectors, such as industry, third sector, public sector and government. Academic leaders should have at least five years’ postdoctoral standing and non-academic leaders should have at least five years’ professional experience in their domain of expertise.

Programmes typically comprise seminars and workshops held over a period of up to six months.

Closing date: 23 Oct 15
Deadline information: Registrations due by 23 October; full proposals due by 20 November 2015.
Posted date: 24 Jul 15
Award type: Hosting conferences, Travel to conferences, meetings etc., Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Academic-Industry links, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.scottishinsight.ac.uk/AbouttheInstitute/Callforproposals.aspx

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: United Kingdom
Country of applicant institution: Any
Country of applicant institution: United Kingdom

Disciplines

Cultural Studies; Spin-Offs & Academic Innovation

Contact Details

SUII
Collins Building
22 Richmond Street
Glasgow G1 1XQ
Tel: +44 141 548 5930
Email: info@scottishinsight.ac.uk

Description:
The Royal Society of Chemistry invites applications for its researcher mobility grants. These enable PhD and master’s students, as well as early-career researchers, to undertake short- to mid-term scientific visits to organisations overseas or in the UK and Republic of Ireland.
Applications are open to chemistry research postgraduate master’s, PhD and postdoctoral researchers who are within 10 years of obtaining their PhD, and to early-career chemical scientists working in industrial, private or commercial organisations, university spin-out companies or research institutes that are UK, ROI or overseas-based applicants.

Grants for all UK and ROI applicants are worth up to £5,000 for one-off overseas visits lasting up to three months and up to £3,000 for one-off UK and ROI visits lasting up to three months; early-career researchers may receive up to £15,000 for multiple overseas visits to the same organisation over one or two years.

Grants for all overseas applicants are worth up to £5,000 for one-off UK or ROI visits lasting up to three months; early-career researchers may receive up to £15,000 for multiple UK or ROI visits over one to two years.

Closing date: 25 Oct 15
Deadline information:
Posted date: 28 Aug 15

INDIVIDUAL POSTDOCTORAL GRANTS
Styrelsen for Forskning og Innovation - Danish Agency for Science, Technology and Innovation

Description:
The Danish Council for Independent Research’s Technology and Production Sciences division (FTP) invites applications for its individual postdoctoral grants. These aim to maintain and develop the research competencies of researchers who are in the beginning of their careers, consolidate their individual research profile and develop their scientific network.

Grants are awarded to researchers who carry out specific research projects independently at research institutions in Denmark or abroad.

Applicants should have obtained their PhD within the last four years or expect to submit their thesis within six months of the application deadline. Postdoctorate candidates from other countries who apply to carry out research projects in Denmark are expected to bring considerable new expertise to the Danish host environment.

Grants are normally awarded for up to two years, but may be extended to a maximum of three years. Funding may be used to cover the researcher’s income, equipment, operating...
expenses, and scientific or academic and technical or administrative salaries.

Closing date: 27 Oct 15
Deadline information: Applications due by 7pm. Deadlines on: 27 October 2015, 26 April 2016.
Posted date: 06 Jul 15
Award type: General operating support, Directed grants for individual investigators, Equipment and materials, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
Engineering

Contact Details
Tel: +45 72 31 83 00
Email: gk@fi.dk

DEMONSTRATION ENERGY-INNOVATION PROGRAMME
Netherlands Enterprise Agency – Rijksdienst voor Ondernemend Nederland

Description:
The Netherlands Enterprise Agency (RVO) invites applications for the second round of its demonstration energy-innovation programme. This aims to encourage energy-innovations that Dutch enterprises can use to establish international success with energy saving products, processes or services.

Consortia consisting of an enterprise and a research organisation may apply. Enterprises are eligible to apply independently as well.

The total budget for this round is €20 million and the maximum project budget is €4m over a maximum project period of four years.

Closing date: 27 Oct 15
Deadline information: Applications are invited between 1 July and 5pm, 27 October 2015.
Posted date: 30 Apr 15
Award type: Technology innovation/development, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Equipment and materials, Innovation grants, Academic-Industry links, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: €4,000,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: €20,000,000
Website: http://www.rvo.nl/subsidies-regelingen/demonstratie-energie-innovatie-tse
Application form: http://www.rvo.nl/digitaal-indienen/eloket

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Country of applicant institution: Netherlands
Disciplines
Use & Management of Natural Resources; Sustainable Development & Resource Use;
COMING SOON: H2020-NMBP-2017 NANOTECHNOLOGIES, ADVANCED MATERIALS 
BIOTECHNOLOGY AND PRODUCTION - TWO STAGE

**Horizon 2020: Industrial Leadership**

**Description:**
*** The European Commission Horizon 2020: industrial leadership will shortly be inviting proposals, under the leadership in enabling and industrial technologies - nanotechnologies, advanced materials, advanced manufacturing and processing, and biotechnology work programme, for its H2020-NMBP-2017 nanotechnologies, advanced materials biotechnology and production call - two stage. The expected opening date is 1 October 2015 and the anticipated closing date of the first stage is 27 October 2016. The following information, including which topics may be addressed in this call, is subject to change. ***

Proposals may address the following topics:

- advanced materials and nanotechnologies for high added value products and process industries, including NMBP-04-2017 architectured and advanced material concepts for intelligent bulk material structures, NMBP-05-2017 advanced materials and innovative design for improved functionality and aesthetics in high added value consumer goods and NMBP-06-2017 improved material durability in buildings and infrastructures, including offshore, NMBP-07-2017 systems of materials characterisation for model, product and process optimisation;
- advanced materials and nanotechnologies for healthcare, including NMBP-12-2017 development of a reliable methodology for better risk management of engineered biomaterials in advanced therapy medicinal products or medical devices and NMBP-14-2017 regulatory science framework for assessment of risk-benefit ratio of nanomedicines and biomaterials and NMBP-15-2017 nanotechnologies for imaging cellular transplants and regenerative processes in vivo;
- advanced materials and nanotechnologies of energy applications, including NMBP-19-2017 cost-effective materials for ‘power-to-chemical’ technologies and NMBP-20-2017 high-performance materials for optimizing CO2 capture;
- eco-design and new sustainable business models, including NMBP-22-2017 business models and industrial strategies supporting novel supply chains for innovative product-services;
- biotechnology, including BIOTEC-05-2017 microbial platforms for CO2-reuse processes in the low-carbon economy and BIOTEC-06-2017 optimisation of biocatalysis and downstream processing for the sustainable production of high-value added platform chemicals and BIOTEC-07-2017 new plant breeding techniques in molecular farming: multipurpose crops for industrial bioproducts;
- modelling for the development of nanotechnologies and advances materials, including NMBP-25-2017 next generation system integrating tangible and intangible materials model components to support innovation in industry;
• science-based risk assessment and management of nanotechnologies, advanced materials and biotechnologies including NMBP-28-2017 framework and strategies for nanomaterial characterisation, classification, grouping and read-across for risk analysis and NBMP-29-2017 advanced and realistic models and assays for nanomaterial hazard assessment;

• innovative and responsible governance of new and converging enabling technologies, including NBMP-35-2017 innovative solutions for the conservation of 20th century cultural heritage.

Proposals must take the form of research and innovation actions or innovation actions depending on the topic addressed. Research and innovation actions and innovation actions require participation by at least three legal entities, each established in a different EU member state or associated country. All H2020 funding calls allow third country partners who secure their own funding to participate in consortia.

The indicative budget for this call is €234.19 million.

TARGET VALIDATION PILOT AWARDS
Michael J Fox Foundation for Parkinson’s Research

Description:
The Michael J Fox Foundation for Parkinson's Research invites applications for its target validation pilot awards.

These aim to support research on characterising promising novel PD-relevant targets. Proposals should focus on filling key translational gaps in target validation including characterisation and expression studies of the target in human-derived tissues or target manipulation in a suitable preclinical model relevant to Parkinson's disease. Preference will be given to proposals utilising experimental systems with high construct and predictive validity to human PD such as patient-derived material or animal models utilising clinically translatable endpoints.

Applications may be submitted by biotechnology or pharmaceutical companies and publicly or privately held for-profit and non-profit entities throughout the world.
One-year grants of up to US$100,000, inclusive of both direct and indirect costs, are available. No more than 10 per cent may go to indirect costs.

Closing date: 28 Oct 15
Deadline information: Pre-proposals due by 5pm ET, 28 October 2015; invited full proposals due by 5pm ET, 20 January 2016.
Posted date: 26 Jan 15
Award type: Clinical trials, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Innovation grants
Award amount max: $100,000
Website: https://www.michaeljfox.org/research/target-advancement.html

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Parkinson’s Disease

Contact Details
MJFF
Grand Central Station
PO Box 4777
New York, NY 10163-4777
Email: research@michaeljfox.org

INDIVIDUAL POSTDOCTORAL GRANTS
Styrelsen for Forskning og Innovation - Danish Agency for Science, Technology and Innovation

Description:
The Danish Council for Independent Research’s Natural Sciences division (FNU) invites applications for its individual postdoctoral grants. These aim to maintain and develop the research competencies of researchers who are in the beginning of their careers, consolidate their individual research profile and develop their scientific network.

Grants are awarded to researchers who carry out specific research projects independently at research institutions in Denmark or abroad. Applicants should have obtained their PhD within the last four years or expect to submit their thesis within six months of the application deadline. Postdoctorate candidates from other countries who apply to carry out research projects in Denmark are expected to bring considerable new expertise to the Danish host environment.

Closing date: 28 Oct 15
Deadline information: Applications due by 7pm. Deadlines on: 28 October 2015, 27 April 2016.
Posted date: 06 Jul 15
Award type: General operating support, Directed grants for individual investigators, Equipment and materials, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://ufm.dk/en/research-and-innovation/funding-programmes-for-research-and-innovation/calls/2015/danish-council-for-
independent-research-call-for-proposals-autumn-2015-and-spring-2016

Disciplines
--------------------------------------------
Computer Science & Informatics; Biological Sciences; Physical Sciences

Contact Details
--------------------------------------------
Tel: +45 72 31 83 00
Email: gk@fi.dk

ESEARCH GRANTS
Australian Department of the Environment

Description:
The Australian Department of the Environment invites applications for its research grants under the Australian Biological Resources Study national taxonomy research grant programme. These enable postdoctoral fellows and established career researchers to carry out research relevant to the taxonomy and systematics of the Australian biota.

Overseas institutions may be collaborators, but the main applicant must be based at an Australian institution. The principal investigator must be an Australian researcher and be employed at least part-time by museums, herbaria, universities or other government agencies. Researchers applying for a postdoctoral fellowship grant must have completed their PhD no more than ten years prior to submitting their application, and preferably have worked full-time in a related area of research.

Grants are worth between AUS$10,000 to AUS$90,000 per year for a period of three years. All ABRS research grants have a co-funding requirement.

Closing date: 28 Oct 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated once a year.

Posted date: 03 Aug 15
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: $270,000
Award amount min: $30,000
Award budget total: -

Eligibility profile
--------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Australia
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
--------------------------------------------
Environmental Conservation & Biodiversity; Taxonomy

Contact Details
--------------------------------------------
ABRS
Department of the Environment
GPO Box 787
Canberra ACT 2601
Email: abrs.grants@environment.gov.au
HERAPEUTIC PIPELINE PROGRAMME
Michael J Fox Foundation for Parkinson’s Research

Description:
The Michael J Fox Foundation for Parkinson’s Research requests proposals for its therapeutic pipeline programme. This supports therapeutic development in Parkinson’s disease along the entire preclinical and clinical path. Ideal applications should focus on efforts to address one of the following treatment challenges:

- strategies that protect or restore degenerating or dysfunctional neurons affected in PD;
- strategies to alleviate disabling motor and non-motor symptoms of PD;
- strategies to alleviate complications of PD treatment.

The foundation is also open to alternative strategies, including gene therapy, and biological, surgical and non-invasive or non-pharmaceutical approaches that can have a significant impact for patients.

Applications may be submitted by publicly or privately held for-profit and non-profit entities throughout the world. Industry and academic collaborations are encouraged.

Applicants may request up to two years of funding for preclinical development or up to three years of funding for clinical development. No more than 25 per cent of direct costs for academic institutions or 10 per cent of direct costs for for-profit institutions may go to indirect costs. There is no set budget limit.

Closing date: 28 Oct 15
Deadline information: Pre-proposals due by 5pm ET, 28 October 2015; invited full proposals due by 5pm ET, 20 January 2016.
Posted date: 26 Jan 15
Award type: Clinical trials, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Innovation grants, Academic-Industry links, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: https://www.michaeljfox.org/research/therapeutic-development.html

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Parkinson’s Disease; Pharmaceutical Drugs

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
MJFF
Grand Central Station
PO Box 4777
New York, NY 10163-4777
Email: research@michaeljfox.org

IMPROVED BIOMARKERS AND CLINICAL OUTCOME MEASURES PROGRAMME
Michael J Fox Foundation for Parkinson’s Research

Description:
The Michael J Fox Foundation for Parkinson’s Research invites applications for its improved biomarkers and clinical outcome measures programme. This supports research that will develop improved biomarker tools and clinical

Closing date: 28 Oct 15
Deadline information: Pre-proposals due by 5pm ET, 28 October 2015; invited full proposals due by 5pm ET, 20 January 2016.
Posted date: 26 Jan 15
Award type: Clinical trials, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Innovation grants, Academic-Industry links, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: https://www.michaeljfox.org/research/therapeutic-development.html

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Parkinson’s Disease; Pharmaceutical Drugs

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
MJFF
Grand Central Station
PO Box 4777
New York, NY 10163-4777
Email: research@michaeljfox.org
outcome measures to assist in clinical trial design, execution and interpretation of results. The following types of biomarkers, assays and outcome measures are encouraged:

- imaging studies;
- clinical and physiological studies;
- biochemical assays and outcome measures.

Applications may be submitted by publicly or privately held for-profit and non-profit entities throughout the world. Postdoctoral fellows are not eligible to apply as principal investigator.

MJFF intends to fund up to US$4 million for this programme. No more than 25 per cent of direct costs for academic institutions or 10 per cent of direct costs for for-profit institutions may go to indirect costs. There is no set budget limit. The maximum project period is three years.

Closing date: 28 Oct 15
Deadline information: Pre-proposals due by 5pm ET, 28 October 2015; invited full proposals due by 5pm ET, 20 January 2016.
Posted date: 26 Jan 15

Target Optimisation Awards
Michael J Fox Foundation for Parkinson's Research

Description:
The Michael J Fox Foundation for Parkinson's Research invites applications for its target optimisation awards. These aim to support collaborative, multi-institutional teams to build more robust datasets that can validate targets within a specific, prioritised biological pathway as defined by MJFF scientific staff. Teams should develop and execute systematic, milestone-driven projects using complementary experimental strategies and, where appropriate, cross-team replication. For the fall 2015 funding cycle, MJFF has identified targets involved in cellular protein handling as a priority for further validation and optimisation. Examples of targets appropriate for this program include: LAMP-2A, NEDD-4, TFEB and VPS35. Preference will be given to proposals utilising experimental systems with high construct and predictive validity to human PD such as patient-derived material or animal models utilising clinically translatable endpoints.

Applications may be submitted by biotechnology or pharmaceutical companies and publicly or privately held for-profit and non-
A compilation of the Research Services of the Office of Research, Innovation & Development (ORID)

Priority Target Awards

Michael J Fox Foundation for Parkinson’s Research

Description:
The Michael J Fox Foundation for Parkinson’s Research invites applications for its priority target awards. These aim to support projects focusing on filling key gaps in priority target understanding and manipulation within the context of disease and treatment biology. Applicants may submit proposals on any of the following MJFF prioritised targets:

- alpha-synuclein;
- LRRK2;
- GBA;
- parkin;
- trophic factors.

Preference will be given to proposals utilising experimental systems with high construct and predictive validity to human PD such as patient-derived material or animal models utilising clinically translatable endpoints.

Applications may be submitted by biotechnology or pharmaceutical companies and publicly or privately held for-profit and non-profit entities throughout the world. Postdoctoral fellows are not eligible to apply as principal investigator.

One-year grants of up to US$100,000, inclusive of both direct and indirect costs, are available. No more than 10 per cent may go to indirect costs.

Closing date: 28 Oct 15
Deadline information: Pre-proposals due by 5pm ET, 28 October 2015; invited full proposals due by 5pm ET, 20 January 2016.

Website:
https://www.michaeljfox.org/research/target-advancement.html
Application form:

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Parkinson’s Disease

Contact Details
MJFF
Grand Central Station
PO Box 4777
New York, NY 10163-4777
Email: research@michaeljfox.org
National Science Foundation

Description:
Participating directorates of the National Science Foundation, the National Institutes of Health, the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF), the French National Research Agency (ANR) and the US-Israel Binational Science Foundation invite proposals for their collaborative research in computational neuroscience programme. Funding aims to support collaborative activities that advance the understanding of nervous system structure and function, mechanisms underlying nervous system disorders, and computational strategies used by the nervous system. The following types of proposals may be considered:

- those describing collaborative research projects;
- those that enable sharing of data and other resources.

National and international applicants may apply. International components of collaborative projects may be funded in parallel by the participating agencies. NIH awards may not exceed US$250,000 per year in direct costs. Ref: NSF 15-595 (replaces 14-504).

Closing date: 29 Oct 15
Posted date: 03 Aug 15
Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Networking/collaboration
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=5147&org=NSF&sel_org=NSF&from=und
Application form: http://www.fastlane.nsf.gov

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Neurobiology; Central Nervous System; Neuroscience; Neurology
INDIVIDUAL POSTDOCTORAL GRANTS
Styrelsen for Forskning og Innovation - Danish Agency for Science, Technology and Innovation

Description:
The Danish Council for Independent Research’s Humanities division (FKK) invites applications for its individual postdoctoral grants. These aim to maintain and develop the research competencies of researchers who are in the beginning of their careers, consolidate their individual research profile and develop their scientific network.

Grants are awarded to researchers who carry out specific research projects independently at research institutions in Denmark or abroad. Applicants should have obtained their PhD within the last four years or expect to submit their thesis within six months of the application deadline. Postdoctorate candidates from other countries who apply to carry out research projects in Denmark are expected to bring considerable new expertise to the Danish host environment.

Grants are normally awarded for up to two years, but may be extended to a maximum of three years. Funding may be used to cover the researcher’s income, equipment, operating expenses, and scientific or academic and technical or administrative salaries.

Closing date: 29 Oct 15
ERNEST SOLVAY FUND FOR INDIVIDUALS
King Baudouin Foundation

**Description:**
The King Baudouin Foundation invites project proposals for funding from the Ernest Solvay fund. This supports initiatives in research and entrepreneurship in the areas of science and technology, such as chemistry, physics, biology, mathematics and earth sciences. The aim is to promote scientific development both in Belgium and abroad.

Applicants should be private individuals who are implementing non-commercial projects. Projects should promote scientific training or study for young people, interest in scientific research and technological entrepreneurship. Grants are worth up to €7,500 each.

Closing date: 29 Oct 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated 2 times a year.
Posted date: 24 Apr 15
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators

**Award amount max:** €7,500
**Award amount min:** -
**Award budget total:** -
**Website:**

**Application form:**

**Eligibility profile**
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

**Disciplines**
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Biological Sciences; Physical Sciences; Engineering; Chemistry; Physics; Earth Sciences

**Contact Details**
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tel: +32 477 138 572
Email: vanhoutte.p@kbs-frb.be

ERNEST SOLVAY FUND PROJECTS FOR ORGANISATIONS
King Baudouin Foundation

**Description:**
The King Baudouin Foundation invites project proposals for funding from the Ernest Solvay fund. This supports initiatives in education and entrepreneurship in the areas of science and technology, such as chemistry, physics, biology, mathematics and earth sciences. The aim is to promote scientific development both in Belgium and abroad.

Applicants should be organisations that are implementing non-commercial projects. Projects should promote scientific training or study for young people, interest in scientific research and technological entrepreneurship.

Grants are worth up to €7,500 each.

Closing date: 29 Oct 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated 2 times a year.
Posted date: 24 Apr 15
A compilation of the Research Services of the Office of Research, Innovation & Development (ORID)

IOMEDICAL RESEARCH PROJECT GRANTS
Motor Neurone Disease Association

Description:
The Motor Neurone Disease Association invites outline applications for its biomedical research project grants. These support research aimed at understanding the causes of motor neurone disease, elucidating disease mechanisms and facilitating the translation of therapeutic strategies from the laboratory to the clinic. Grants support single pieces of work designed to answer a single question or a small group of related questions.

Applicants can be based outside the UK and Ireland provided the project is unique in concept or design, namely no similar research is being performed in the UK, and involves an aspect of collaboration with a UK institute.

Proposals should not exceed £85,000 per year and £255,000 in total over three years. Applications for less than two years should include a named researcher with the relevant expertise.

Closing date: 30 Oct 15

Deadline information: Outline applications are accepted between 11 September and 30 October 2015. This call is repeated once a year. Posted date: 14 Nov 14

Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, Networking/collaboration

Award amount max: £255,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -

Website:
http://www.mndassociation.org/research/for-researchers/research-grants/

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines

Chemistry; Biological Sciences; Physical Sciences; Physics; Earth Sciences; Engineering

Contact Details

Tel: +44 1604 611 783
Email: research.grants@mndassociation.org
INDIVIDUAL POSTDOCTORAL GRANTS
Styrelsen for Forskning og Innovation - Danish Agency for Science, Technology and Innovation

Description:
The Danish Council for Independent Research’s Social Sciences division (FSE) invites applications for its individual postdoctoral grants. These aim to maintain and develop the research competencies of researchers who are in the beginning of their careers, consolidate their individual research profile and develop their scientific network.

Grants are awarded to researchers who carry out specific research projects independently at research institutions in Denmark or abroad. Applicants should have obtained their PhD within the last four years or expect to submit their thesis within six months of the application deadline. Postdoc candidates from other countries who apply to carry out research projects in Denmark are expected to bring considerable new expertise to the Danish host environment.

Grants are normally awarded for up to two years, but may be extended to a maximum of three years. Funding may be used to cover the researcher’s income, equipment, operating expenses, and scientific or academic and technical or administrative salaries.

Posted date: 06 Jul 15
Award type: General operating support, Directed grants for individual investigators, Equipment and materials, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Social Sciences

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Tel: +45 72 31 83 00
Email: gk@fi.dk

MPLANT RESEARCH GRANTS FOR MEMBERS
Academy of Osseointegration

Description:
The Academy of Osseointegration invites applications for its implant research grants. One research grant award of up to US$15,000 is available to support research in the behavioural, biological, biomechanical or biomaterial aspects of dental implants. Applications that address areas of research to enhance the public
acceptance of implants are particularly welcomed.

Applicants must be members of the Academy of Osseointegration and be able to demonstrate their ability to conduct research. There are no age or citizenship requirements. The award is for a period of 12 months.

The grant funds are to be used only for direct support of the proposed research, such as: technical assistance; supplies; purchasing and/or maintaining laboratory animals; purchase of relevant equipment and instruments; data analysis; preparation of manuscripts; and travel to professional meetings related to the project.

Closing date: 30 Oct 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 07 Jun 10
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc

Award amount max: $15,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: $15,000
Website:
http://www.osseo.org/NEWfoundation.html
Application form:
http://www.osseo.org/downloads/2010/AO%20Research%20Grant%20Application%202009.pdf

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Restorative Dentistry; Dentistry; Medical Implants

Contact Details
Academy of Osseointegration
85 West Algonquin Road- Suite 550
Arlington Heights, IL 60005
Tel: +1 847 439 1919
Fax: +1 847 439 1569

**XPLORATORY RESEARCH GRANTS**
Centre for Economic Policy Research

**Description:**
The Centre for Economic Policy Research and the Department for International Development, through their private enterprise development in low-income countries initiative, invite applications for their exploratory research grants. These enable researchers to explore new approaches to the study of firms in low-income countries and develop new or existing sources of data on these firms. Research may relate to private enterprises of all sizes and should produce results that will be useful for policymaking. Proposals should address the following themes:

- modelling market frictions in low-income countries using newly available data;
- understanding how constraints interact using micro-founded macro models;
- the dynamics of SMEs – informality and entrepreneurship;
- the role of export-oriented industries in driving growth.

Proposals that address fragile and conflict-affected states, gender, and climate, environment and social compliance are particularly encouraged. Only individuals, or
teams with an individual representative, may apply. Grants are worth between £10,000 and £35,000 over one year.

Closing date: 30 Oct 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. Applications due by 5pm BST. This call is repeated 4 times a year.
Posted date: 11 Mar 15
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Development (Africa/Caribbean)
Award amount max: £35,000
Award amount min: £10,000
Award budget total: -
Website: [http://pedl.cepr.org/content/exploratory-grants](http://pedl.cepr.org/content/exploratory-grants)

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Policy Studies; Small & Medium-Sized Enterprises; Development Studies

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
CEPR
3rd Floor
77 Bastwick Street
London EC1V 3PZ
Tel: +44 20 7183 8801

---

RESEARCH GRANTS
European Brief Therapy Association

Description:
The European Brief Therapy Association invites proposals for its research grants. These support projects on solution-focused brief therapy and its applications. Grants are worth up to €3,500.

Closing date: 30 Oct 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 14 May 15
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award amount max: €3,500
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -

Website: [http://blog.ebta.nu/research-grant/application](http://blog.ebta.nu/research-grant/application)

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Cognitive & Behavioural Therapies; Counselling & Therapy

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Email: mark.beyebach@gmail.com
COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH NETWORK FUNDING
University Association for Contemporary European Studies

Description:
The University Association for Contemporary European Studies invites applications for its collaborative research network funding. This enables researchers to develop networks across a range of institutions, which may lead to bigger projects and funding from other sources in the future. Eligible activities include:

- dedicated research meetings and workshops;
- participation in larger conferences such as the UACES annual conference or other relevant events;
- contributing to the UACES newsletter and to pursuing other publishing and dissemination opportunities, such as journals, books, podcasting, and blogging.

Proposals for networks are open to individual members of UACES. The proposer must work at a recognised university or higher education institute, and will act as the coordinator. Networks must be multinational and interdisciplinary.

Successful networks will receive up to £5,000 over a three-year period.

Closing date: 30 Oct 15

Deadline information: This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 30 Jan 15
Award type: Hosting visits, Travel to conferences, meetings etc, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Publish, edit, translate, disseminate, Academic-Industry links, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: £5,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.uaces.org/funding/CRN/
Application form:

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
European Studies

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
UACES
School of Public Policy
University College London
29-30 Tavistock Square
London WC1H 9QU
Tel: +44 2076 794 975
Fax: +44 2076 794 973
Email: admin@uaces.org

DF ACCESS SUPPORT GRANTS - TYPE 2 AND 3
BioPharmaceuticals Australia

Description:
BioPharmaceuticals Australia and Patheon Biologics, its operating partner, invite applications for their access support grants under the biopharmaceutical development fund programme. These support organisations with
early-stage drug prospects to take a molecule from proof-of-concept in animal studies to human clinical trials and provide access to the Patheon Biologics mammalian cell culture facility.

There are two types of grants available:

- **type 2 grant**: 75 per cent funded access to Patheon Biologics or other complementary Queensland development facilities, where the applicants must be Australian scientific research institutes, non-profit or charitable organisations;
- **type 3 grant**: 50 per cent funded access to Patheon Biologics or other complementary Queensland development facilities, where applicants must have an annual turnover of less than AU$20 million, and be incorporated under an Australian law or be a resident of a country with which Australia has a double tax agreement.

Grants are worth up to AU$250,000. A total budget of at least AU$2 million is available over a period of two years. Applicants must be able to pay the portion of the service provider’s invoice that remains after the grant has been considered.

**Closing date: 30 Oct 15**

---

**SPHERE SCHEME**

**Institute of Physics**

**Description:**

The Institute of Physics invites applications for its sphere scheme which aims to stimulate research into university-level physics education. This supports the development of applications for research funding from a research council or equivalent body.

Researchers, research groups and consortia of research groups may apply. Applications are welcome from consortia that include researchers from other disciplines, such as another science, psychology or social science. The principal applicant must be based in a physics department (i.e. an administrative unit that offers an accredited physics degree) and the final research
programme should be centred on physics education.

Three grants, worth up to £10,000 each, are available. Funding will cover travel costs and costs for teaching and preliminary investigations.

Closing date: 30 Oct 15
Deadline information:
Posted date: 23 Jun 15
Award type: Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award amount max: £3
Award amount min: -

**Award budget total: £10,000**
**Website:**

**Eligibility profile**

Country of applicant institution: Any

**Disciplines**

Higher Education; Physics

**Contact Details**

Email: peter.main@iop.org

---

**IFELINE: EMBATTLED CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANISATIONS ASSISTANCE FUND**

*Department of State*

**Description:**

The Department of State invites applications for its lifeline: embattled civil society organisations assistance fund. This aims to enable and protect civil society by providing emergency assistance to civil society organisations under threat and small advocacy grants for work on the freedoms of association and assembly. The project should demonstrate its potential to have an immediate impact which could lead to long-term, sustainable reforms and should have the potential for continued funding.

Non-profit organisations, NGOs and public international organisations, private, public or state institutions of higher education, for-profit organisations and businesses may apply, though preference is given to non-profit entities. Only applications that propose implementing this project through a consortium of NGOs will be considered. The consortium must demonstrate that it has strong ties to local CSOs in each region of the world and at least three of the consortium members must be based in countries other than the United States.

One grant of US$1.98 million for a period of one to three years is available.

Ref: DRLA-DRLAQM-16-009.

Closing date: 30 Oct 15
Deadline information: Applications due by 11.30pm EST.
Posted date: 24 Aug 15
Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Development (Africa/Caribbean), Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: $1,980,200

**Website:**

**Eligibility profile**

Country of applicant institution: All African Nations
KEEPERS OF THE EARTH GRANTS
First Peoples Worldwide

Description:
First Peoples Worldwide invites applications for its keepers of the earth grants. These support projects that empower indigenous communities.

Applicants must be indigenous-led or represent an indigenous-led project, be a grassroots or local organisation or group, and have an organisational bank account or access to a fiscal sponsor.

The largest possible grant award is US$20,000, however first-time applicants will receive between US$500 and US$5,000.

Closing date: 31 Oct 15
Deadline information: Applications accepted between 1 January and October 31.
Posted date: 03 Mar 15
Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Development (Africa/Caribbean)
Award amount max: $20,000
Award amount min: $500
Award budget total: -

Website: http://www.firstpeoples.org/grants/application-guidelines

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: All African Nations, All Asian nations, All South American nations, All Oceanian nations, All North American nations

Disciplines
Indigenous Peoples of the Americas; Anthropology; Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander People

Contact Details
First Peoples Worldwide
857 Leeland Road
Fredericksburg, VA 22405
Tel: +1 540 899 6545
+1 540 899 6501
Email: grants@firstpeoples.org
PROJECT GRANTS
Worldwide Cancer Research

Description:
Worldwide Cancer Research invites applications for its project grants. These support fundamental and translational research into the causes, mechanisms, diagnosis, treatment and prevention of cancer.

Principal investigators may be based at any non-profit research institute worldwide. They should have at least three years’ post-PhD research experience, or equivalent qualification.

Grants are worth up to £250,000 each over 12 to 36 months, although most projects receive up to £200,000.

Closing date: 31 Oct 15
Posted date: 27 Apr 15

Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award amount max: £250,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.aicr.org.uk/applyingforagrant.stm
Application form: https://grants.worldwidecancerresearch.org/

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines

Cancer Studies & Oncology

Contact Details

Email: helenr@worldwidecancerresearch.org

EAGAN-FASCELL DEMOCRACY FELLOWS PROGRAM
National Endowment for Democracy

Description:
The National Endowment for Democracy invites applications for the scholarly track of the Reagan-Fascell democracy fellows program. This enables democracy activists, practitioners, scholars and journalists from around the world to deepen their understanding of democracy and enhance their ability to promote democratic change. Fellows maintain full-time residence at the International Forum for Democratic Studies, the research arm of NED, for two five-month sessions per year. The fall session will be held October 1, 2010 through February 28, 2011; the spring session will be held March 1 through July 31, 2011. Scholars should have a PhD or academic equivalent, and should make at least one presentation and complete a substantial piece of writing during their stay. Successful applicants will receive a monthly stipend for living expenses, plus health insurance, travel assistance and research support.

Closing date: 31 Oct 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
RESEARCH GRANTS
International Foundation for Research in Paraplegia

Description:
The International Institute for Research in Paraplegia invites applications for its research grants. These aim to promote basic and clinical research related to spinal cord injury. Research projects may address all aspects of central nervous system and spinal cord lesions, nerve regeneration, trophic support of lesioned neurons, and functional changes induced by lesions, preferentially in mammals. Clinical research projects may be situated in the fields of diagnosis, acute lesion management including surgery, neurology, urology, rehabilitation, and other areas related to paraplegia. Applicants of any nationality may apply.

Grants are worth up to CHF150,000 over two years.
Closing date: 31 Oct 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 05 May 15

Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award amount max: SFr.150,000
Award amount min: SFr.75,000
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.irp.ch/attribution_de_fonds/projets_de_recherche/dossier_de_candidature.php/irp_application_for_research_funding.doc
Application form: http://www.irp.ch/web/form/research/

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Neurology; Central Nervous System; Urology; Traumatology, Accidents & Injury

Contact Details
International Institute for Research in Paraplegia
R ESEARCH AND EDUCATION GRANTS
American Institute of Ultrasound in Medicine

Description:
The American Institute of Ultrasound in Medicine invites applications for its research and education grants. Researchers may apply for a grant in the following four ultrasound-related areas:

- teaching;
- clinical ultrasound research - obstetric/gynecologic;
- clinical ultrasound research - non-obstetric/gynecologic;
- basic science ultrasound research.

Any area of ultrasound research and education will be considered for funding but preference will be given to projects satisfying the following criteria:

- related to teaching ultrasound or establishing guidelines for minimal physician education;
- well-designed clinical ultrasound projects, which can be completed within a year, which investigate clinical outcomes, efficacy, role of new ultrasound applications and in general advance the science of ultrasound;
- studying an area of basic ultrasound research;
- studying the economics of ultrasound practice.

Grants will fund up to $10,000 for any one project. Only AIUM members from tax exempt organizations are eligible to apply for research grants.

Closing date: 31 Oct 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 20 May 11
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: $10,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: $40,000
Website: [http://www.aium.org/grants/grants.aspx](http://www.aium.org/grants/grants.aspx)

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
----------------------------------------------------------
Electrical & Electronic Engineering; Radiology & Medical Imaging; Education; Medical Education; Economics & Econometrics; Ultrasonic Technology; Clinical Medicine; Health Economics; Medical & Diagnostic Tests; Counselling & Therapy; Obstetrics & Gynaecology

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------------------
EER Grant Application
14750 Sweitzer Lane
Suite 100, Laurel
SMALL RESEARCH GRANTS
Socio-Legal Studies Association

Description:
The Socio-Legal Studies Association invites applications for its small research grants. The scheme's aim is to support work for which other funding sources would not be appropriate and to encourage socio-legal research initiatives in a practical way.

The overall budget is £15,000 and grants are worth up to £2,000 each.

Applications will be considered only from those who are fully paid-up members, or registered as free student members, of the association, wherever they live.

Closing date: 31 Oct 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 23 Apr 14
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators

Award amount max: £2,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: £15,000
Website:
http://www.slsa.ac.uk/index.php/prizes-grants-and-seminary/small-grants
Application form:
http://www.slsa.ac.uk/images/slsadownloads/prizesandgrants/slsa%20application%20package%202013-2014js1.doc

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
Sociolegal Studies; Legal Institutions & Justice Systems; Sociology; Law

Contact Details
Email: J.Guth@bradford.ac.uk

WHITLEY AWARDS
Whitley Fund for Nature

Description:
The Whitley Fund for Nature invites applications for the Whitley awards. These support projects that are focused on nature conservation in developing nations. Projects may address the following areas:
threated habitat conservation;
• use of flagship species as a focal point for mobilising local communities;
• biodiversity conservation;
• linked livelihood development which reduces pressure on wild resources or uses wild resources sustainably;
• human-wildlife conflict resolution;
• in-situ conservation of endangered species.

All projects must demonstrate measurable biodiversity conservation impact, and those that address issues on a biological level must demonstrate that activities are informed on scientific data. Priority is given to projects that take an ecosystem approach, that seek to create long-term conservation benefits, and that include pragmatic, grassroots initiatives.

Nationals of the countries that are not defined as a high income economy by the World Bank, may apply. Exception to this includes Equatorial Guinea and certain island nations in the Caribbean. Recent expatriates from developed, high-income economy countries are not eligible to apply. Successful applicants are expected to collaborate within a strong team or with a local non-governmental organisation. Teams must include individuals who are local to the country or region where the project takes place.

Each award is worth £35,000 over one year.

Closing date: 31 Oct 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 18 Aug 15
Award type: Prizes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Development (Africa/Caribbean), Networking/collaboration
BOOMERANG AWARD
Australian Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

Description:
The Australian Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology invites applications for the Boomerang award. This enables an expatriate Australian biochemist or molecular biologist to return to Australia to present their work in a symposium at the ComBio meeting and to give seminars at universities or research institutes in at least one other Australian city. The award provides the awardee with exposure in Australia and facilitates interactions with local researchers.

Applicants must have been members of a recognised Australian scientific society for at least two years and should have been awarded their PhD no more than seven years prior to the closing date.

The award includes free registration at ComBio and significant contributions towards travel and accommodation expenses.

Closing date: 31 Oct 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 14 Jul 15
Award type: Travel to conferences, meetings etc., Directed grants for individual investigators, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -

Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.asbmb.org.au/awards.html

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: American Samoa, Cook Islands, Fiji, Micronesia, Federated States of, Guam, Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Northern Mariana Islands, New Caledonia, Norfolk Island, Nauru, Niue, New Zealand, French Polynesia, Papua New Guinea, Pitcairn, Palau, Solomon Islands, Tokelau, Tonga, Tuvalu, United States Minor Outlying Islands, Vanuatu, Wallis and Futuna, Samoa, All African Nations, All European Nations, All Asian nations, All South American nations, All North American nations

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
ASBMB
PO Box 2331
Kent Town SA 5071
Email: secretary@asbmb.org.au

GRANTS
Sasakawa Peace Foundation

Description:
The Sasakawa Peace Foundation invites applications for its grants. These support projects addressing problems in the fields of international understanding, exchange, and cooperation. Priority areas are:
• efforts to ensure peace and security in the international community, including peace building and security issues, and non-traditional security issues;
• addressing positive and negative aspects of globalisation, including market and disparities issues, issues involving demographic changes and population movement, and issues at the interface between science and technology and society;
• promotion of mutual understanding between priority regions and Japan, including an exchange programme between Japan and US.

Non-profit organisations and voluntary organisations are eligible to apply. Grants will not be awarded for purely theoretical research, to businesses, or to individuals.

There is no upper limit for grants, but most have previously fallen between US$20,000 and US$100,000 over one to three years.

Closing date: 31 Oct 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 05 Nov 14
Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.spf.org/e/grants/point.html
Application form: http://www.spf.org/e/pdf/grants/2012_format_en.xls

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Market Structure & Pricing; Demography; Sociology; Immigrants & Migrants; National Security; Peace & Disarmament; Poverty; International Security; Sociology of Science & Technology; International Economics; Politics & International Studies; Litigation, Mediation & Conflict Resolution; Social Work & Social Policy; Economics & Econometrics; Globalisation & Transnationalism; International Relations & Diplomacy; Disadvantaged & Minority Groups; Social Behaviour & Attitudes; Asian Studies

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
General Affairs Department
Sasakawa Peace Foundation
Nippon Foundation Bldg, 4th floor
1-2-2 Akasaka, Minato-ku, Tokyo 107-8523

ONSERVATION AWARDS
African Bird Club

Description:
The African Bird Club invites applications for its conservation awards. These awards support conservation projects in ornithology in Africa. Different types of projects will be considered, including:

• survey and research into African birds;
• educational projects or training courses;
• production of guides to the common birds of a country in local languages;
• interpretation material for nature reserves.

Applicants must be normally resident in Africa. Awards are worth up to £2,000 each and approximately 10 awards are made per year.
Closing date: 31 Oct 15
Deadline information: Deadlines on: 31 October 2015, 28 February 2016, 30 June 2016, and repeated annually.
Posted date: 19 Feb 15
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Publish, edit, translate, disseminate
Award amount max: £2,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: [http://www.africanbirdclub.org/conservation-fund-awards](http://www.africanbirdclub.org/conservation-fund-awards)

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: All African Nations

Disciplines

Ornithology; Migratory Animals & Birds

Contact Details

ABCDE
c/o BirdLife International,
Wellbrook Court,
Girton Road,
Cambridge CB3 0NA
Email: conservation_fund@africanbirdclub.org

---

**EXPEDITION AWARD**

_African Bird Club_

**Description:**
The African Bird Club invites applications for its expedition award. This award is for larger conservation projects on ornithology in Africa. Applications are invited from expeditions meeting the following criteria:

- the expedition must take place within continental Africa or adjacent islands;
- the expedition must be conservation based with a strong bird component;
- the expedition must be associated with a bona fide academic institution, conservation NGO or recognised natural history or bird club;
- salaries of professional researchers or academics will not be supported;
- objectives should preferably be derived from any of the publications identifying international conservation priorities;
- if the expedition originates from outside Africa, it must include substantial local participation from local NGOs, bird clubs, academic institutions or relevant government departments. Salaries of local counterparts can be supported;
- the expedition must be able to demonstrate prior approval from the government of the host country;
- the expedition must have a letter of endorsement from the associated academic institution, conservation NGO or recognised club.

One award of up to £3,000 is available each year.

Closing date: 31 Oct 15
Deadline information: Deadlines on: 31 October 2015, 28 February 2016, 30 June 2016, and repeated annually.
Posted date: 10 Mar 14
Award type: Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: £3,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Amercan Studies Early-Career Award
Fulbright Commission

Description:
The Fulbright Commission accepts applications for its American studies early-career award, sponsored by the US Embassy. This enables an early-career UK academic or professional to undertake lecturing, research or a combination of the two relating to American studies.

Applicants must be UK citizens resident anywhere except the US. They must hold, or expect to obtain a PhD in a relevant area, or have equivalent professional training or experience. PhDs should have been awarded no more than five years before the intended departure to the US. Some preference is given to applicants with less than six months’ experience in the US.

One award is available for three months. Support includes US$15,000 towards institutional fees, travel costs, accommodation and general maintenance costs while in the US. A number of benefits, sickness and accident benefit coverage and visa sponsorship are also included. Recipients should depart for the award year between mid July 2015 and 30 April 2016.

Closing date: 31 Oct 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 18 Aug 14
Award type: Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Application form: [https://apply.embark.com/student/fulbright/scholars/30/](https://apply.embark.com/student/fulbright/scholars/30/)

Contact Details
-------------------------------------------------------
ABC
c/o BirdLife International,
Wellbrook Court,
Girton Road,
Cambridge CB3 0NA
Email: conservation_fund@africanbirdclub.org

Eligibility profile
-------------------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
-------------------------------------------------------
Tropical Zones; Endangered Species;
Environmental Conservation & Biodiversity;
Environmental Science; Environmental Management; Ecological Impacts of Climate Change; Ornithology; Biological Sciences; Ecosystem Function; Migratory Animals & Birds; Wildlife Management; Animal Ecology & Habitats

Website:
[http://www.africanbirdclub.org/conservation-fund-awards](http://www.africanbirdclub.org/conservation-fund-awards)
Application form:
Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Canada, Mexico, All African Nations, All European Nations, All Asian nations, All South American nations, All Oceanian nations, Caribbean, Central America

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
American History; North American Studies; Politics & Economics of North America; American Literature; English Language; History

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Tel: +44 20 7498 4010
Email: programmes@fulbright.org.uk

OBILITY GRANTS
European Society for Radiotherapy and Oncology

Description:
The European Society for Radiotherapy and Oncology invites applications for its mobility grants. These enable clinicians and scientists working or studying in the field of radiation oncology to visit another institute to learn about or gain experience with different techniques and equipment. Visits should last between one and three weeks.

Applicants must be ESTRO members.

For a single applicant a maximum of €700 is reimbursed for travel, accommodation and per diem costs; for groups the maximum is €2500. The annual budget is €50,000.

Closing date: 31 Oct 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated 2 times a year.
Posted date: 04 Jun 15
Award type: Personal development, Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award amount max: €2,500
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: €50,000
Website: http://www.estro.org/careers-grants/grants--fellowship/estro-mobility-grants

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Cancer Studies & Oncology; Radiology & Medical Imaging; Radiotherapy

Email: viviane.vanegten@estro.org
Research grants – bi-nationally supervised doctoral degrees
Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst – German Academic Exchange Service

Description:
The German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) invites applications for its bi-nationally supervised doctoral degrees research grants. These support doctoral candidates who wish to carry out research and continue their education in Germany. Grant holders start the degree at their home university and spend subsequent research periods in Germany. The doctoral degrees are supervised both by a university teacher at the home university and an academic adviser at the host institute in Germany.

Doctoral candidates, young academics and scientists from selected developing countries, who have completed a master's degree, or in exceptional cases a bachelor's degree, may apply.

Grants are awarded no more than two years and include monthly payments of €1,000 during the stay in Germany, insurance, travel allowance, on-off research allowance, and language courses. Grant holders may also receive a monthly rent subsidy and a monthly allowance for accompanying members of family. During stays at the home university, the grant is interrupted.

Closing date: 31 Oct 15
Deadline information: Applications due by 12 midnight CET. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 02 Jul 15

Award type: Thesis/Dissertation funding, Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: https://www.daad.de/deutschland/stipendium/datenbank/en/21148-scholarship-database/?status=&origin=&subjectGrps=&dad=1&q=research%20grants%20%E2%80%93%20bi-nationally%20supervised&page=1&detail=57135740

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Angola, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Bahamas, Botswana, Congo, the Democratic Republic of the, Central African Republic, Congo, Côte d'Ivoire, Chile, Cameroon, Colombia, Cape Verde, Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Gabon, Ghana, Gambia, Guinea, Equatorial Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Comoros, Liberia, Lesotho, Madagascar, Mali, Mauritania, Mauritius, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, Seychelles, Sudan, Sierra Leone, Senegal, Somalia, Sao Tome and Principe, Swaziland, Chad, Togo, Tanzania, United Republic of, Uganda, South Africa, Zambia, Zimbabwe

Disciplines
Any
Description:
The Paris School of Neuroscience invites applications for its starting grant. This enables international junior scientists from all fields of neuroscience to start a new research team in France. The grant holder is expected to give lectures, interact closely with hosting laboratory members and graduate students, and participate in the school’s training programme.

Candidates must apply from outside of France and must have been selected as a team leader through an international call by a host research centre belonging to the school.

The grant is worth up to €350,000. The host laboratory is in charge of all administrative entrance formalities, such as the visa and residence permit.

Closing date: 31 Oct 15
Deadline information:
Posted date: 10 Jul 15
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: €350,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.paris-neuroscience.fr/en/node/418/starting-grant

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Andorra, Albania, Armenia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Belgium, Bulgaria, Belarus, Switzerland, Serbia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Germany, Denmark, Estonia, Spain, Finland, Faroe Islands, United Kingdom, Georgia, Gibraltar, Greece, Croatia, Hungary, Ireland, Iceland, Italy, Kazakhstan, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Latvia, Monaco, Moldova, Republic of, Macedonia, the former Yugoslav Republic of, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russian Federation, Sweden, Slovenia, Slovakia, San Marino, Turkey, Ukraine, Holy See (Vatican City State), All African nations, All Asian nations, All South American nations, All Oceanian nations, Kosovo, Caribbean, Central America, All North American nations

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Neuroscience

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Email: yvette.henin@paris-neuroscience.com
SMALL GRANTS SCHEME
Palaeontological Association

Description:
The Palaeontological Association invites applications for its small grants scheme. This supports individual members in conducting palaeontological research, travel and fieldwork. The following awards are available:

- multiple Sylvester Bradley awards for palaeontological research;
- one Callomon award, normally for a field-based project;
- one Whittington award for a project based on museum collections.

All members of the association are eligible to apply. Awards are worth £1,500 each.

Closing date: 01 Nov 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 19 Dec 13

Award type: Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: £1,500
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://palass.org/modules.php?name=palaeo&sec=Awards&page=121

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Earth Sciences; Palaeontology & Palynology

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Email: palass@palass.org

INTERDISCIPLINARY WORKSHOP GRANTS
Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour

Description:
The Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour invites applications for its interdisciplinary workshop grants. These support interdisciplinary discussions on current topics at the interface between animal behaviour and other disciplines, for example physics, genetics, engineering or psychology.

Any ASAB member may apply. Funding is worth a maximum of £5,000.
ELVA KNIGHT RESEARCH GRANT
International Reading Association

Description:
The International Reading Association invites applications for the Elva Knight research grant. This supports promising research that addresses significant questions for the discipline of reading or literacy research and practice. Studies may be carried out using any research method or approach as long as the focus of the project is on research in reading, writing or literacy; or on teacher preparation for reading or writing instruction.

Applicants and co-applicants must be current members of the association.

The grant provides up to US$8,000 for up to two years, although a one year extension may be considered. Funding may be used to cover costs associated with personnel, travel, materials, computers, office expenses or clerical support.

Closing date: 01 Nov 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. Applications due by 4pm EST. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 24 Sep 14
Award type: Travel to conferences, meetings etc., Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Equipment and materials
Award amount max: $8,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.reading.org/Resources/AwardsandGrants/research_knight.aspx
Application form: http://www.nimble-net.com/iraresearch/

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
Literacy; Curriculum & Pedagogy Theory; Learning Difficulties; Psychology; First Language Education; Psychology of Language Acquisition; Education; Cognitive Processes; Teacher Education & Professional Development
HELEN M ROBINSON GRANT
International Reading Association

Description:
The International Reading Association invites applications for the Helen M Robinson grant. This supports the early stages of doctoral dissertation research in the area of reading and literacy.

Applicants must be doctoral students and current members of the association.

The grant is worth US$1,200. Funding may be used to cover costs associated with personnel, travel, materials, computers, office expenses or clerical support.

Closing date: 01 Nov 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. Applications due by 4pm EST. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 24 Sep 14
Award type: Financial aid for postgraduate students, Thesis/Dissertation funding, Travel for research purposes, Equipment and materials

Award amount max: $1,200
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website:
http://www.reading.org/Resources/AwardsandGrants/research_robinson.aspx
Application form: http://www.nimble-net.com/iraresearch/

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Curriculum & Pedagogy Theory; First Language Education; Literacy; Psychology of Language Acquisition; Learning Difficulties; Cognitive Processes; Psychology; Education

Contact Details
International Reading Association
800 Barksdale Road
PO Box 8139
Newark, DE 19714-8139
Email: research@reading.org
POST-PHD RESEARCH GRANTS
Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research

Description:
The Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research invites applications for its post-PhD research grants. These support individual research projects that demonstrate a clear link to anthropological theory and debates, and promise to make a solid contribution to advancing these ideas.

Proposals that employ a comparative perspective, can generate innovative approaches or ideas, or integrate two or more subfields are particularly welcomed.

Researchers worldwide with a PhD degree or equivalent may apply. Scholars close to completing their doctorate may apply, provided that they complete the degree before the grant award date.

Grants are worth up to US$20,000 each, to be used for research expenses.

Closing date: 01 Nov 15
Deadline information: Deadlines on: 1 November 2015, 1 May 2016, and repeated annually.
Posted date: 23 Mar 15

Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: $20,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.wennergren.org/programs/post-phd-research-grants

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
Anthropology

Contact Details
Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research
470 Park Avenue South,
8th Floor
New York, NY 10016
Tel: +1 212 683 5000
Fax: +1 212 532 1492
Email: inquiries@wennergren.org

SPECIALISED CENTRE OF RESEARCH PROGRAMME
Leukemia and Lymphoma Society

Description:
The Leukemia and Lymphoma Society invites applications under its specialised centre of research programme. The programme supports interdisciplinary research, collaboration and teamwork in an effort to cure and better treat blood cancers. The programme supports interdisciplinary research across at least three independent research projects that are integrated and supported by scientific core laboratories.
The centre's maximal annual total cost, direct and indirect, cannot exceed US$1.25 million. The aggregate costs over five years cannot exceed US$6.25m. Applications may be submitted by individuals holding an MD, PhD, or equivalent, working in domestic or foreign non-profit organisations. Applications may be multi-institutional in nature. Applicants need not be US citizens.

Closing date: 01 Nov 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect.
Posted date: 07 Aug 12
Award type: Research centres, Innovation grants, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: $6,250,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.lls.org/#/researchershealthcareprofessionals/academicgrants/specializedcenterresearch/
Application form: http://proposalcentral.altum.com/

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
Leukaemia & Other Blood Cancers; Humoural Immunity & Immunochemistry; Primary Care; Physiology; Cancer Immunology; Human Biological Sciences; Preventive Medicine; Nuclear Medicine; Diagnostic Sciences; Nucleus & Organelles; Carcinogenesis; Cancer Studies & Oncology; Biomedical Engineering; Lymphatic System; General Practice; Medicine & Health; Cancer Cell Biology; Public Health, Health Services & Primary Care

Contact Details
Leukemia and Lymphoma Society
1311 Mamaroneck Ave
White Plains, NY 10605
Tel: +1 914 821 8301
Fax: +1 914 821 8290
Email: researchprograms@lls.org

Description:
The Institute for Aegean Prehistory invites applications for its research grants. These aim to promote knowledge of the Aegean region and to support archaeological fieldwork and research in the area in the chronological span of the Paleolithic through to the eighth century BC. Two types of grants are available:

- new research grants, which are only awarded if the projects are deemed extremely important by the institute;
- renewals for research grants, which are available to scholars who received a new research grant the previous year

and request funding for continuation of the same project.

The institute does not provide individual grants of more than US$60,000 for fieldwork or US$30,000 for research in any year.

Closing date: 01 Nov 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 20 Aug 14
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award amount max: $60,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website:
http://www.aegeanprehistory.net/2013-apps.html
Application form:

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

WARD FOR RESEARCH AT AN UNDERGRADUATE INSTITUTION
American Chemical Society

Description:
The American Chemical Society invites nominations for its award for research at an undergraduate institution. This award honours a chemistry faculty member whose research in an undergraduate setting has achieved wide recognition and contributed significantly to chemistry and to the professional development of undergraduate students. This award recognises fundamental research that constitutes advances in science as evidenced by refereed publications with undergraduate coauthors in leading scientific research journals, external research grant support and the subsequent professional development of students who have participated in the research programme.

The nominee's department may offer work leading to the master's degree but cannot have a doctoral programme. The award will be given for significant work over a long period of time rather than for a specific, limited project. A nominee must be a tenured faculty member of a predominantly undergraduate institution. The award will be granted regardless of race, gender, age, religion, ethnicity, nationality, sexual orientation, gender expression, gender identity, presence of disabilities or educational background.

The award includes a cash prize of US$5,000. Up to US$2,500 for travel expenses will be reimbursed. A grant of US$5,000 is also provided directly to the recipient’s institution.

Closing date: 01 Nov 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 23 Nov 12
Award type: Prizes, Institutional development, Travel to conferences, meetings etc.
Award amount max: $12,500
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website:
http://portal.acs.org/portal/acs/corg/content?nf
RESEARCH GRANTS
British Society for Antimicrobial Chemotherapy

Description:
The British Society for Antimicrobial Chemotherapy invites applications for its research grants. These support research in the following areas:

- mechanisms of antibacterial action;
- mechanisms of antibacterial resistance;
- antiviral resistance;
- antivirals;
- antifungals;
- antibiotic methods;
- antibiotic prescribing;
- antibiotic therapy;
- antiparasitics;
- evidence-based medicine and systematic reviews.

Grants are worth up to £50,000 for projects of up to one year duration.

Website:  http://bsac.org.uk/funding/project-research-grants/

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Bacterial Diseases; Diagnostic Sciences; Clinical Medicine; Antibiotics; Fungal Diseases; Chemotherapy; Bacteriology; Parasitology; Cancer Studies & Oncology; Virology; Antivirals; Drug Resistance; Cancer Cell Biology; Immunotherapy; Carcinogenesis; Biological Sciences

Contact Details
BSAC
Griffin House
53 Regent Place
Birmingham B1 3NJ
Tel: +44 121 236 1988
Email: dfoster@bsac.org.uk
PROJECT GRANTS
British Society for Antimicrobial Chemotherapy

Description:
The British Society for Antimicrobial Chemotherapy invites applications for its project grants. These may be used for the following purposes:

- pump-priming projects;
- supporting the completion of an existing project;
- introducing a novel technique for existing work;
- funding for trainees for projects or training for a maximum value of £5,000.

Up to £15,000 is available for projects of one year's duration.

Closing date: 01 Nov 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 24 Jun 14
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Innovation grants
Award amount max: £15,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -

Website: http://bsac.org.uk/funding/project-research-grants/

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
Biological Sciences; Carcinogenesis; Diagnostic Sciences; Bacteriology; Chemotherapy; Clinical Medicine; Bacterial Diseases; Cancer Studies & Oncology; Virology; Cancer Cell Biology; Pharmaceutical Drugs

Contact Details
BSAC
Griffin House
53 Regent Place
Birmingham B1 3NJ
Tel: +44 121 236 1988
Email: dfoster@bsac.org.uk

RESEARCH GRANTS
Conchological Society of Great Britain and Ireland

Description:
The Conchological Society of Great Britain and Ireland invites applications for its research grants. These support projects furthering the objectives of the society, with preference given to projects that focus on molluscan biogeography, ecology, taxonomy, conservation or palaeontology.

Applications are invited from both members and non-members.

Grants are intended to cover only costs of equipment and reasonable expenses up to £1,000 per year.

Closing date: 01 Nov 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated once a year.
RESEARCH GRANTS
JR Smallwood Foundation for Newfoundland and Labrador Studies

Description:
The JR Smallwood Foundation for Newfoundland and Labrador Studies invites applications for its research grants. These support research on Newfoundland and Labrador in the areas of social science and humanities.

Applications are open to students, faculty members and non-affiliated scholars from any institution.

Grants are worth up to CA$5,000 each and help defray the costs of travel, subsistence, research assistance, and materials and supplies.

Closing date: 01 Nov 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 03 Nov 14
Award type: Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Equipment and materials
Award amount max: $5,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -

Disciplines
Invertebrate Biology; Taxonomy; Zoology; Biogeography

Contact Details
Conchological Society of Great Britain and Ireland
c/o 447B Wokingham Rd
Earley
Reading RG6 7EL
Email: secretary@conchsoc.org

Website:
http://www.mun.ca/smallwood/grants/
Application form:

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Psychology; American Literature; Law; Geography; Economics & Econometrics; Social Work & Social Policy; Business & Management Studies; History; North American Studies; American History; Indigenous Peoples of the Americas; Social Sciences; Education; Sociology; Built Environment & Spatial Planning; Politics & International Studies; Accounting & Finance; Canadian Literature; Canadian History; Anthropology; Sports & Exercise Studies

Contact Details
JR Smallwood Foundation
Memorial University of Newfoundland
St John's NL A1C 5S7
COLLECTION STUDY GRANTS
American Museum of Natural History

Description:
The American Museum of Natural History invites applications for its collection study grants. These enable pre-doctoral and recent postdoctoral investigators to study the scientific collections at the AMNH. These collections represent the fields of anthropology, invertebrate zoology, physical sciences, palaeontology, and vertebrate zoology. Projects of at least four days’ duration are encouraged. Grants are worth between US$500 and US$1,500 and they cover partial travel expenses and subsistence.

Closing date: 01 Nov 15
Deadline information: Applications for the vertebrate zoology division due by 11.59pm ET, 1 November annually; applications for all divisions due by 11.59pm ET, 1 November and 1 May annually.
Posted date: 09 Oct 13
Award type: Access to libraries, Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: $1,500
Award amount min: $500
Award budget total: -

Website: http://www.amnh.org/our-research/richard-gilder-graduate-school/academics-and-research/fellowship-and-grant-opportunities/research-grants-and-student-exchange-fellowships
Application form: https://myrggs.amnh.org/Applicant/ApplyOnline_Login.aspx

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
Physics; Zoology; Chemistry; Invertebrate Biology; Earth Sciences; Animal Physiology; Palaeontology & Palynology; Vertebrate Biology; Biological Sciences; Anthropology

Contact Details
Richard Gilder Graduate School
Central Park West at 79th Street
American Museum of Natural History
New York, NY 10024-5192
Email: info-rggs@amnh.org

RESEARCH GRANT DEVELOPMENT AWARDS
Foundation for the Sociology of Health and Illness

Description:
The Foundation for the Sociology of Health and Illness invites applications for its research grant development awards. These provide pump-priming funds for the development of high-quality, innovative and multidisciplinary
research in medical sociology or sociology of health and illness. Awards enable groups of individuals to work together in order to develop a research grant application and to submit it to a major national or international funding body within three months of the end of the award.

The scheme is open to groups comprising at least four researchers, based in at least three different institutions, and at least two of whom have a track record as active researchers in the sociology of health and illness. The lead applicant must be based in a UK university or research institution and be an active researcher in the sociology of health and illness. Other applicants may be based outside the UK.

Awards are worth up to £6,000 each.

Closing date: 01 Nov 15
Posted date: 27 Feb 15
Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Innovation grants, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: £6,000
Award amount min: -

MINI GRANTS
International Initiative on Exploitative Child Labor

Description:
The International Initiative on Exploitative Child Labor, in association with the Emily Sandall Foundation, invites applications for its mini grants. These support projects that seek to help end exploitative child labour.

Individuals and non-governmental organisations may apply. Grants are worth US$500.

Closing date: 01 Nov 15 (Forecast)

Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. Application must generally be received by April and November of each year. This call is repeated 2 times a year.
Posted date: 19 Aug 14
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Development (Africa/Caribbean)
Award amount max: $500
Award amount min: -
PROJECT SUPPORT GRANT

British Society for Neuroendocrinology

Description:
The British Society for Neuroendocrinology invites applications for its project support grants. These provide support for consumables and other research costs to enable postdoctoral scientists or students to carry out neuroendocrine research projects.

The scheme is primarily intended to support PhD studentships, although it will also provide resources for MRes. Applicants must be postdoctoral researchers within 10 years of their doctoral award, or academic or faculty staff applying on behalf of a student.

Each applicant must have been a full member of the society for at least six months. Previous recipients of funding are eligible to apply. Non-UK based members are also eligible to apply. Students must also be members of the society. A total of 12 awards, worth a maximum of £5,000 each, are available every year.

Closing date: 01 Nov 15
Deadline information: Deadlines on: 1 November 2015, 1 February 2016, 1 May 2016, 1 August 2016, and repeated annually.

Contact Details
IIECL
1016 South Wayne Street, Suite 702
Arlington, VA 22204
Tel: +1 703 920 0435
Email: esmf-grant@endchildlabor.org

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
Social Work & Social Policy; Child Protection & Welfare; Disadvantaged & Minority Groups;
Child Abuse; Labour Economics; Development Studies; Law; Social Policy

Award budget total: -
Website:
http://www.neuroendo.org.uk/Members/Grants.aspx

Award type: Studentship allocations, Directed grants for individual investigators, Equipment and materials
Award amount max: £5,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website:
http://www.neuroendo.org.uk/Members/Grants.aspx
Application form:
http://www.neuroendo.org.uk/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=gonp3L1_uwE%3d&tabid=86&portalid=0&mid=603

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
Neuroendocrinology

Contact Details
Email: a.j.fulford@bristol.ac.uk
GRANTS
International Society for Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering

Description:
The Foundation of the International Society for Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering invites applications for its grants. These are for geotechnical engineers to enhance their knowledge and practice through conferences, symposia and workshops. Applicants must be members of the society. Grants are worth up to US$2,000.

Closing date: 01 Nov 15
Deadline information: Applications must be received at least three months before the date of intended travel or conference. Deadlines on: 1 November 2015, 1 February 2016, 1 May 2016, 1 August 2016, and repeated annually.
Posted date: 03 Feb 15
Award type: Travel to conferences, meetings etc., Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: $2,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -

Website:  http://www.issmge.org/en/issmge-foundation
Application form: http://www.issmge.org/files/The_ISSMGE_Foundation-Application_Form_new_letterhead.docx

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
Geotechnical Engineering; Soil & Rock Mechanics

Contact Details
ISSMGE
City University London
Northampton Square
London EC1V 0HB
Tel: +44 20 7040 8154
Email: secretariat@issmge.org

ONNECTION GRANTS FOR EVENTS
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada – Conseil de Recherches en Sciences Humaines

Description:
The Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada invites applications for its connection grants for events. These support events that may be face-to-face workshops or conferences held in Canada or abroad, discipline-specific, cross-disciplinary, cross-sectoral, or consist of open or closed invitation. The overall aim of the grants is to support events geared toward short-term, targeted knowledge mobilisation initiatives in the field of social sciences and humanities. Suitable activities include organising or co-organising the event, or organising or leading a formal session, workshop or other activity consistent with the objectives of the council’s connection programme.

Applicants may be individuals, teams or institutions. All applicants should be affiliated with an eligible Canadian postsecondary institution while applying or, in the case of postdoctoral fellows and researchers, should establish an affiliation within three months of the grant start date.
Co-applicants may be included from international or Canadian postsecondary institutions, non-profit organisations, philanthropic foundations, think tanks, as well as municipal, territorial or provincial governments.

Grants are worth between CA$7,000 and CA$25,000 over one year, and do not cover more than 50 per cent of the eligible costs.

Closing date: 01 Nov 15
Deadline information: Applications due by 12 midnight ET on deadline dates. Deadlines on: 1 November 2015, 1 February 2016, 1 May 2016, 1 August 2016, and repeated annually.
Posted date: 15 May 15
Award type: Hosting visits, Hosting conferences, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: $25,000
Award amount min: $7,000
Award budget total: -

Application form: https://webapps.nserc.ca/SSHRC/faces/logon.jsp?lang=en_CA

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Canada
Country of applicant institution: Any
Country of applicant institution: Canada

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Social Sciences; Humanities

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Tel: +1 613 943 1007
Email: connection@sshrc-crsh.ca

Description:
The Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada invites applications for its connection grants for other outreach activities. These support outreach activities geared toward short-term, targeted knowledge mobilisation initiatives in the field of social sciences and humanities.

Activities must engage the broader public in humanities and social sciences knowledge through one or a combination of the following:

- knowledge dissemination;
- knowledge transfer;
- knowledge brokering;
- knowledge translation;
- knowledge synthesis;
- knowledge exchange;
- networking;
- knowledge co-creation.

Applicants may be individuals, teams or institutions. All applicants should be affiliated with an eligible Canadian postsecondary institution while applying or, in the case of postdoctoral fellows and researchers, should establish an affiliation within three months of the grant start date.

Co-applicants may be included from international or from Canadian postsecondary institutions, non-profit organisations, philanthropic foundations, think tanks, as well as municipal, territorial or provincial governments.
Grants are generally worth up to CA$50,000 over one year; however, higher amounts may be considered. Funding does not cover more than 50 per cent of the eligible costs.

Closing date: 01 Nov 15
Deadline information: Applications due by 12 midnight ET on deadline dates. Deadlines on: 1 November 2015, 1 February 2016, 1 May 2016, 1 August 2016, and repeated annually.
Posted date: 15 May 15
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Publish, edit, translate, disseminate, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.sshrc-crsh.gc.ca/funding-financement/programs-

S
MALL GRANTS
Estuarine Coastal Sciences Association

Description:
The Estuarine Coastal Sciences Association invites applications for its small grants. These enable students to attend academic conferences, travel for research purposes, visit libraries or other collections of research materials, visit laboratories or conduct fieldwork.

Applicants must be current members of the association but may be from anywhere in the world. Preference is given to research students.

Grants are worth up to £500 each.

Closing date: 01 Nov 15
Deadline information: Deadlines on: 1 November 2015, 1 April 2016, and repeated annually.
Posted date: 14 May 15
Award type: Financial aid for postgraduate students, Travel to conferences, meetings etc., Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Equipment and materials
Award amount max: £500
Website: http://www2.hull.ac.uk/administration/ecsa_home/small_grants.aspx

Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Equipment and materials
Award amount max: £500
Website: http://www2.hull.ac.uk/administration/ecsa_home/small_grants.aspx

Application form:
http://www2.hull.ac.uk/administration/docs/3.%20SMALL%20GRANTS~APPLICATION%20FORM.doc

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
Marine Geology; Coastal Geography & Processes; Marine & Estuarine Ecology
**PROJECT GRANTS**

*Van Eeden Foundation – Stichting het Van Eeden-fonds*

**Description:**
The Van Eeden Foundation invites applications for its project grants. These support research and conservation projects on a botanical, ecological or ethnobotanical topic, relevant to one of the target areas: Guyana, Suriname, French Guiana, Aruba, Bonaire, Curaçao, Saba, St Eustatius, and St Maarten.

Applications are open to students and researchers worldwide. The research must be conducted under the supervision of a scientific institute in one of the target areas, or at an university or research institute elsewhere.

Grants are generally worth up to €1,250, though larger projects may also receive support. Funding can be used towards fieldwork, internships, visits to herbaria or conferences, publications, laboratory analyses, travel or other research expenses. Salaries and overhead costs will not be covered.

**Closing date:** 01 Nov 15  
**Deadline information:** Deadlines on: 1 November 2015, 1 May 2016, and repeated annually.  
**Posted date:** 30 May 14

**Award type:** Financial aid for postgraduate students, Travel to conferences, meetings etc., Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Publish, edit, translate, disseminate

**Award amount max:** -  
**Award amount min:** -  
**Award budget total:** -

**Website:** [http://www.vaneeden-fonds.nl/UK/Grantapplication.html](http://www.vaneeden-fonds.nl/UK/Grantapplication.html)  
**Application form:** [http://vaneeden-fonds.nl/UK/grant_application](http://vaneeden-fonds.nl/UK/grant_application)

**Eligibility profile**

Country of applicant institution: Any

**Disciplines**

Biological Sciences; Ecology; Botany; Taxonomy; Environmental Science; Latin American & Caribbean Studies; Terrestrial Ecology; Agriculture; Evolutionary Adaptation & Variation; Plant Physiology

**Contact Details**

Van Eeden-fonds  
Ooststeeg 24  
6708 AV Wageningen  
Email: secretariaat@vaneeden-fonds.nl
GROUP STUDY VISITS
Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst – German Academic Exchange Service

Description:
The German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) invites applications for its group study visits to Germany. These aim to provide students with subject related knowledge, facilitate meetings with German students, academics and researchers and give the students a greater understanding of and insight into economic, political and cultural life in Germany. Groups visit at least two German universities where they participate in the academic programme.

University teachers from a foreign university are eligible to apply for study trips for groups of a maximum of 15 students. Individual doctoral candidates may also be funded. Students must be registered at a foreign university and have completed at least one semester.

The grant is worth €50 per student per day towards travel and accommodation for groups from the EU member states, Albania, Australia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Hong Kong, Iceland, Japan, Canada, Croatia, Liechtenstein, New Zealand, Norway, the Russian Federation, Switzerland, Serbia, South Korea, Taiwan, Turkey, Ukraine and US. For groups from the remaining countries the grant only covers travel within Germany and a meals allowance of €18 per day. For groups from Colombia both flat rate and organised travel are possible. Study visits may last between seven and 12 days.

Closing date: 01 Nov 15
Deadline information: Applicants are advised to check for special conditions applicable to their home country. Deadlines on: 1 November 2015, 1 February 2016, 1 May 2016, and repeated annually.
Posted date: 24 Mar 15
Award type: Travel for research purposes, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc

Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Application form: https://portal.daad.de/

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Andorra, Albania, Armenia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Belgium, Bulgaria, Belarus, Switzerland, Serbia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Spain, Finland, Faroe Islands, France, United Kingdom, Georgia, Gibraltar, Greece, Croatia, Hungary, Ireland, Iceland, Italy, Kazakhstan, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Latvia, Monaco, Moldova, Republic of, Macedonia, the former Yugoslav Republic of, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russian Federation, Sweden, Slovenia, Slovakia, San Marino, Turkey, Ukraine, Holy See (Vatican City State), All African Nations, All Asian nations, All South American nations, All Oceanian nations, Kosovo, All North American nations

Disciplines
Any

Contact Details
DAAD
Referat 513
Kennedyallee 50
53175 Bonn
Tel: +49 228 882 391
Fax: +49 228 882 9391
Email: heinen@daad.de
PROJECT GRANTS FOR THE FN RESOLUTION 1325
Folke Bernadotteakademien – Folke Bernadotte Academy

Description:
The Folke Bernadotte Academy invites applications for its project grants for the UN resolution 1325. These support projects that promote and maintain UN resolutions in which women have greater participation and receive better protection in conflict and post-conflict zones. Preference is given to projects that promote women’s equal participation in issues related to peace and safety, and those that support capacity building in women organisations based in conflict and post-conflict zones.

Projects must comply with the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development’s Development Assistance Committee guidelines on aid funds in conflict zones. Swedish and international organisations may apply. Projects that have already begun or have been completed are not supported.

Grants are worth between SEK30,000 and SEK3 million each for projects lasting up to 15 months.

Closing date: 01 Nov 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 27 Mar 15

Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award amount max: kr3,000,000
Award amount min: kr30,000
Award budget total: -
Website: https://www.fba.se/sv/Kunskapsomraden/Gender/Stod-till-verksamhet-som-framjar-genomforandet-av-resolution-1325/
Application form: https://www.fba.se/Documents/Kunskapsomraden/Gender/Projekthantering/Ansökningsblankett%20Svenska_140704_FINAL.docx?epslanguage=sv

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Feminist, Women’s & Gender Studies; Crimes Against Humanity; Litigation, Mediation & Conflict Resolution

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
FBA
872 64 Sandöverken
Email: 1325info@fba.se

GRANTS FOR MEDICAL RESEARCH INNOVATION
European Society of Cardiology

Description:
The European Society of Cardiology, supported by an independent grant from Boehringer Ingelheim, invites applications for its grants for medical research innovation. These support research on thromboembolic disease, atrial fibrillation, stroke, deep vein thrombosis or pulmonary embolism, percutaneous coronary intervention, and coronary artery disease or peripheral artery disease.
Both interventional and observational studies will be considered. Study proposals evaluating non-vitamin K oral anticoagulants (NOACs) must include more than one NOAC.

Any qualified health care professional or PhD researcher is eligible to apply. Studies must be conducted according to good clinical practice with required pre-approval from the investigator's institutional ethics committee at the time of award selection.

Four grants of up to €400,000 each are awarded. Studies must have publishable outcomes within 12 to 18 months from award initiation.

Closing date: 01 Nov 15
Deadline information:
Posted date: 26 Aug 15
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Innovation grants
Award amount max: €400,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: €1,600,000
Website: http://www.escardio.org/Guidelines-&-Education/Career-development/Grants-and-fellowships/ESC-Grants/esc-grants-for-medical-research
Application form: https://escardio.formstack.com/forms/esc_research_grant_programme2015

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Cardiovascular Diseases; Stroke & Cerebrovascular Disorders; Myocardial Infarction (Heart Attack); Cardiology

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Email: grants@escardio.org

R E S E A R C H P R O J E C T G R A N T S
Nordic Culture Fund – Nordisk Kulturfond

Description:
The Nordic Culture Fund invites applications for its research project grants. These aim to further cultural cooperation between Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden as well as the self governing areas of Åland, Greenland and the Faroe Islands.

Projects should stimulate networking within arts and culture, communicate Nordic arts and culture both within the Nordic region and abroad and create opportunities for cultural exchange and meetings between the different parts of the Nordic region.

Anybody is eligible to apply including operators from outside the Nordic region, but projects must involve at least three Nordic countries or autonomous areas and have a clear Nordic focus.

Projects can apply for grants in two categories: under DK300,000 or over DK300,000

Closing date: 02 Nov 15
Posted date: 20 Nov 14
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.nordiskkulturfond.org/
Application form: https://projekt.nordiskkulturfond.org/

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Country of applicant institution: Åland Islands, Denmark, Finland, Faroe Islands, Greenland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden

Disciplines
Design; Creative Writing; Architecture; Museums & Curation; Performing Arts; Modern Languages & Linguistics; Arts & Media Education; Cultural Studies; Music, Drama, Dance & Performing Arts; Visual Arts

Contact Details
Nordic Culture Fund
Ved Stranden 18
1061 København K
Tel: +45 3396 0200
Email: kulturfonden@norden.org

GRANTS FOR RESEARCH AND INNOVATION
Nuffield Foundation

Description:
The Nuffield Foundation invites applications for its grants for research and innovation. These support research, practical experiments or development work in the following areas:

- children and families – helps to ensure that the legal and institutional framework is best adapted to meet the needs of children and families;
- early years education and childcare – funds projects on educational attainment and child development outcomes;
- economic advantages and disadvantages – funds projects on the distribution of individual and household economic well-being;
- education – supports innovative research and development in specific priority areas;
- finances of ageing – funds projects related to all aspects of finance;
- law in society – promotes access to and understanding of the civil justice system;
- open door – for projects that improve social wellbeing and meet trustees’ wider interests but lie outside other programme areas.

The foundation does not usually fund organisations outside the UK or projects that take place outside the UK. Collaboration with partners in European or Commonwealth countries is permitted. Grants normally range from £10,000 to £350,000, although the majority are worth between £50,000 and £200,000. Funding usually supports projects for a duration of under four years.

Closing date: 02 Nov 15
Deadline information: Outline applications due by 5.30pm, 2 November 2015; full applications due by 5.30pm, 11 January 2016.
Posted date: 22 Jul 15
Award type: Travel for research purposes, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Publish, edit, translate, disseminate, Equipment and materials, Innovation grants, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: £350,000
Award amount min: £10,000
Award budget total: -
Website:
http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/apply-for-funding
Application form:

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: United Kingdom
Country of applicant institution: Commonwealth member states, All European Nations

Disciplines
Home & Household Studies; Psychology of Ageing; Family Law; Child Protection & Welfare; Education; Social Work & Social Policy; Poverty

Contact Details
Nuffield Foundation
28 Bedford Square
London WC1B 3JS
Tel: +44 20 7631 0566
Fax: +44 20 7323 4877
Email: info@nuffieldfoundation.org

C LINIC AND LABORATORY INTEGRATION PROGRAMME GRANTS
Cancer Research Institute

Description:
The Cancer Research Institute invites letters of intent for its clinic and laboratory integration programme grants. These support qualified scientists working to explore clinically relevant questions aimed at improving the effectiveness of cancer immunotherapies. Grants will support basic, pre-clinical and translational research, which will provide information that can be directly applied to optimising cancer immunotherapy in the clinic.

Candidates must hold a faculty appointment as a tenure-track assistant professor, or higher rank, at the time of application. There are no citizenship requirements for candidates, and research may be conducted at medical schools and research centres throughout the world.

Grants provide up to US$100,000 per year for two years. The funds may be used for salary, technical assistance, supplies, capital equipment or scientific travel.

Closing date: 02 Nov 15
Deadline information: Letter of intent due 2 November 2015; full application due 1 February 2016. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 27 Apr 15
Award type: Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Equipment and materials
Award amount max: $200,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.cancerresearch.org/grants-programs/grants-fellowships/clinical-and-laboratory-integration-program-(clip)/clip-application-guidelines
Application form: https://www.grantrequest.com/SID%5F205/?SA=SNA&FID=35012

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Immunotherapy
FRICA SEED GRANTS
Cleveland Metroparks Zoo

Description:
Cleveland Metroparks Zoo invites proposals for its Africa seed grants. These support field conservation and research projects in Africa, as well as educational and cultural activities, relating to wildlife and their habitats. Projects focusing on the following areas are strongly encouraged to apply:

- wildlife protection, including law enforcement and illegal wildlife trade issues;
- human wildlife conflict mitigation;
- development and promotion of sustainable environmental practices;
- habitat protection and restoration, including terrestrial and freshwater ecosystems;
- capacity building, education or training, community-based conservation and development;
- conservation biology, ecology and natural history studies, including terrestrial and freshwater ecosystems.

Grants are worth US$1,000 to US$3,500 each. Projects should begin in the year that they are applying for funding.

Closing date: 02 Nov 15

Deadline information: Pre-proposals due by 2 November 2015; full proposals due by 4 January 2016.

Posted date: 19 May 15

Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc

Award amount max: $3,500
Award amount min: $1,000

Award budget total: -

Website: http://www.clemetzoo.com/conservation/grants/africa/


Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Environmental Conservation & Biodiversity; Freshwater Ecology & Limnology; Wildlife Management; Animal Ecology & Habitats; Landscape Ecology; History of Science

Contact Details
Email: grants@clevelandmetroparks.com
GRANTS TO ABORIGINAL DANCE PROFESSIONALS
Canada Council for the Arts – Conseil des Arts du Canada

Description:
The Canada Council for the Arts invites applications for its grants to Aboriginal dance professionals. These enable Canadian Aboriginal dance professionals to pursue projects involving professional development, research, and apprenticeship or mentorship.

Aboriginal, Inuit or Métis dance professionals are welcome to apply. Applicants must be Canadian citizens or persons with permanent resident status, but do not have to be living in Canada when applying.

Grants are worth up to CA$10,000 each for apprenticeship and mentorship projects, and up to CA$20,000 each for professional development and research projects.

Closing date: 02 Nov 15
Deadline information: Applications due on 1 November annually. If this deadline falls on a weekend or statutory holiday applications are due on the next business day. This call is repeated once a year.

Posted date: 02 Feb 15
Award type: Personal development, Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: $20,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://canadacouncil.ca/en/council/grants/find-a-grant/grants/grants-to-aboriginal-dance-professionals
Application form: https://go.canadacouncil.ca/index.aspx

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
Dance

Contact Details
Tel: +1 613 566 4414 ext 5501
Email: claire.marchand@canadacouncil.ca

SEEDING DRUG DISCOVERY
Wellcome Trust

Description:
The Wellcome Trust invites applications for its seeding drug discovery scheme. Funding is available to facilitate early-stage small molecule drug discovery that will be the springboard for further research and development by the biotechnology and pharmaceutical industry in areas of unmet medical need.

Proposals are welcome from non-profit research institutions based in the UK or overseas.

Early-stage drug discovery projects may request funding for up to two years, while late-stage lead to clinical projects may request up to four years' funding, to support lead optimisation and preclinical development.

Closing date: 04 Nov 15
Deadline information: Applications due by 5pm GMT. Deadlines on: 5 June 2015, 4 November 2015, and repeated annually.
Posted date: 14 Jan 15
Award type: Technology innovation/development. Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc., Innovation grants

Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines

Molecular Medicine; Pharmacy & Pharmacology

Contact Details

Innovations
Wellcome Trust
Gibbs Building
215 Euston Road
London NW1 2BE
Tel: +44 20 7611 5757
Fax: +44 20 7611 8857
Email: innovations@wellcome.ac.uk

Eligibility profile

XTENDED DEADLINE: DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH GRANTS
Udenrigsministeriet – Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Denmark

Description:
*** The Ministry of Foreign Affairs has extended the closing date for its development research grants. The previous deadline of 4 September has been extended to 4 November 2015. All other information remains unchanged. ***

These grants support strategic research cooperation projects which will generate new knowledge relevant to the needs and strategies of priority countries and to Denmark’s development cooperation, and contribute to strengthening research capacity in developing countries. Applications for south driven projects must address one of the following themes:

- for Ghana: natural resource management, climate-smart agriculture, environmentally sustainable solutions; economic development and poverty reduction, role of the informal sector; right to health, health care, determinants of health;
- for Tanzania: good governance; economic development and poverty reduction, green growth, natural resource management; right to health, health care, determinants of health;
- for Nepal: economic development and poverty reduction, green growth; fragility, stability and rights.

Applications for north driven projects must address one of the following themes:
- conflict and fragility;
- new development actors and changing partnerships;
- ICT for development.

Applications can be submitted by institutions such as private-sector enterprises, governmental institutions or private organisations in Denmark for the north driven development research grants while institutions in Ghana, Tanzania and Nepal may apply for the south driven development research grants. The main applicant must hold a PhD or equivalent...
qualifications and demonstrate relevant scientific merits within the research topic applied for. North-driven applications must list partners in Danida priority countries and possible international partners, while South-driven applications must list partners in Denmark. Research institutions outside the Danida priority countries can only be included as secondary partners.

The total budget for this call is DKK135 million. Each grant is worth up to DKK10m for up to five years. Co-funding is expected. Funding may be used for salaries, travel and fieldwork, publication and dissemination, and equipment.

Closing date: 04 Nov 15
Deadline information: Pre-proposals due by 12 noon Danish time. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 17 Aug 15
Award type: Studentship allocations, Travel for research purposes, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Publish, edit, translate, disseminate, Equipment and materials, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: kr10,000,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: kr135,000,000

Website: http://dfcentre.com/research/calls-for-applications/
Application form: https://www.efond.dk/ansogning/index1.php?fondnr=38&ansoeger_sprog=44

Eligibility profile
---------------------------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any
Country of applicant institution: Denmark, Ghana, Nepal, Tanzania, United Republic of

Disciplines
---------------------------------------------------------------
International Security; Sustainable Agriculture; Immigrants & Migrants; Use & Management of Natural Resources; Development Studies; Government & Governance Studies; Social Work & Social Policy; Civil & Human Rights; Climate Change & Global Warming; Poverty; Natural Resources Law; Public Health, Health Services & Primary Care

Contact Details
---------------------------------------------------------------
Danida Fellowship Centre
Hostrupvej 22
1950 Frederiksberg C
Email: research@dfcentre.dk

PEER REVIEWED ORTHOPAEDIC RESEARCH PROGRAMME – ORTHOPAEDIC CARE AND REHABILITATION CONSORTIUM AWARD
US Department of Defense

Description:
The US Department of Defense, under its peer reviewed orthopaedic research programme, invites pre-proposals for its orthopaedic care and rehabilitation consortium award. This supports the establishment of a consortium that consists of multiple organisations and individuals collaboratively working on clinical studies that are focused on improving both acute care treatment outcomes and functional long-term rehabilitation outcomes of severe musculoskeletal injuries commonly associated with military combat or combat-related activities. Proposals must address at least four of the following acute care and rehabilitation focus areas:

- segmental peripheral nerve defects;
- prevention of heterotopic ossification;
- volumetric muscle loss;
- lower extremity fractures;
- economic impact;
- biomarkers and clinical parameters;
- pelvic ring injuries;
• postoperative pain management;
• prosthetic and orthotic device function;
• secondary physical health effects;
• physical and occupational therapy;
• rehabilitation outcomes.

All projects shall be limited to clinical research and clinical trials.

Coordinating centre principal investigators should be at or above the level of associate professor or equivalent. Organisations eligible to apply include international, for-profit, non-profit and private organisations. Collaboration with military treatment facilities is required.

The award is expected to be worth up to US$18 million in total costs over a maximum period of five years.
Ref: W81XWH-15-PRORP-OCRCA.

Closing date: 05 Nov 15
Deadline information: Pre-applications due by 5pm ET, 5 November; full applications due by 11.59pm ET, 8 December 2015.
Posted date: 03 Sep 15

Award type: Travel to conferences, meetings etc., Clinical trials, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Equipment and materials, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: $18,000,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: $18,000,000
Website: [http://cdmrp.army.mil/funding/prorp.shtml](http://cdmrp.army.mil/funding/prorp.shtml)
Application form: [https://ebrap.org/eBRAP/public/index.htm](https://ebrap.org/eBRAP/public/index.htm)

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines

Orthopaedic Surgery; Traumatology, Accidents & Injury

Contact Details

Tel: +1 301 682 5507
Email: help@ebrap.org

---

**Robertson Visiting Professor in British History**

_Fulbright Commission_

**Description:**
The Fulbright Commission invites applications for the Robertson visiting professor in British history award. This enables a British historian to teach at Westminster College in Missouri, establish a collaborative relationship with the US National Churchill Museum and conduct personal research. The focus of the award is on the areas of teaching, research and publications, and dissemination and outreach.

Applicants must be UK citizens resident anywhere except the US. They may be junior, mid-career or senior scholars in any area of specialisation in British history, provided that they hold, or expect to obtain a PhD in a relevant area, or have equivalent professional training or experience. Some preference is given to applicants with less than six months’ experience in the US.

The award is available for one academic year. Support includes US$52,500 towards accommodation and general maintenance costs plus up to US$10,000 travel budget for economy return travel for the recipient and up to four dependants, and internal travel in the US for lectures and conferences. Smaller allowances for entertainment, office supplies and printing, as well as a number of benefits, sickness and...
accident benefit coverage and visa sponsorship are also included.

Recipients should depart for the award year between mid July 2016 and 30 April 2017.

Closing date: 06 Nov 15
Deadline information: Applications are invited between 1 August and 6 November 2015.
Posted date: 08 May 15
Award type: Personal development, Travel to conferences, meetings etc., Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Publish, edit, translate, disseminate, Equipment and materials, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.fulbright.org.uk/fulbright-awards/exchanges-to-the-usa/scholars-and-

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Canada, Mexico, All African Nations, All European Nations, All Asian nations, All South American nations, All Oceanian nations, Caribbean, Central America

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
British & Irish History; Colonial History

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Tel: +44 20 7498 4010
Email: programmes@fulbright.org.uk

POLICE RESEARCH AWARDS
Fulbright Commission

Description:
The Fulbright Commission, the Metropolitan Police Service and Police Scotland invite applications for their police research awards. These enable active UK police officers to conduct research, pursue professional development and assess best practice, while affiliated with any US institution. Candidates choose and make arrangements with US host institutions directly and independently. In exchange for serving as host, police research scholars can be a resource for US institutions by offering to speak to students and faculty about policing and criminal justice in the UK.

Applicants must be UK citizens, resident anywhere except the US. They must be active police officers or staff at any rank. Funding for this application cycle is aimed at metropolitan or Scottish police. Some preference will be given to applicants who have less than six months’ experience in the US.

Up to three grants are available for a period of three to five months. Funding is worth up to US$2,300 per month and may be used towards institutional fees, travel to and from the US, and accommodation and general maintenance costs while in the US. A number of memberships, sickness and accident benefit coverage and visa sponsorship are also included. Recipients should plan their departures between mid-July 2016 and 30 April 2017.

Closing date: 06 Nov 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 03 Aug 15
**INVESTIGATOR AWARDS IN BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE**

*Wellcome Trust*

**Description:**
The Wellcome Trust invites applications for its investigator awards in biomedical science. These enable researchers at any career level to address important research questions relevant to human and animal health and disease.

Applicants based in the UK, Republic of Ireland or a low or middle-income country must have an established academic post at an eligible higher education or research institution. Applicants based in a low or middle-income country in sub-Saharan Africa, south east Asia or south Asia, with the exception of India, are eligible to apply if they fulfil these criteria and are working within the trust’s science funding remit. In addition, applicants based in low- or middle-income countries other than the territories mentioned previously are only eligible to apply if they are researchers carrying out work in the fields of public health and tropical medicine. Joint applications from two researchers are also welcomed.

Awards are worth up to £3 million for up to seven years. They may cover the costs of research expenses, including research assistance, animals, equipment, fieldwork costs and funding for collaborative activities, travel and subsistence for scientifically justified visits, and overseas allowances.

**Closing date:** 06 Nov 15

**Deadline information:** Deadlines on: 20 February 2015, 17 July 2015, 6 November 2015.

**Posted date:** 18 Nov 14

**Award type:** Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Equipment and materials, Networking/collaboration

**Award amount max:** £3,000,000

**Award amount min:** -

**Award budget total:** -

**Website:**
http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/Biomedical-science/Grants/Investigator-Awards/WTX059284.htm

**Application form:**
https://grants.wellcome.ac.uk/eGrants/Authentication/login.aspx
Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: United Kingdom, Ireland

Disciplines

Bio/Medical

Contact Details

Wellcome Trust
Gibbs Building
215 Euston Road
London NW1 2BE
Tel: +44 20 7611 5757
Email: sciencegrants@wellcome.ac.uk

FULBRIGHT/ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND RESEARCH AWARD

Fulbright Commission

Description:
The Fulbright Commission and the Royal College of Surgeons of England invite applications for their research award. This enables a UK-based trainee surgeon, surgeon or specialist to pursue research into the development of new operative techniques, improvements in patient care and recovery or the causes of surgical conditions and how to treat them. Research projects must not include clinical work.

Applicants must be UK citizens resident anywhere except the US. They must hold, or expect to obtain, a bachelor of medicine, bachelor of surgery, master’s degree, PhD or equivalent professional training or experience, before departure. Membership of the RCS is also required. Some preference is given to applicants with less than six months’ experience in the US.

One award is available for a period between three and 12 months. Support includes the US$ equivalent of £2,275 per month towards institutional fees, travel costs, accommodation and general maintenance costs while in the US. In addition, the RCS provides full clinical salary costs at the maximum rate of £50,000 per year. A number of benefits, sickness and accident benefit coverage and visa sponsorship are also included.

Closing date: 06 Nov 15
Deadline information: Applications due by 5pm. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 13 Aug 15
Award type: Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
FIGHT FOR SIGHT RESEARCH AWARD
Fulbright Commission

Description:
The Fulbright Commission invites applications for its Fight for Sight research award. This enables a UK academic or professional to pursue laboratory-based research into the prevention of sight loss and treatment of eye disease.

Applicants must be UK citizens, resident anywhere except the US. They must hold, or expect to obtain a PhD in a relevant area, or equivalent professional training or experience. Some preference is given to applicants with less than six months’ experience in the US.

One award is available for a period between nine and 12 months. Support includes up to £75,000 towards institutional fees, travel costs, accommodation and general maintenance costs while in the US. A number of benefits, sickness and accident benefit coverage and visa sponsorship are also included.

Closing date: 06 Nov 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 14 Aug 15

Award type: Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: £75,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.fulbright.org.uk/fulbright-awards/exchanges-to-the-usa/scholars-and-professionals/fight-for-sight-research-award
Application form: https://apply.embark.com/student/fulbright/scholars/30/

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Canada, Mexico, All African Nations, All European Nations, All Asian nations, All South American nations, All Oceanian nations, Caribbean, Central America

Disciplines
Eye Diseases; Ophthalmology
S
COSSISH STUDIES SCHOLAR AWARD
Fulbright Commission

Description:
The Fulbright Commission invites applications for its Scottish studies scholar awards. These enable UK academics, artists or professionals to undertake lecturing and carry out research relating to Scottish studies, and develop institutional links with any accredited US institution.

Applicants must be UK citizens resident anywhere except the US. They must hold, or expect to obtain, a PhD or equivalent professional training or experience before departure. Some preference is given to applicants with less than six months’ experience in the US.

Up to three grants are available for a period between three and eight months. Each award includes US$5,000 per month towards institutional fees, travel costs, accommodation and general maintenance costs while in the US. A number of benefits, sickness and accident benefit coverage and visa sponsorship are also included.

Recipients should depart for the award year between mid July 2016 and 30 April 2017.

Closing date: 06 Nov 15
Deadline information: Applications are invited between 1 August and 6 November 2015.

Posted date: 08 May 15
Award type: Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.fulbright.org.uk/fulbright-awards/exchanges-to-the-usa/scholars-and-professionals/scottish-studies-scholar-award
Application form: https://apply.embark.com/student/fulbright/scholars/30/

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Canada, Mexico, All African Nations, All European Nations, All Asian nations, All South American nations, All Oceanian nations, Caribbean, Central America

Disciplines
British & Irish Literature; British & Irish Studies; British & Irish History

Contact Details
Tel: +44 20 7498 4010
Email: programmes@fulbright.org.uk
SECURITY AND RULE OF LAW APPLIED RESEARCH FUND: CALL FOR EVIDENCE-INFORMED IDEAS
Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research – Nederlandse Organisatie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek

Description:
The Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research’s Division of Science for Global Development (NWO WOTRO) invites proposals for its security and rule of law applied research fund: call for evidence-informed ideas. This focuses on ideas for research, projects, programmes, approaches, policies and tools that will provide new insights in responses to the question what the international community is able to offer in the face of new threats and challenges to peace, security and development. Projects should unlock the generated ideas for practitioners in such a way that they can easily be applied for agenda setting or for redesigning relevant conflict-sensitive and effective reform programmes in fragile and conflict-affected setting or for developing further research programmes.

Applications are open to researchers with a demonstrable track record in security and rule of law policy research employed by an organisation from across the globe that has a focus on on security and rule of law reform programmes in the low- and middle-income countries and regions specified. Researchers from non-traditional research organisations, such as think-tanks and non-governmental organisations, are encouraged to apply. Co-applicants must be employed by a legally registered practitioner organisation based in a LMIC whose expertise is complementary to that of the main applicant.

The total available budget is €500,000. Project grants do not exceed €25,000 for a period of maximum three months. Funding may be used towards personnel costs of project staff and project activities costs, including travel costs and costs for communication beyond the project team. The organisations employing the applicants must contribute in cash or in kind to cover the total project costs.

Closing date: 06 Nov 15

Deadline information: Proposals due by 2pm CET. Deadlines on: 17 April 2015, 17 July 2015, 6 November 2015.
Posted date: 16 Mar 15
Award type: Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Publish, edit, translate, disseminate, Equipment and materials, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: €25,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: €500,000

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Public Safety & Security; Legal Institutions & Justice Systems; Domestic & International Terrorism; Development Studies; Peace & Disarmament; Crime & Justice Policy; National Security

Contact Details
NWO
PO Box 93120
2509 AC The Hague
SECURITY AND RULE OF LAW APPLIED RESEARCH FUND: OPEN CALL FOR EVIDENCE-BASED POLICY ADVICE AND TOOLS
Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research – Nederlandse Organisatie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek

Description:
The Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research’s Division of Science for Global Development (NWO WOTRO) invites proposals for its security and rule of law applied research fund: open call for evidence-based policy advice and tools. This aims to strengthen the evidence-base of policies and practices for security and rule of law approaches in fragile and conflict-affected settings.

Projects should contribute to the following two objectives:

- develop tools that provide new evidence-based insights in the underlying assumptions, feasibility or impact of local, national or international policies;
- unlock the generated knowledge for practitioner organisations involved in policy and practice of security and rule of law in fragile and conflict-affected settings, in such a way that they can easily apply them for redesigning relevant conflict-sensitive and effective reform programmes in those settings.

Closing date: 06 Nov 15
Deadline information: Proposals due by 2pm CET. Deadlines on: 17 April 2015, 17 July 2015, 6 November 2015.
Posted date: 16 Mar 15
Award type: Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Publish, edit, translate, disseminate, Equipment and materials, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: €100,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: €3,000,000

Applicant must hold a senior position in the research consortium member organisation.

The total available budget is €3 million. Project grants do not exceed €100,000 for a maximum period of six months. Funding may be used towards personnel costs of project staff, research costs and knowledge sharing costs. The organisations employing the applicants must contribute in cash or in kind to cover the total project costs.
PROJECT ASSISTANCE – ATSI ARTS DEVELOPMENT

Arts SA

Description:
ARTS SA invites, under the aboriginal and Torres Strait islander programme, applications for its project assistant grants. These support individuals and groups of ATSI artists in the creative development, production or presentation of new work in the following fields:

- visual arts, crafts and design - these include creative development of work, making of work, concentrated periods of work on a project, exhibitions and touring regionally, nationally and internationally;
- musicians - these involve periods of recording in the studio and include performance opportunities, administration costs, performance fees, venue hire, promotion and publicity;
- theatre practitioners and dancers - these include assistance with the development, production and presentation of new work;
- writers - these include development of new work, research and planning. Research projects are eligible if the writer has a track record of achievement in writing.

Applicants must be aboriginal or Torres Strait islanders. The grant amount should be discussed with ARTS SA.

Closing date: 06 Nov 15

Deadline information:
Posted date: 22 Jun 15
Award type: Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Visual Arts; Literature; Theatre Studies; Dance; Music
Contact Details
Arts SA
Grants & Awards Programme
Wakefield House
GPO Box 2308
Adelaide SA 5001
Tel: +61 8 8463 5450
Email: jared.thomas@sa.gov.au

LOUIS BONDUELLE RESEARCH AWARD
Fondation Louis Bonduelle – Louis Bonduelle Foundation

Description:
The Louis Bonduelle Foundation invites applications for the Louis Bonduelle research award. This supports young researchers conducting work in the areas of nutrition or eating habits, regardless of the scientific discipline concerned.

Applicants must be under 35 years of age and enrolled in a higher education establishment or school. The award is worth €10,000.

Closing date: 07 Nov 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 10 Jul 15

Award type: Student awards, Young investigator awards, Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: €10,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.fondation-louisbonduelle.org/france/en/health-professionals/research-support/louis-bonduelle-research-award.html#axzz3a1BZe6p0

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
Nutrition & Dietetics

EFFICACY AND MECHANISM EVALUATION PROGRAMME – RESEARCHER-LED WORKSTREAM
Department of Health including NIHR

Description:
The Department of Health’s National Institute for Health Research invites applications for its researcher-led workstream under the efficacy and mechanism evaluation programme. This supports research into interventions based in or used by the NHS and its partners, including clinical trials and evaluative studies of novel and repurposed interventions. They may include any method used to promote health, prevent and treat disease, and improve rehabilitation or long-term care. Technologies are not confined to
new drugs but may include procedures, devices, tests, settings of care, screening programmes and any intervention used in the treatment, prevention or diagnosis of disease. Support is given for studies in patients which seek to:

- evaluate clinical efficacy of interventions where there is already evidence to support the use of the intervention in humans;
- add significantly to our understanding of biological or behavioural processes;
- explore new scientific principles;
- include the development or testing of new methodologies.

Researchers based at higher education institutions, research institutes and independent research organisations in the UK may apply. Collaborative proposals should demonstrate a multidisciplinary team with appropriate skills and experience, including an appropriately experienced statistician on the study team. The involvement of an accredited clinical trials unit is strongly encouraged in the design of clinical trials. Co-applicants may be based outside the UK, and if necessary, research may be conducted overseas.

There is no fixed limit on project duration. All funding should be clearly justified, but there is no upper limit.

Ref: 15/79.

Closing date: 10 Nov 15
Deadline information: Applications due by 1pm. This call is repeated 3 times a year.

BIOMEDICAL RESOURCE AND TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT GRANTS
Wellcome Trust

Description:
The Wellcome Trust invites applications for its biomedical resource and technology development grants. These support researchers wishing to establish a new resource or technology or to refine and maintain an existing resource or technology, including databases and collections, for the benefit of the wider scientific...
community. Applications should take into account the needs of the wider research community and be supported by evidence of need for the resource.

The scheme is open to applicants in the UK. Researchers in low or middle-income countries may also be eligible to apply if they have a track record of Wellcome funding or if they can demonstrate that they have established a strong track record of independent research.

Grants are generally worth up to £1.5 million for up to five years, however larger proposals may be considered. Eligible expenses include salaries for staff, materials and consumables, the purchase and maintenance of animals, the purchase and essential running and maintenance costs of equipment, as well as collaborative travel and attendance at scientific meetings to publicise the resource or technology. Applicants are normally expected to secure an institutional contribution towards the purchase or management of major items of equipment.

Closing date: 10 Nov 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 29 Sep 14
Award type: Travel to conferences, meetings etc., Technology innovation/development, Directed grants for individual investigators, Equipment and materials
Award amount max: £1,500,000
Website: http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/Biomedic

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Albania, Armenia, Bolivia, Bhutan, Belize, Congo, Côte d’Ivoire, Cameroon, Cape Verde, Djibouti, Egypt, Fiji, Micronesia, Federated States of, Georgia, Ghana, Guatemala, Guyana, Honduras, Indonesia, Iraq, Kiribati, Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Sri Lanka, Lesotho, Morocco, Moldova, Republic of, Marshall Islands, Mongolia, Nigeria, Nicaragua, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, Pakistan, Palestinian Territory, Occupied, Paraguay, Solomon Islands, Sudan, Senegal, Sao Tome and Principe, El Salvador, Syrian Arab Republic, Swaziland, Timor-Leste, Tonga, Ukraine, Uzbekistan, Vietnam, Vanuatu, Samoa, Yemen, Zambia, Lower-Middle-Income countries, Low Income countries, Upper-Middle-Income countries, Kosovo, South Sudan
Country of applicant institution: United Kingdom

Disciplines

Pharmacy & Pharmacology; Nursing; Diagnostic Sciences; Human Biological Sciences; Dentistry; Primary Care; Physiology; Medicine & Health; Clinical Medicine; Public Health, Health Services & Primary Care; Allied Health Professions

Contact Details

Tel: +44 20 7611 5757
Email: sciencegrants@wellcome.ac.uk
MULTI-USER EQUIPMENT GRANTS
Wellcome Trust

Description:
The Wellcome Trust invites applications for its multi-user equipment grants. These provide support for multi-user items of equipment, including equipment required to create a central resource for a number of disparate scientific programmes. Applicants should demonstrate how the requested equipment would enhance trust-funded investments in strategic areas of interest and add value to research.

The scheme is open to applicants in the UK. Researchers in low- or middle-income countries may also be eligible to apply if they have a track record of Wellcome Trust funding or if they can demonstrate that they have established a strong track record of independent research.

Applications should include a contribution from the host institution or other source, proportionate to the total amount requested and at least 10 per cent on applications costing £100,000 or more.
Grants generally range between £75,000 and £1 million over a period of up to five years.

Closing date: 10 Nov 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 03 Oct 14
Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Equipment and materials

Award amount max: £1,000,000
Award amount min: £75,000
Award budget total: -
Website:
http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/Biomedical-science/Funding-schemes/Strategic-awards-and-initiatives/WTDV031728.htm

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: United Kingdom
Country of applicant institution: Lower-Middle-Income countries, Low Income countries, Upper-Middle-Income countries

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Human Biological Sciences; Diagnostic Sciences; Physiology; Clinical Medicine; Nursing; Allied Health Professions; Pharmacy & Pharmacology; Dentistry; Primary Care; Public Health, Health Services & Primary Care; Medicine & Health

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Grants Service Desk
Wellcome Trust
Gibbs Building
215 Euston Road
London NW1 2BE
Tel: +44 20 7611 5757
Email: sciencegrants@wellcome.ac.uk

ISEGRAD UNIVERSITY STUDIES GRANTS
International Visegrad Fund

Description:
The International Visegrad Fund invites applications for its university studies grants. These enable universities to develop and launch university courses or degree programmes that deal with specific phenomena related to the V4 countries, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia.
Any university in the world may apply and the course or programme may be taught in any language. The course should secure at least two or three relevant guest lecturers from V4 countries other than that of the applicant per semester.

The budget is €280,000 and universities may request approximately €10,000 per course and €40,000 per degree programme, though support depends on the scope of each project.

Closing date: 10 Nov 15
Deadline information: Applications due by 11.59am. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 02 Apr 15
Award type: Institutional development, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award budget total: €280,000
Website: [http://visegradfund.org/grants/visegrad-university-studies-grants/](http://visegradfund.org/grants/visegrad-university-studies-grants/)

Application form: [http://applications.visegradfund.org/Login.asp?t=4096](http://applications.visegradfund.org/Login.asp?t=4096)

Eligibility profile
-------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
-------------------------------
European Studies; Politics & Economics of Eastern Europe; Eastern European History; Central European Languages; Eastern European Languages

Contact Details
-------------------------------
International Visegrad Fund
Kráľovské údolie 8
811 02 Bratislava
Tel: +421 259 203 811
Email: visegradfund@visegradfund.org

**RAND CHALLENGES EXPLORATIONS GRANTS**
*Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation*

**Description:**
The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation invites applications for its grand challenges explorations grants. Grants support early-stage research projects and innovative ideas that could lead to new vaccines, diagnostics, drugs and other technologies targeting diseases that claim millions of lives each year as well as improvements and innovations in agricultural development and other Gates Foundation priority areas. Projects should address the following topics:

- surveillance tools, diagnostics and an artificial diet to support new approaches to vector control;
- new approaches for addressing outdoor and residual malaria transmission;
- new ways to reduce pneumonia fatalities through timely, effective treatment of children;
- enable universal acceptance of mobile money payments;
- explore new ways to measure brain development and gestational age;
- new ways of working together: integrating community-based interventions.

US and non-US non-profit organisations, for-profit companies, international organisations, government agencies and academic institutions may apply.

Funding is worth up to US$100,000 in the first instance. Grantees will then have the
opportunity to apply for phase two funding of up to US$1 million.

Closing date: 12 Nov 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. Proposals due by 11.30am PST. This call is repeated 2 times a year.
Posted date: 11 Sep 14
Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Innovation grants
Award amount max: $1,100,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.grandchallenges.org/Explorations/Pages/ApplicationInstructions.aspx
Application form: http://www.grandchallenges.org/GCGHDocs/GCEApplication_Form.doc

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Social Work & Social Policy; Cognitive Processes; Primary Care; Disease Control; Physiology; Medical & Diagnostic Tests; Paediatrics; Maternal Health; Health Economics; Clinical Medicine; Social Programmes; Biological Sciences; Child Protection & Welfare; Malaria; Diagnostic Sciences; Public Health, Health Services & Primary Care; Psychology; Preventive Medicine; Infectious Diseases

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Email: gcehelp@gatesfoundation.org

INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOPS SCHEME
Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council

Description:
The Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council invites applications for its international workshops scheme. This aims to stimulate joint working in topics important to BBSRC’s strategy and to match numbers of scientists from the UK with other countries to identify areas of commonality and explore the potential for international collaboration. The council seeks applications involving collaborations with any other country, although the US, Canada, Brazil, EU member states, Japan, China, India, Australia and New Zealand are particularly encouraged. Workshops can be held overseas or in the UK.
The scheme is open to current BBSRC research grant holders and researchers employed at BBSRC-sponsored institutes who are in receipt of BBSRC funding. Consortia of academics may also apply, with one person acting as the lead.

Around eight awards are available, worth approximately £10,000 each.

Closing date: 13 Nov 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 29 May 14
Award type: Hosting conferences, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: £10,000
Website: http://www.bbsrc.ac.uk/funding/internationalfunding/international-workshops/
Application form: https://je-s.rcuk.ac.uk/JeS2WebLoginSite/Login.aspx
Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: United Kingdom
Country of applicant institution: Andorra, Albania, Armenia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Belgium, Bulgaria, Belarus, Switzerland, Serbia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Germany, Denmark, Estonia, Spain, Finland, France, Georgia, Greece, Croatia, Hungary, Ireland, Iceland, Italy, Kazakhstan, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Latvia, Monaco, Moldova, Republic of, Macedonia, the former Yugoslav Republic of, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russian Federation, Sweden, Slovenia, Slovakia, San Marino, Turkey, Ukraine, Holy See (Vatican City State), All African Nations, All Asian nations, All South American nations, All Oceanian nations, All North American nations, Montenegro

Disciplines

Biotechnology; Diagnostic Sciences; Animal Parasites & Pathogens; Earth Sciences; Livestock & Animal Science; Environmental Science; Laboratory Animals; Veterinary Medicine; Ecological Impacts of Climate Change; Environmental Impact Assessment; Allied Health Professions; Physiology; Soil Sciences; Horticultural & Crop Production; Environmental & Occupational Health & Safety; Climate Change & Global Warming; Biological Sciences; Food Safety; Geriatrics & Gerontology; Animal Care; Food Science; Animal Models; Agriculture; Bioenergy & Biomass Conversion

Contact Details

BBSRC
Polaris House
North Star Ave
Swindon SN2 1UH
Tel: +44 1793 413 364
Email: sania.afzal@bbsrc.ac.uk

STRATEGIC RESEARCH AGREEMENTS
Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation International

Description:
The Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation International invites project concepts for its strategic research agreements. These enable single or multiple investigators to address critical gaps and challenges and potential breakthroughs in type 1 diabetes research.

Applicants must hold a PhD or equivalent and have a faculty position at a college, university, medical school, company or other research facility. Public and private non-profit organisations throughout the world may apply. Funding is available for up to three years. Requests may not include more than 10 per cent indirect costs.

Closing date: 13 Nov 15
Deadline information: Project concepts due by 5pm ET. Deadlines on: 14 August 2015, 13 November 2015, 5 February 2016.
Posted date: 11 May 15
Award type: Clinical trials, Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Equipment and materials, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
EXT GENERATION SOCIAL SCIENCES IN AFRICA
Social Science Research Council

Description:
The Social Science Research Council invites applications for fellowships through its next generation social sciences in Africa programme. This encourages innovative research on peace, security and development topics. There are three categories of fellowship available:

- doctoral dissertation proposal fellowship covers short-term research costs of up to US$3,000 to enable the candidate to develop a doctoral dissertation proposal;
- doctoral dissertation research fellowship funds six to 12 months of dissertation research costs of up to US$15,000;
- doctoral dissertation completion fellowship enables the candidate to take one year of leave from teaching responsibilities, with a stipend of up to US$15,000, in order to complete a doctoral dissertation.

Citizens and permanent residents of sub-Saharan Africa who hold a current faculty position at an accredited college or university in Ghana, Nigeria, South Africa, Tanzania or Uganda are eligible to apply. All applicants must hold at least a master’s degree.

Closing date: 13 Nov 15

Deadline information: This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 18 Jun 15
Award type: Predoctoral fellowships, Financial aid for postgraduate students, Thesis/Dissertation funding, Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: $15,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.ssrc.org/programs/nextgenafrica/
Application form: http://soap.ssrc.org

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Ghana, Nigeria, Tanzania, United Republic of, Uganda, South Africa
Disciplines
International Security; Peace & Disarmament; Development Studies

Contact Details
SSRC
One Pierrepont Plaza, 15th Floor
300 Cadman Plaza West
Brooklyn NY 11201
Email: reinhart@ssrc.org
PILOT RESEARCH GRANTS
American Foundation for Suicide Prevention

Description:
The American Foundation for Suicide Prevention invites applications for its pilot research grants. The purpose of this grant is to provide seed money for projects that show promise in opening up new areas of suicide research. Grants must support research on suicide from a variety of disciplines including psychiatry, medicine, psychology, genetics, epidemiology, neurobiology, sociology, nursing and health services administration.

Individuals affiliated with non-profit institutions and organisations anywhere in the world may apply.

Each grant is worth up to US$30,000 over a period of one to two years. The grantee institution should provide the required physical facilities and administrative services.

Closing date: 15 Nov 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 10 Sep 14
Award type: Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: $30,000
Award amount min: -

FRANK M CHAPMAN GRANTS
American Museum of Natural History

Description:
The American Museum of Natural History invites applications for the Frank M Chapman grants. These short-term awards for research in ornithology are available to advanced graduate students and occasionally to postgraduate researchers for expenses associated with their research. Priority is given to investigations of

Award budget total: -
Website:
http://www.afsp.org/research/research-grant-information/research-grant-categories
Application form:
http://www.afsp.org/research/research-grant-information/applications
Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
Psychology of Selected Fields; Preventive Medicine; Behavioural Studies & Social Problems; Psychiatry; Primary Care; Clinical Psychology; Medical Sociology ; Depression & Other Mood Disorders; Suicide; Diagnostic Sciences; Psychology; Mental Illness; Mental Health; Public Health, Health Services & Primary Care
Contact Details
American Foundation for Suicide Prevention
120 Wall Street
22nd Floor
New York, NY 10005
Email: grantsmanager@afsp.org
fundamental questions in ornithological science. Wildlife management and other applied proposals are rarely funded.

Awards average approximately US$1,000, but are occasionally as large as US$2,000 to US$3,000. Salaries and stipends are not funded.

Closing date: 15 Nov 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 31 Jul 12
Award type: Student awards, Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: $3,000
Website: [http://research.amnh.org/vz/ornithology/grants-and-funding](http://research.amnh.org/vz/ornithology/grants-and-funding)

**Application form:**

**Eligibility profile**
Country of applicant institution: Any

**Disciplines**
Migratory Animals & Birds; Ornithology; Biological Sciences; Zoology; Ethology; Evolutionary Biology

**Contact Details**
American Museum of Natural History
Office of Grants and Fellowships
Central Park West at 79th Street
New York, NY 10024-5192

---

**EXPLORATION FUND GRANTS**
Explorers Club

Description:
The Explorers Club invites applications for its exploration fund grants. These grants support exploration and field research for those who are just beginning their research careers. The fund is for graduate, postgraduate, doctorate and early career postdoctoral students. Awards typically range from $500 to $1,500. However a few awards of up to $5,000 may be awarded.

Closing date: 15 Nov 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 15 Nov 10
Award type: Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: $5,000

**Award amount min:** $500
**Award budget total:** -
**Website:**
**Application form:**

**Eligibility profile**
Country of applicant institution: Any

**Disciplines**
Earth Sciences; Colonial History; History; Archaeological Sites & Field Work; Environmental Conservation & Biodiversity; Archaeology; Biological Sciences; Oceanography
Robinett Foundation
21 East 65th Street
New York, NY 10021
Tel: +1 212 628 8383
Email: dsartain@explorers.org

DESCRIPTION

The British Retinitis Pigmentosa Society invites applications for its research grants. These support high-quality research projects looking at the causes, potential treatments and potential cure for retinitis pigmentosa.

Only projects that are clearly focused on the charity’s objectives will be considered. Funding will mainly be given to UK based research. Applications from other countries will be considered but are only likely to be financed if a project is deemed exceptional and demonstrates meaningful collaboration with UK scientists and institutions.

Closing date: 15 Nov 15
Deadline information: Preliminary proposals due by 15 November; invited detailed applications due by 10 January every year. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 20 Jul 15

Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.brps.org.uk/index.php?tln=research&pageid=16

Application form:

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Ophthalmology; Blindness; Eye Diseases

Contact Details
Email: info@rpfightingblindness.org.uk
MENTORED PLANNING SUPPORT GRANT
Oncology Nursing Society

Description:
The Oncology Nursing Society invites applications for its mentored planning support grant. The purpose of the mentored planning support grant is to provide development support for new scientists. Funding supports a new investigator to work closely with an established researcher mentor to develop a research proposal. At the end of the funding period, a small grant application is submitted for consideration of a $10,000 small grant award. The principal investigator must be actively involved in some aspect of cancer patient care, education or research. Funding preference is given to projects that involve nurses in the design and conduct of the research activity and that promote theoretically based oncology practice. Membership in ONS is not required for eligibility. Both masters prepared and doctorally-prepared investigators may apply for this award; doctoral students are not eligible. The award is worth $2,500.

Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: $2,500
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.ons.org/Awards/FoundationAwards/MentoredPlanning
Application form: http://www.ons.org/Awards/FoundationAwards/media/ons/docs/awards/foundation/re01asma11grantmentoredplanninggrantapplication.pdf

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
Primary Care; Oncology Nursing; Patient Care & Education; Nursing; Public Health, Health Services & Primary Care; Cancer Studies & Oncology

Contact Details
ONS Foundation
125 Enterprise Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15275
Tel: +1 412 859 6100
Fax: +1 412 859 6163
Email: info@onsfoundation.org

ANNUAL RESEARCH GRANT
Society for Church Archaeology

Description:
The Society for Church Archaeology invites applications for its annual research grant. This supports field work and research in any area of church archaeology or related topics.

Applications for pilot project funding to help attract larger grants, or for a discrete project within the framework of a larger project are welcomed. Research must be original.
Members of the society who are academics, professionals, amateurs and in particular early-career scholars and postgraduates may apply. Grants are worth up to £1,000 and cover research expenses, travel for research purposes, fieldwork or the sundries of fieldwork.

Closing date: 15 Nov 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 08 Dec 14
Award type: Student awards, Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: £1,000
Website: http://www.britarch.ac.uk/socchurcharchaeol/research.html

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
History of the Built Environment; Archaeological Sites & Field Work; History of Religions

Contact Details
Email: k.ahronson@bangor.ac.uk

TANDARD RESEARCH GRANTS
American Foundation for Suicide Prevention

Description:
The American Foundation for Suicide Prevention invites applications for its standard research grants. These support research on suicide from a variety of disciplines including psychiatry, medicine, psychology, genetics, epidemiology, neurobiology, sociology, nursing and health services administration.

Applicants should have undertaken prior research or research training in a field related to suicide. Non-profit institutions and organisations worldwide are eligible.

Each award is worth up to US$45,000 per year for up to two years. The grantee institution should provide the required physical facilities and administrative services.

Closing date: 15 Nov 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 15 Aug 14
Award type: Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: $90,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.afsp.org/research/research-grant-information/research-grant-categories
Application form: http://www.afsp.org/research/research-grant-information/apply-2014-research-grant-applications

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
Psychology; Anxiety Disorders; Neurology; Mental Illness; Mental Health; Suicide; Injury Prevention; Allied Health Professions;
GERSTNER SCHOLARS PROGRAMME
American Museum of Natural History

Description:
The American Museum of Natural History invites applications for the Gerstner scholars programme. This will support research in biology, with an emphasis on genomics, including such topics as microbes, mammals, invertebrates, marine life and computational biology. Gerstner scholars will be biological scientists early in their careers who have demonstrated outstanding performance. This programme is not a stand-alone programme but an additional support for postdoctoral fellowship applicants.

Closing date: 15 Nov 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 12 Mar 13
Award type: Early-Career fellowships, Postdoctoral training fellowships, Directed grants for individual investigators

Award budget total: -
Website: http://rggs.amnh.org/pages/academics_and_research/fellowship_and_grant_opportunities

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
Biological Sciences; Mammalogy; Animal Physiology; Bioinformatics; Microbiology; Marine Biology; Invertebrate Biology; Genomics

Contact Details
Richard Gilder Graduate School
AMNH
Central Park West at 79th Street
New York, NY 10024-5192
Email: info-rggs@amnh.org

ENNART AKTIESTINSEN ISRAELSSON’S FOUNDATION FOR THE INDIVIDUAL AND SOCIETY
Kungliga Vetenskapsakademien – Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences

Description:
The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences invites proposals for grants from the Lennart Aktiestinen Israelsson’s Foundation for the Individual and Society. These support research

Contact Details
A compilation of the Research Services of the Office of Research, Innovation & Development (ORID)
that furthers the higher education system. Projects should address the following:

- contribute to the development of the individual based on scientific knowledge;
- approach the research based on the idea that the individual is an integrated being that functions and develops psychologically, biologically and socially in a variable world;
- include this definition of the individual when developing a higher education system that benefits society’s cultural, social, economical and technical progress, while taking into account the individual’s capabilities and needs.

There is no restriction on the nationality of the applicant. Preference is given to research projects that are based at Swedish research institutes.

Grants may cover the costs of salary, equipment, travel to conferences and workshops, research, hosting researchers, and publishing costs.

Closing date: 15 Nov 15
Deadline information: Proposals due by 15 November 2015; invited full applications due in February 2016. This call is repeated once a year.

Posted date: 01 Sep 15
Award type: Hosting visits, Travel to conferences, meetings etc., Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Publish, edit, translate, disseminate, Equipment and materials
Award budget total: -

Application form: [http://ansokan.3ddata.se/default.asp](http://ansokan.3ddata.se/default.asp)

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines

Higher Education

Contact Details

KVA
Box 50005
104 05 Stockholm
Tel: +46 8 673 9500
Email: scholarship@kva.se

**STUDY Bursary**

Symposium Mammographicum

Description:
Symposium Mammographicum invites applications for its study bursary. This facilitates study on the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of breast disease through an observational or clinical attachment in a specialist training centre in the UK.

Applicants should be members of the diagnostic team, and reside and work outside the UK.

The visit should last one or two weeks. The bursary contributes towards travelling expenses, accommodation, subsistence and training fees.

Closing date: 15 Nov 15
Posted date: 17 Dec 14
Award type: Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.sympmamm.org.uk/bursaries.php

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Worldwide except UK

SUPPORT FOR SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS
British Association for Applied Linguistics

Description:
The British Association for Applied Linguistics invites applications for support for special interest groups. This supports the establishment of special interest groups within BAAL.

Proposals should contain the names of 15 members who support the group’s formation and the names of four members who are prepared to become actively involved.

Successful proposals will have access to a £200 start-up allowance.

Closing date: 16 Nov 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. Applications must be submitted 14 days before the meeting of the BAAL executive committee in December or January. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 22 Nov 13
Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: £200
Website: http://www.baal.org.uk/funding.html
Application form:

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Contact Details
Email: tilly.harrison@warwick.ac.uk

Disciplines
Preventive Medicine; Cancer Diagnosis; Breast Cancer

Contact Details
Symposium Mammographicum
20 Heene Road
Enfield EN2 0QG
Tel: +44 20 8363 9001
Email: andrew.tillbrook@sympmamm.org.uk

Disciplines
Linguistics; Applied Linguistics
INDIVIDUAL GRANTS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH LEADERS
Stiftelsen för Strategisk Forskning – Swedish Foundation for Strategic Research

Description:
The Swedish Foundation for Strategic Research invites applications for its individual grants for future research leaders. These aim to support young scientists who have the potential and the ambition to become the future leaders of academic or industrial research in Sweden.

Research in following areas is prioritised:
- life sciences;
- life science technologies;
- information, communication and systems technologies;
- materials science and technologies;
- computational sciences and applied mathematics;
- interdisciplinary research integrating the aforementioned areas.

Scientists born 1976 or later, from Sweden or abroad, may apply. Applicants must have obtained their PhD degree between 1 January 2009 to 31 December 2011. Swedish applicants are encouraged to host their research at a Swedish department or group other than the one where their PhD was earned. Applicants currently working outside of Sweden must be prepared to work full-time at a Swedish research organisation.

Up to 20 grants, worth SEK12 million each including overhead costs, are available for a five-year period. Out of each grant, SEK300,000 will be withheld at SSF, to be used by the grantee for dissemination of results from the project. Grants are primarily intended for building research groups and up to 25 per cent of the funds may be used to cover the recipient's salary.

Closing date: 17 Nov 15
Deadline information: Applications due by 2pm. This call is repeated every 3 years.
Posted date: 18 Jun 15
Award type: Young investigator awards, Technology innovation/development, Directed grants for individual investigators, Innovation grants
Award amount max: kr12,000,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: kr240,000,000
Website: http://www.stratresearch.se/sv/Bidragsguide/Utlysningar/2015/Framtidens-forskningsledare-2015/
Login01

Eligibility profile
--------------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
-----------------------------------------------
Bio/Medical; Physical Sciences and Engineering

Contact Details
-----------------------------------------------
Tel: +46 8 5058 1672
Email: jan.fahleson@stratresearch.se
Description:
The European Commission Horizon 2020: ERC invites proposals for its ERC-2016-STG call for starting grants. These enable principal investigators to start their own independent research team or programme.

Applications may be made in any field of research; however, ERC puts particular emphasis on the frontiers of science, scholarship and engineering, and encourages interdisciplinary proposals.

Applicants may be of any age and nationality and based anywhere in the world. The host institution must engage the principal investigator for at least the duration of the project, as defined in the grant agreement. It must either be established in an EU Member State or associated country, including Switzerland, as a legal entity created under national law, or it may be an International European Interest Organisation, the European Commission's Joint Research Centre or any other entity created under EU law. Any type of legal entity, public or private, including universities, research organisations and undertakings can host principal investigators and their teams. It is also required that PI applicants have been awarded their first PhD at least two and up to seven years prior to 1 January 2016. They will normally have produced at least one important publication without the participation of their PhD supervisor. All H2020 funding calls allow the participation in consortia of third country partners who secure their own funding.

The call budget is €485 million. Grants are worth up to €1.5m over five years, with a further €500,000 available for start-up costs, equipment purchases and access to large facilities. Grants may fund up to 100 per cent of the total eligible direct costs, plus a contribution towards indirect costs. Approximately 335 grants are available. Ref: OJ 2015/C 253/11.

Closing date: 17 Nov 15
Deadline information: Applications due by 5pm Brussels local time.
Posted date: 29 Jul 15
Award type: Access to laboratories, telescopes etc., Equipment and materials, Grants - undirected, Innovation grants, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: €2,000,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: €485,000
Website:

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
Any
**DEADLINE BROUGHT FORWARD: EQUIPMENT GRANTS**

Alzheimer’s Research UK

**Description:**

*** The Alzheimer’s Research UK has brought forward the deadline of its equipment grants. The previous closing date of 20 November has been brought forward to 18 November 2015. All other call details remain unchanged. ***

These provide funds for scientific equipment, flexibly defined. Applications for joint funding for even larger pieces are accepted.

ARUK would prefer to place equipment within centres of excellence, such as institutions within the ARUK network, where it would enhance a strong dementia research environment. The lead applicant and point of contact must be based in a UK academic or research institution. The application may include researchers or institutions outside the UK. Lead applicants or co-applicants must hold tenure appointments.

Grants are worth between £10,000 and £100,000 each.

**Closing date:** 18 Nov 15  
**Deadline information:** Deadlines on: 18 November 2015, 20 April 2016.  
**Posted date:** 26 Aug 15  
**Award type:** Equipment and materials  
**Award amount max:** £100,000  
**Award amount min:** £10,000  
**Award budget total:** -  

Website: [http://www.alzheimersresearchuk.org/grants/equipment/](http://www.alzheimersresearchuk.org/grants/equipment/)  
Application form: [https://a-r.org.uk/](https://a-r.org.uk/)

**Eligibility profile**

---------------------------------------------  
Country of applicant institution: Any  
Country of applicant institution: United Kingdom  
Disciplines  
---------------------------------------------  
Alzheimer’s Disease & Senile Dementia

**REAST CANCER RESEARCH PROGRAMME: BREAKTHROUGH AWARDS LEVELS 1 AND 2**

US Department of Defense

**Description:**

The US Department of Defense, under its breast cancer research programme, invites applications for its breakthrough awards levels one and two. These awards support promising research that has high potential to lead to or make breakthroughs in breast cancer. Each application must address one or more of the following challenges:

- determining why some, but not all, women get breast cancer;
- distinguishing aggressive breast cancer from indolent cancers;
- conquering the problems of overdiagnosis and overtreatment;
- identifying what drives breast cancer growth; determine how to stop it;
- identifying why some breast cancers become life-threatening metastases;
- determining why and how breast cancer cells lay dormant for years and then re-
emerge; determine how to prevent recurrence;
• revolutionising treatment regimens by replacing interventions that have life-threatening toxicities with ones that are safe and effective;
• eliminating the mortality associated with metastatic breast cancer.

Funding for level one is aimed at innovative, high-risk or high-reward research that is in the earliest stages of idea development. Funding for level two is aimed at research that is already supported by preliminary data and has potential to make significant advancements toward clinical translation.

Investigators at all academic levels or equivalent based at for-profit, non-profit, public and private organisations worldwide, may apply. Postdoctoral fellow are eligible to submit and are encouraged to apply. Partnering principal investigator options allows two PIs, termed initiating and partnering PIs, to collaborate on a single application.

The approximate award budget is US$25 million to fund circa 25 awards.

An award at level one is anticipated to be worth up to US$375,000 in direct costs for individual applicants and up to US$600,000 in direct costs for partnering PI options. An award at level two is anticipated to be worth up to US$750,000 in direct costs for individual applicants and up to US$1m in direct costs for partnering PI options. The maximum award period for either level is three years.

Closing date: 18 Nov 15
Deadline information: Pre-applications due by 5pm ET, 18 November; full applications due by 11:59pm ET, 2 December 2015.
Posted date: 26 Aug 15
Award type: Travel to conferences, meetings etc., Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Equipment and materials, Innovation grants, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: $1,000,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.grants.gov/search-grants.html?agencies%25253DDOD%25257CDdepartment%252520of%252520Defense
Application form: https://ebrap.org/eBRAP/public/index.htm

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Breast Cancer

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Tel: +1 301 682 5507
Email: help@ebrap.org

Description:
The Clean Sky Joint Undertaking, with financial support from Horizon 2020: Societal Challenges invites proposals for its second clean sky 2 call. This supports the development of breakthrough technologies to significantly increase the environmental performances of airplanes and air transport, resulting in less noisy and more
fuel efficient aircraft, hence bringing a key contribution in achieving the Single European Sky environmental objectives. Proposals must address the following topics:

- **JTI-CS2-2015-CFP02-LPA** on large passenger aircraft, with 15 sub-topics and a budget worth €14.4 million;
- **JTI-CS2-2015-CFP02-REG** on regional aircraft, with two sub-topics and a budget worth €3.3m;
- **JTI-CS2-2015-CFP02-FRC** on fast rotorcraft, with 12 sub-topics and a budget worth €10.75m;
- **JTI-CS2-2015-CFP02-AIR** on airframe, with 16 sub-topics and a budget worth €7.65m;
- **JTI-CS2-2015-CFP02-ENG** on engines, with 10 sub-topics and a budget worth €10.2m;
- **JTI-CS2-2015-CFP02-SYS** on systems, with nine sub-topics and a budget worth €11.65m.

Applicants must be legal entities, or consortia of entities, based in EU member states, overseas countries or territories of member states, H2020 associated countries and selected third countries, where not explicitly excluded in the call text.

The total budget is worth €57.95m.

**Closing date:** 18 Nov 15  
**Deadline information:** Proposals due by 5pm, Brussels time.  
**Posted date:** 05 Aug 15  
**Award type:** Technology innovation/development, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Innovation grants  
**Award amount max:** -  
**Award amount min:** -  
**Award budget total:** €57,950,000


**Eligibility profile**

---

Country of applicant institution: EU (European Union), EU Associated Countries, Overseas Countries and Territories  

**Disciplines**

---

Aerospace Engineering & Avionics; Air Pollution, Regulation & Control; Air Quality Engineering; Noise Control

**Contact Details**

---

Email: info-call-cfp-2015-01@cleansky.eu
ROAD AGENCY ANNOUNCEMENT FOR EXTRAMURAL BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

US Department of Defense

Description:
The US Department of Defense's Special Operations Command invites pre-proposals for its broad agency announcement for extramural biomedical research and development. Projects must cover basic and applied research, not related to the development of a specific system or hardware procurement. Areas of interest under this call are:

- medical simulation and training technologies;
- prolonged field care;
- damage control resuscitation;
- global treatment strategies;
- analgesia;
- far forward blood, blood components and injectable haemostatics;
- austere surgical stabilisation;
- portable lab diagnostics;
- biological;
- occupational and environmental health hazards;
- force health protection and environmental medicine;
- canine medicine.

Awards are made to organisations only. Eligible organisations include national, international, non-profit, public and private organisations. Small businesses are welcomed. Investigators may hold any nationality, providing they are affiliated with an eligible organisation. Collaboration is allowed.

Funding is worth up to US$1.5 million per grant, though most grants are worth around US$700,000 each. Projects may last up to two years.


Closing date: 19 Nov 15
Deadline information: Pre-proposals due by 11.59pm Eastern Time, 30 April, 23 July and 19 November 2015; invited full proposals due by 1 June 2015, 1 September 2016 and 15 January 2016.
Posted date: 15 Apr 15
Award type: Research calls for business, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Academic-Industry links, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: $1,500,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.grants.gov/web/grants/search-grants.html?keywords=W81XWH-USSOCOM-BAA%2015-1

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines

Animal Models; Veterinary Medicine; Cancer Diagnosis; Environmental & Occupational Health & Safety; Traumatology, Accidents & Injury; Pain Management; Biomedical Engineering; Blood, Blood Products & Transfusions; Emergency Medicine

Contact Details

Tel: +1 301 682 5507
Email: help@ebrap.org
COMMONWEALTH SCHOLARSHIPS FOR DEVELOPING COMMONWEALTH COUNTRY CITIZENS
Commonwealth Scholarship Commission in the UK

Description:
The Commonwealth Scholarship Commission in the UK invites applications for its scholarships for developing Commonwealth country citizens. These enable students from developing Commonwealth countries to pursue master’s and PhD study in the UK. Scholarships support study in all subject areas, although priority will be given to applications that demonstrate strong relevance to development. Master’s courses will be funded for up to one year, while PhD studies may be funded for up to 36 months. All applicants must be permanently resident in a developing Commonwealth country. Applications must be made through the applicant’s home country nominating agency or university. Applicants may not apply directly to the commission.

Scholarships provide return airfare to the UK, tuition and examination fees, a maintenance allowance of £1,034 per month, or £1,268 per month for scholars in the London area, a grant towards the preparation of a thesis or dissertation, a warm clothing allowance, and a grant for approved travel within the UK or overseas. For PhD scholars, a fieldwork grant and a paid mid-term visit to your home country may also be provided. In some circumstances a spouse or child allowance may also be available.

Closing date: 19 Nov 15
Deadline information: Applications must be submitted to the nominating body in the candidate’s home country by 11.59pm GMT. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 19 Aug 15
Award type: Personal development, Financial aid for postgraduate students, Thesis/Dissertation funding, Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://cscuk.dfid.gov.uk/apply/scholarships-developing-cw/
Application form: http://cscuk.dfid.gov.uk/apply/eas/applicants/scholarships/

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Antigua and Barbuda, Anguilla, Barbados, Bangladesh, Bermuda, Botswana, Belize, Cameroon, Dominica, Fiji, Falkland Islands (Malvinas), Grenada, Ghana, Gibraltar, Guyana, India, Jamaica, Kenya, Kiribati, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Cayman Islands, Saint Lucia, Sri Lanka, Lesotho, Montserrat, Mauritius, Maldives, Malawi, Malaysia, Mozambique, Namibia, Nigeria, Nauru, Papua New Guinea, Pakistan, Pitcairn, Rwanda, Solomon Islands, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Swaziland, Turks and Caicos Islands, Tonga, Trinidad and Tobago, Tuvalu, Tanzania, United Republic of, Uganda, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Vanuatu, Samoa, South Africa, Zambia, Zimbabwe

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Any; Development Studies

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
CSCUK
c/o Association of Commonwealth Universities
Woburn House
20-24 Tavistock Square
London WC1H 9HF
COMMONWEALTH ACADEMIC FELLOWSHIPS
Commonwealth Scholarship Commission in the UK

Description:
The Commonwealth Scholarship Commission in the UK invites applications for its academic fellowships. These enable early career academic staff from developing countries to spend between three and 10 months at any approved UK university or higher education institution. The main aims are to allow the early researchers to plan, conduct, or write research, to encourage applications from universities where capacity building is a priority, and to enhance knowledge, skills and contacts in the fellows’ given disciplines.

Applicants must be permanent residents in a developing Commonwealth country, must have received their PhD between two and 10 years prior to October 2016 by a UK university while on a Commonwealth scholarship, and must be employed on the academic staff of a university in a developing Commonwealth country.

Applications must be made through the applicant’s nominating university in their home country. Applicants may not apply directly to the commission, and all applications must include a letter of support from an academic at the proposed host university. Universities in Bangladesh, Pakistan, India and Sri Lanka are not invited to submit nominations, however applicants from these countries who have previously been on a Commonwealth scholarship and meet other eligibility criteria may apply directly.

Fellowships provide airfares, a research support grant, a monthly maintenance allowance of £1,580, or £1,959 for fellows at institutions in the London area, a grant towards preparing reports and other written work, an arrival allowance and a grant for approved travel within the UK or overseas.

Closing date: 19 Nov 15
Deadline information: Applications due by 11.59pm GMT. This call is repeated once a year.

Posted date: 19 Aug 15
Award type: Early-Career fellowships, Personal development, Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://cscuk.dfid.gov.uk/apply/academic-fellowships/
Application form: http://cscuk.dfid.gov.uk/apply/eas/applicants/academic-fellowships/

Eligibility profile
CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC
Democratic Republic of the Congo
Guinea
Equatorial Guinea
Comoros
Eritrea
Solomon Islands
Mauritius
Madagascar
Zambia
Romania
Israel
Libya
Kenya
Ethiopia
Sudan
Namibia
Somalia
Benin
Lesotho
Mali
South Africa
Uganda
Tanzania
Rep. of
Botswana
Zimbabwe
Burundi
Rwanda
Cameroon
Congo
Burkina Faso
Senegal
Chad
Côte d’Ivoire
Somalia
Equatorial Guinea
Zimbabwe
Sudan
Côte d’Ivoire
Kenya
Mali
Tunisia
Mauritania
Guinea-Bissau
Mauritius
Togo
Moldova
United Arab Emirates
San Marino
Georgia
Bhutan
Bhutan
Bosnia and Herzegovina
St. Vincent and the Grenadines
Dominica
St. Kitts and Nevis
Saint Lucia
Trinidad and Tobago
Yemen
Comoros
Palau
St. Kitts and Nevis
Women’s rights
The Gambia
India
Marginalized groups
Health
Human Rights
Science
Rural development
Agriculture
Education
Women’s rights
Human Rights
Science
Rural development
Agriculture
Education

Disciplines
Any

Contact Details
CSCUK
c/o The Association of Commonwealth Universities
Woburn House
20-24 Tavistock Square
London WC1H 9HF
Email: info@cscuk.org.uk
US SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND BROAD AGENCY ANNOUNCEMENT FOR EXTRAMURAL BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

US Department of Defense

Description:
The US Department of Defense, together with the US Special Operations Command, invites applications for its broad agency announcement for extramural biomedical research and development. This supports extramural R&D ideas that fit within the command’s areas of interest, including the following:

- medical simulation and training technologies;
- prolonged field care;
- damage control resuscitation, including global treatment strategies, analgesia, far forward blood, blood components and injectable hemostatics, austere surgical stabilisation;
- portable laboratory diagnostics, including biological materials and occupational and environmental health hazards;
- canine medicine, including environmental extremes, sensory optimisation and protection, trauma resuscitation, non-traditional anaesthesia protocols and pre and post trauma training and behavioural issues.

Special Operations Forces medical personnel place a premium on medical equipment that is small, lightweight, ruggedised, modular, multi-use and designed for operation in extreme environments. The equipment must be easy to use, require minimum maintenance, and have low power consumption. Drugs and biologics should not require refrigeration or other special handling. All materiel and related techniques must be simple and effective.

Research projects may apply existing scientific and technical knowledge for which concept or patient care efficacy have already been demonstrated to meet SOF requirements.

For-profit, non-profit, public and private organisations worldwide are eligible to apply.

Funding is worth up to US$700,00 per grant, although projects with outstanding scientific merit may be awarded up to US$1.5 million. The maximum project period is two years.

Ref: W81XWH-USOSOCOM-BAA 15-1.

Closing date: 19 Nov 15
Deadline information: Pre-proposals due by 11.59pm ET, 30 April, 23 July and 19 November 2015; invited full proposals due by 1 June 2015, 1 September 2015 and 15 January 2016.
Posted date: 24 Apr 15
Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award amount max: $1,500,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Application form: [https://eBRAP.org](https://eBRAP.org)

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines

Blood, Blood Products & Transfusions; Medical Instrumentation; Environmental Medicine; Environmental & Occupational Health & Safety; Medical Devices; Biomaterials; Military Education & Training; Veterinary Medicine; Post Traumatic Stress Disorder; Traumatology, Accidents & Injury

Contact Details

Tel: +1 301 682 5507
Email: help@ebrap.org
**SENSORTECH CALL**

*Research and Development Corporation*

**Description:**
The Research and Development Corporation invites proposals for its SensorTECH call. This supports collaborative and applied sensor technology research in Newfoundland and Labrador that addresses technical needs and development opportunities in coastal, northern and rural areas. Funding is available in the following two streams:

- collaborative R&D awards, worth up to CA$500,000 each to cover up to 75 per cent of eligible costs, or up to CA$250,000 each to cover up to 100 per cent of eligible costs for projects involving collaboration with international research institutions;
- research tools and equipment awards, worth up to CA$250,000 each.

The call is open to non-commercial applicants located in Newfoundland and Labrador, including industry associations, community organisations, academic researchers at the College of the North Atlantic, and academic researchers at Memorial University of Newfoundland, its institutes and incorporated entities.

The maximum duration of a project is three years.

**Closing date: 19 Nov 15**

**Deadline information:** Proposals due by 4pm.

**Posted date: 23 Jul 15**

**Award type:** Travel for research purposes, Prototypes and demonstrations, Technology innovation/development, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Publish, edit, translate, disseminate, Equipment and materials, Academic-Industry links, Networking/collaboration

**Award amount max:** $500,000

**Award amount min:** -

**Award budget total:** -

**Website:** [http://www.rdc.org/funding/sensortech_academic.htm](http://www.rdc.org/funding/sensortech_academic.htm)

**Eligibility profile**

-----------------------------------------------

Country of applicant institution: Any
Country of applicant institution: Canada

**Disciplines**

-----------------------------------------------

Sensors & Transducers

**Contact Details**

-----------------------------------------------

RDC
68 Portugal Cove Road
St John’s NL A1B 2L9
Tel: +1 709 758 0913
Fax: +1 709 758 0927
Email: programs@rdc.org

---

**WILDLIFE STUDY GRANTS**

*Morris Animal Foundation*

**Description:**

The Morris Animal Foundation invites proposals for its wildlife study grants. These support proposals relevant to the health and welfare of wildlife or exotic animal species. Grants may be awarded for established investigators, fellowship training and pilot studies, or as first awards.
Closing date: 20 Nov 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 15 Oct 13
Award type: Predoctoral training fellowships, Postdoctoral training fellowships, Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.morrisanimalfoundation.org/researchers/wildlife-exotics/

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Agriculture; Environmental Science; Ethology; Livestock & Animal Science; Animal Feeds & Nutrition; Veterinary Medicine; Wildlife Management; Animal Ecology & Habitats; Laboratory Animals; Animal Parasites & Pathogens; Veterinary Pharmacology; Biological Sciences

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Morris Animal Foundation
10200 East Girard Avenue
Suite B430
Denver, CO 80231
Tel: +1 303 790 2345

RESEARCH GROUPS
Israel Institute of Advanced Studies

Description:
The Israel Institute of Advanced Studies invites applications for its research groups. These enable groups of up to eight researchers, plus additional guests, to convene at Israel Institute of Advanced Studies. All scientific topics and fields are eligible.

Scholars and scientists from all over the world may submit proposals. IIAS Fellow must have a PhD degree and be active in scholarly and academic activities. Groups are ideally comprised of four scholars from abroad but should include no less than three fellows from abroad. There may be a maximum of two group initiators from two different institutes and no more than two scholars can be nominated from the same institution.

Visiting scholars must be at the institute for a minimum of two weeks and up to a period of 10 months.

Closing date: 23 Nov 15
Deadline information: Registration due by 23 November; final submissions due by 1 December annually. Applications should be submitted at least 18 months prior to the start of the intended residency. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 11 Feb 15
Award type: Hosting visits, Travel for research purposes, Grants - undirected, Networking/collaboration
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.as.huji.ac.il/content/how-apply-research-group
Application form: http://www.as.huji.ac.il/request_form

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Any
S

MAL RESEARCH PUMP PRIMING GRANTS
Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh

Description:
The Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh invites proposals for its small research pump priming grants. These support pump priming research projects in one of the following priority areas:

- surgical and dental translational research;
- surgical and dental health services research;
- research into surgical and dental aspects of patient safety, simulation and non-operative technical skills;
- cancer research of demonstrable direct clinical relevance to the management of solid tumours.

Research may be undertaken in the UK or overseas. Applicants should be surgical trainees or recently appointed consultants. The principal applicant must be a member or a fellow of the college in good standing.

Grants are worth up to £10,000 each for a period of one year. They may not be used for personal salary costs, travel or the acquisition of computing facilities.

Closing date: 27 Nov 15

Deadline information:
Posted date: 01 Jul 15
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award amount max: £10,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.rcsed.ac.uk/fellows-members/awards-and-grants/grants/small-research-grants.aspx
Application form: http://www.rcsed.ac.uk/media/384791/small%20research%20pump%20priming%20support%20grants%20july2015.doc

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Dentistry; Surgery & Intensive Care

Contact Details
Secretariat
RCSEd
Nicolson Street
Edinburgh EH8 9DW
EARLY-CAREER GRANT  
Society for Endocrinology

Description:
The Society for Endocrinology invites applications for its early career grant. This provides financial support to endocrinologists for resources to gain preliminary data before applying for other external funding, for resources to finalise a project or for short-term salary funding. The grant also incorporates funding from the Marjorie Robinson endowment fund for research into diseases of the adrenal or pituitary glands.

Members of the society who are within 10 years of completion of a postgraduate degree may apply. Applicants should normally be postdoctoral or, in exceptional cases, within the final year of a PhD in which the project must be distinct from that done during their PhD. Full, associate and nurse members who hold a minimum of one year’s membership, and scientist-in-training and clinician-in-training members who hold a minimum of six month’s membership, may also apply. Applicants should normally be an academic or academic-related staff member based at a recognised higher education or medical institution. If not, a letter of support is required from the principal investigator or clinical team leader. The grant is ideally suited to trainee members.

The grant is worth up to £10,000.

Closing date: 27 Nov 15
Deadline information: Required signed copies due within a week of each deadline.
Deadlines on: 27 November 2015, 27 May 2016, and repeated annually.
Posted date: 17 Apr 15
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Equipment and materials
Award amount max: £10,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.endocrinology.org/grants/grant_earlycareer.html
Application form: https://www.bioscientifica.info/sfe/grantsSwitch/index.aspx?gc=4&gType=3

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Hormones & Endocrinology

RESEARCH GRANTS
Society of Antiquaries of Scotland

Description:
The Society of Antiquaries of Scotland invites applications for its research grants. These financially support all aspects of archaeological and historical research projects that relate to Scotland. For historical projects, preference may be given to those incorporating an aspect of material culture.

Applicants may be based anywhere in the world.

Grants are worth up to £2,000 each for up to three years. Larger grants may be awarded at the discretion of the research committee. Support is not available for outreach activities,
presentation exercises, subventions for conferences or other similar activities.

Closing date: 30 Nov 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 02 Jun 15
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: [http://www.socantscot.org/grant-prize/grants-2/](http://www.socantscot.org/grant-prize/grants-2/)

**Eligibility profile**

Country of applicant institution: Any

**Disciplines**

Archaeology; British & Irish History

**Contact Details**

Society of Antiquaries of Scotland
National Museums Scotland
Chambers Street
Edinburgh EH1 1JF
Email: grants@socantscot.org

---

**S MALL RESEARCH GRANTS**

*British Ornithologists' Union*

**Description:**
The British Ornithologists’ Union invites applications for its small research grants. These support small projects and part-fund medium-sized research programmes on any aspect of ornithology.

Projects may begin no earlier than 1 April 2016 and must be completed by 31 March 2017. Both amateurs and professionals are invited to apply. Grants of up to £2,000 may be awarded.

Closing date: 30 Nov 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 06 Jul 15
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: £2,000


**Eligibility profile**

Country of applicant institution: Any

**Disciplines**

Ornithology

**Contact Details**

BOU Office
PO Box 417
Peterborough PE7 3FX
Tel: +44 173 384 4820
Email: grants@bou.org.uk
Toshiba International Foundation

**Description:**
The Toshiba International Foundation invites applications for its grants. These support non-profit organisations wishing to undertake research and studies, organise cultural programmes or host a symposium or seminar for the purpose of promoting international understanding of Japan. Priority will be given to projects outside Japan.

The supported project or discrete part of the project should be completed in one fiscal year, though for discrete parts of continuing projects funding may be awarded for up to three years.

**Closing date:** 30 Nov 15 (Forecast)
**Deadline information:** !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
**Posted date:** 29 Oct 14

**Award type:** Student awards, Hosting visits, Hosting conferences, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc

**Application form:**
[http://www.toshiba.co.jp/about/tifo/eng/apply/download/2015_form.docx](http://www.toshiba.co.jp/about/tifo/eng/apply/download/2015_form.docx)

**Eligibility profile**
Country of applicant institution: Any

**Disciplines**
South-East Asian History; History of the Indian Subcontinent; Japanese Language; Economics & Econometrics; Communication & Media Studies; Chinese History; Japanese History; Anthropology; International Relations & Diplomacy; Asian Studies; History; Japanese Literature; Korean History; South-East Asian Languages ; Politics & International Studies; Languages of the Indian Subcontinent; South-East Asian Literature

**Contact Details**
TIFO
3rd floor, Toshiba Building
1-1, Shibaura 1-chome
Minato-ku
Tokyo 105-8001
Tel: +81 3 3457 2733
Fax: +81 3 3457 4389
Email: tifo@toshiba.co.jp
Closing date: 30 Nov 15
Deadline information:
Posted date: 28 Aug 15
Award type: Technology innovation/development, Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.mazak-f.or.jp/eng/05.html
Application form: http://www.mazak-f.or.jp/eng/application_form_01_en.doc

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Machine Learning; Control Systems; Manufacturing & Industrial Engineering; Intelligent Robotics; Automation & Control Engineering

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Mazak Foundation
1-131 Takeda Oguchi-Chio
Niwa-gun
Aichi Pref. 480-0197
Tel: +81 587 956 874
Email: mazak@lilac.ocn.ne.jp

RESEARCH PAPERS
Mazak Foundation

Description:
The Mazak Foundation invites applications for its commendation programme for research papers. The foundation provides commendations for research papers in new technologies related to the machine tool industry and machine tools. Each applicant must be a college or graduate school student, or a person under 35 years of age, who belongs to a research institute engaged in research activities or a job in industrialisation.

Closing date: 30 Nov 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 28 Aug 15
Award type: Prizes, Young investigator awards, Academic-Industry links
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.mazak-f.or.jp/eng/05.html

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Manufacturing & Industrial Engineering; Control Systems; Machine Learning; Intelligent Robotics; Automation & Control Engineering

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Email: mazak@lilac.ocn.ne.jp
INTERNATIONAL ENGAGEMENT BURSARIES
Archives and Records Association UK and Ireland

Description:
The Archives and Records Association UK and Ireland invites applications for its international engagement bursaries. These enable archivists, records managers and conservators to undertake international activities such as the following:

- attending international conferences;
- training that assists members in establishing international networks and enables them to take advantage of the global workplace;
- carrying out international roles;
- international projects.

Applications are accepted from members of the association who have not received a bursary in the last three years.

Bursaries are worth up to £1,000 each.

Closing date: 30 Nov 15
Deadline information: Applications should be made at least six months prior to the proposed activity. Deadlines on: 30 November 2015, 31 March 2016, 31 May 2016, and repeated annually.
Posted date: 02 Feb 15

Award type: Personal development, Financial aid for postgraduate students, Travel to conferences, meetings etc., Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: £1,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.archives.org.uk/ara-in-action/international-bursaries.html
Application form: http://www.archives.org.uk/images/documents/ARA_International_Engagement_Bursaries_Application_Form_copy.doc

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
Archiving; Libraries & Information Science

Contact Details
ARA
Prioryfield House
20 Canon Street
Taunton TA1 1SW
Email: membership@archives.org.uk

RESEARCH PROJECT GRANTS
Gerda Henkel Foundation

Description:
The Gerda Henkel Foundation invites proposals for its research project grants. These support personnel, travel, materials and other costs for research in the historical humanities, particularly within the fields of archaeology, art history, historical Islamic studies, history, history of law, history of science, prehistory and early history.

Applications are generally open to universities and other research institutes or comparable institutions, as well as those made by one or several PhDs or scholars with postdoctoral
Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines

History of Law & Justice; Archaeology; History of Science; History of Architecture; History of Art; Islamic Studies; Ancient History

Contact Details

Gerda Henkel Stiftung
Malkastenstrasse 15
40211 Düsseldorf
Tel: +49 211 936 524 ext 0
Fax: +49 211 9365 24 ext 44
Email: hofeditz@gerda-henkel-stiftung.de

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines

History of Law & Justice; Archaeology; History of Science; History of Architecture; History of Art; Islamic Studies; Ancient History

Contact Details

Gerda Henkel Stiftung
Malkastenstrasse 15
40211 Düsseldorf
Tel: +49 211 936 524 ext 0
Fax: +49 211 9365 24 ext 44
Email: hofeditz@gerda-henkel-stiftung.de

SCHOLARSHIPS

Australian Rangeland Society

Description:

The Australian Rangeland Society invites applications for its scholarships. These support members of the society in studying within the field of rangeland management either within Australia or overseas.

Applicants must be members of the society for at least 12 months. Applicants are particularly encouraged from persons with no organisational support.

The total budget is AU$6,000 and one or more grants will be awarded.

Closing date: 30 Nov 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 06 May 15

Award type: Student awards, Financial aid for postgraduate students, Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: $6,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: $6,000

Website:
Application form:

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines

Agricultural Land Management; Wildlife Management
RESEARCH GRANTS

Association for the Scientific Study of Anomalous Phenomena

Description:
The Association for the Scientific Study of Anomalous Phenomena invites applications for its research grants. These support small projects that study anomalous phenomena.

The grants are available to individuals or groups. There are no membership requirements for applicants from the UK, but applicants from outside the UK must be full members of ASSAP.

Grants may be used for purposes such as literature research costs, equipment hire, expenses, overnight investigations, expert consultation, magnetic anomaly detector system hire and expenses, data analysis or conferences, workshops, educational or training events. Grants are typically in the order of £100.

Closing date: 30 Nov 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 19 Aug 15
Award type: Hosting conferences, Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Publish, edit, translate, disseminate, Equipment and materials
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website:
http://www.assap.ac.uk/newsite/htmlfiles/Research.html
Application form:
http://www.assap.ac.uk/newsite/Docs/GrantApplication.pdf

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines

Cosmology & Extragalactic Astronomy; Magnetism & Electromagnetism; Mysticism & Spirituality

Contact Details

ASSAP
PO Box 371
Stroud GL6 1EL
Email: research@assap.ac.uk
Description:
The Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada invites applications for its partnership development grants. These enable new or existing partnerships to either develop research in the social sciences and humanities, or to design and test new partnership approaches for research that may result in practices or models that can be adapted by others or be scaled up to a regional, national or international level. Funding is available for existing partnerships to foster new research distinct from the partnerships previous activities, or for new partnerships to foster new research in its initial stages. Projects should respond to the objectives of the council’s insight or connection programme, or a combination thereof.

Applications must be submitted by project directors on behalf of their partners. The director must be affiliated with a Canadian postsecondary institution or non-profit organisation, while partners may be Canadian or international institutions or organisations of any type. At least one partner must be a Canadian postsecondary institution and at least one must be different from the grant funds administrator. Co-applicants may be individuals from Canadian postsecondary institutions, non-profit organisations, philanthropic foundations, think tanks and municipal, territorial or provincial governments, or international postsecondary institutions. Individuals from the private sector or federal government may only participate as collaborators.

Each grant is worth between CA$75,000 and CA$200,000 over one to three years.

Closing date: 30 Nov 15
Deadline information: Applications due by 8pm ET.
Posted date: 06 Aug 15
Award type: Institutional development,
Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: $200,000
Award amount min: $75,000
Award budget total: -


Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any
Country of applicant institution: Canada

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Humanities; Social Sciences

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
Tel: +1 613 943 1007
Email: partnershipgrants@sshrc-crsh.gc.ca
COMMUNITY AND COLLEGE SOCIAL INNOVATION FUND
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada – Conseil de Recherches en Sciences Humaines

Description:
The Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada invites applications for its community and college social innovation fund. This enables Canada’s colleges and polytechnics to increase their capacity to work with communities, with the goal of developing partnerships that foster social innovation in areas such as education, integration of vulnerable populations and community development. Students should meaningfully participate in the proposed projects, which may be built upon existing or new partnerships.

Projects must aim to develop research and related activities in the social sciences and humanities, and to design and test new partnership approaches for research or related activities that may result in best practices or models that either can be adapted by others or have the potential to be scaled up to a regional, national or international level.

Applications must be prepared and submitted by a project director on behalf of the host institution, which should be a Canadian college, institute, polytechnic or a general and vocational college, and on behalf of the formal partnership. The partnership should exist between the host institution and at least one other partner organisation, of which at least one must be a Canadian postsecondary institution and at least one must be different from the institution or organisation that administers the funds. The partnership may be between academic institutions, or between one or more non-academic partner organisations. Partnerships with the private, public or non-profit sectors are encouraged.

The total budget is CA$15 million. Each award provides up to CA$200,000 plus an additional 20 per cent to offset overhead costs, administrative costs, reduction in course load for full time college staff and some salary support for part time college faculty staff. The project period is between one and three years.

Closing date: 30 Nov 15
Deadline information: Applications due by 8pm ET.
Posted date: 06 Aug 15
Award type: Institutional development, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: $240,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: $15,000,000
Website: http://www.sshrc-crsh.gc.ca/funding-financement/programmes/social_innovation-innovation_sociale-eng.aspx

Application form: https://webapps.nserc.ca/SSHRC/faces/logon.jsp?lang=en_CA

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Country of applicant institution: Canada

Disciplines
Humanities; Social Sciences

Contact Details
Tel: +1 613 943 1007
Email: partnershipgrants@sshrc-crsh.gc.ca
FIELD CENTRE GRANTS
Royal Geographical Society (with the Institute of British Geographers)

Description:
The Royal Geographical Society (with the Institute of British Geographers) invites applications for its field centre grants. These support field research on an important geographical topic at international field centres. Preference is given to research conducted at field centres in some of the world’s poorest countries.

Lead applicants must be UK nationals with a proven research record. Projects must demonstrate the involvement of in-country, early-career field scientists.

Grants are worth £5,000 each.

Award amount max: £5,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.rgs.org/OurWork/Grants/Expedition+fieldwork+and+independent+travel+grants/Field+Centre+Grants.htm

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: United Kingdom
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Geography

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
RGS-IBG
1 Kensington Gore
London SW7 2AR
Tel: +44 20 7591 3073
Fax: +44 20 7591 3031
Email: grants@rgs.org
OPPORTUNITIES FOR DECEMBER 2015

VIRGINIA HENDERSON CLINICAL RESEARCH GRANT
Sigma Theta Tau International

Description:
Sigma Theta Tau International invites applications from members for the Virginia Henderson clinical research grant. This encourages the research career development of clinically based nurses through support of clinically oriented research.

Applicants must be registered nurses who are actively involved in some aspect of health care delivery, education or research in a clinical setting. They should hold a master’s or doctoral degree or be enrolled in a doctoral programme.

One grant of up to US$5,000 is available to support a project that is completed within one year of the award date.

Closing date: 01 Dec 15
Deadline information: This call is repeated every 2 years.
Posted date: 03 Dec 13
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators
Award amount max: $5,000
Award amount min: -

Award budget total: -
Website:
http://www.nursingsociety.org/Research/Grants/Pages/grant_VHL.aspx

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
Oncology Nursing; Primary Care; Clinical Medicine; Nursing Education; Palliative Nursing; Paediatric Nursing; Nurse Practitioners; Nursing; Public Health, Health Services & Primary Care; Medical Informatics & Telemedicine; Geriatric Nursing

Contact Details
 Sigma Theta Tau International
550 West North Street
Indianapolis, IN 46202
Tel: +1 317 634 8171
Fax: +1 317 634 8188
Email: research@stti.iupui.edu

RESEARCH GRANTS
American Association for Hand Surgery

Description:
The American Association for Hand Surgery invites applications for its research grants. These grants are intended to foster creativity and innovation in basic or clinical research in all areas pertinent to hand surgery. One grant, to the amount of $10,000, will be made for a one-year period. It is available to all AAHS members, residents, and fellows. One of up to
three co-investigators must be an active or affiliate AAHS member.

Closing date: 01 Dec 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 19 May 11
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award amount max: $10,000
Award budget total: -
Website: http://handsurgery.org/grants/research.cgi

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines

Plastic & Reconstructive Surgery; General Surgery; Clinical Medicine

Contact Details

AAHS Administrative Office
900 Cummings Center
Suite 221-U
Beverly
MA 01915
Tel: +1 978 927 8330
Fax: +1 978 524 8890

GRANTS TO INSTITUTIONS IN THE SOUTH FOR JOINT RESEARCH PROJECTS
Third World Network of Scientific Organizations

Description:
The Third World Network of Scientific Organizations invites applications from institutions in the south for its grants for joint research projects. This scheme aims to encourage and foster cooperation between research centres in the south. Grants support projects in both basic and applied fields, including:

- biotechnology;
- new materials;
- microelectronics, information technology;
- space technology;
- new and renewable energies;
- biodiversity, soil erosion and desertification;
- floods and earthquakes;
- atmospheric pollution;
- toxic and chemical waste;
- fresh water resources, safe drinking water;
- nanotechnology;
- medicinal plants and natural product chemistry.

Proposals may be submitted by groups of two to three research institutions from science and technology-lagging developing countries. At least one institution per proposal must be located in a least developed country.

Grants are worth up to US$30,000 over two years and may be used to purchase equipment and consumables, specialised literature and research supplies, to cover travel costs for exchange visits and for the organisation of small training and research workshops.

Closing date: 01 Dec 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
**S**

**MALL GRANTS**

*International Visegrad Fund*

**Description:**

The International Visegrad Fund invites applications for its small grants.

These support projects in cultural cooperation, scientific exchange and research, education, youth exchange, cross-border cooperation and promotion of tourism. There are no preferences for the specific contents of a project.

Any organisation or natural person in the world may apply, though projects must include entities from at least three, and preferably four, V4 countries (Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia). Cross-border projects may involve a minimum of two different V4 countries. Most recipients are non-governmental organisations, municipalities, schools or other public institutions.

The annual budget is €640,000. Funding is worth up to €6,000 per grant and will cover a maximum of 80 per cent of eligible costs. Projects may last for up to six months.

**Closing date: 01 Dec 15**

**Deadline information:** Applications due by 12 noon CET. Deadlines on: 1 December 2015, 1 March 2016, 1 June 2016, 1 September 2016, and repeated annually.

**Posted date: 13 Jun 14**

**Award type:** Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Networking/collaboration

---

**Issue 23: Volume 1a – Grants from External Donors (October - December, 2015)**

**Posted date: 07 Aug 14**

**Award type:** Hosting conferences, Travel for research purposes, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Equipment and materials, Networking/collaboration

**Award amount max:** $30,000

**Award amount min:** -

**Award budget total:** -

**Website:** [http://twnso.org/grants.html](http://twnso.org/grants.html)

**Application form:** [http://twnso.org/docs/TWNSO_JRP_W06.doc](http://twnso.org/docs/TWNSO_JRP_W06.doc)

**Eligibility profile**

----------------------------------------------

Country of applicant institution: Lower-Middle-Income countries, Low Income countries, Upper-Middle-Income countries

**Disciplines**

----------------------------------------------

Seismology & Seismic Waves; Natural Hazards & Disasters; Pure Mathematics; Biotechnology; Physical Sciences and Engineering; Materials Sciences; Nanotechnology; Hazardous Materials & Waste; Universe Sciences; Environmental Conservation & Biodiversity; Earth Sciences; Microelectronics; Electrical & Electronic Engineering; Waste Management & Disposal; Biological Sciences; Atmospheric Chemistry & Composition; Environmental Science; Water Quality Engineering; Freshwater Ecology & Limnology; Chemistry; Physics; Folk, Complementary & Alternative Medicine; Erosion; Renewable Energy Engineering; Desert & Arid Regions; Applied Mathematics; Atmospheric Sciences; Computer Science & Informatics; Agriculture

**Contact Details**

----------------------------------------------

TWNSO
c/o ICTP
Strada Costiera 11
34014 Trieste
Tel: +39 040 2240 685
Fax: +39 040 2240 689
Email: info@twnso.org
Award amount max: €6,000
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: €640,000
Website: http://visegradfund.org/grants/small-grants/
Application form: http://my.visegradfund.org/small

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------------------
Political Science; Youth & Adolescents; Sociology; History; European Studies; History of Science; Cultural Studies; Russian Language; Central European Literature; Central European History; Built Environment & Spatial Planning; Multicultural & Cross-Cultural Studies; Economics & Econometrics; Social & Cultural Geography; Politics & International Studies; Schools Policy & Politics; Knowledge Management; Eastern European Literature; Central European Languages; Economic Development; Regional Planning & Policy; European Union, Policy & Politics; Social Work & Social Policy; Curriculum & Pedagogy Theory; Politics & Economics of Eastern Europe; European Economic Integration; Sociology of Science & Technology; Cultural History; Social Policy; Eastern European Languages; Eastern European History; Cultural Heritage; Recreation, Leisure & Tourism; History of Engineering & Technology; Education; International Relations & Diplomacy

Contact Details
----------------------------------------------
International Visegrad Fund
Kráľovské údolie 8
811 02 Bratislava
Tel: +421 259 203 811
Fax: +421 259 203 805
Email: visegradfund@visegradfund.org

PROJEC? GRANTS TO VISUAL ARTISTS
Canada Council for the Arts – Conseil des Arts du Canada

Description:
The Canada Council for the Arts invites applications for its project grants to visual artists. These support professional visual artists who are pursuing independent research periods or the creation and production of artworks for public exhibitions in Canada and abroad.

Applicants must be Canadian citizens or permanent residents, but do not need to be living in Canada at the time of application. They must be professional visual artists who have produced an independent body of work, had at least three public exhibitions of work over a three-year period, and have maintained an independent professional practice for at least three years after specialised training. Artists may submit collaborative applications as two or three visual artists working together on a long-term basis.

Grants are worth up to CA$20,000 each to cover artists’ subsistence costs and direct project expenses.

Closing date: 01 Dec 15
Deadline information: Applications due by 1 December, annually. If a deadline falls on a weekend or statutory holiday, applications are due on the next business day. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 08 Apr 15
Award type: Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Publish, edit, translate, disseminate,
Equipment and materials,
Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: $20,000
Website: http://canadacouncil.ca/en/council/grants/find-a-grant/grants/project-grants-to-visual-artists
Application form: https://go.canadacouncil.ca/index.aspx?l=e

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines

Visual Arts

Contact Details

Tel: +1 613 566 4414 ext 5265
Email: michel.gaboury@canadacouncil.ca

WELFARE GRANTS
PetPlan Charitable Trust

Description:
PetPlan Charitable Trust invites applications for its welfare grants. These support charities that are committed to improving animal care and welfare.

The trust offers four categories of funding:

- one major welfare grant of up to £20,000 towards an innovative project in animal care;
- up to £40,000 allocated for general grants of between £5,000 and £7,500;
- up to £40,000 allocated for general grants of up to £5,000;
- grants to assist with vehicle purchase.

General grants may cover neutering, kennelling costs and veterinary fees, but the trust will not fund general overheads.

Applicants must have registered charity status.

Closing date: 05 Dec 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 30 Sep 14
Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc

Award amount max: £20,000
Award amount min: £5,000
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.petplantrust.org/articles.php?id=41&naviId=4&subnaviId=1&page=Welfare%20Grants
Application form: https://petplan.grantapps.net/form1/

Eligibility profile

Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines

Veterinary Medicine; Companion Animals; Biological Sciences; Laboratory Animals; Animal Care; Livestock & Animal Science

Contact Details

PetPlan Charitable Trust
Great West House (GW2)
Great West Road
Brentford TW8 9EG
Tel: +44 20 8580 8013
Email: catherine.bourg@allianz.co.uk
GRANTS IN HERPETOLOGY  
Society for the Study of Amphibians and Reptiles

Description:
The Society for the Study of Amphibians and Reptiles invites applications under its grants in herpetology program. This program is intended to provide financial support for deserving individuals or organizations involved in herpetological research, education or conservation. Grant proposals will be considered in the following categories:

- conservation of amphibians or reptiles: research on species endangered or threatened at the state, national or international level or research on potentially threatened habitats or species or on introduced injurious species;
- field research: addressing needs for field station fees or equipment and materials in field oriented projects or the field work portions of broader studies, including in-situ behavioral studies, ecological, life history or sexual selection studies;
- laboratory research: addressing needs for equipment or materials in laboratory projects or laboratory portions of broader projects, including studies in behavior, biochemistry, molecular biology, biomechanics or physiology;
- herpetological education: addressing an educational project or start up support for an educational program in a zoo, museum, park, nature center, regional herpetological society;
- travel: addressing support for travel to field study sites near or far or to utilize distant collections or facilities;
- international: addressing needs in any of the above five categories, but applicants must be from countries where herpetological research has historically been underfunded.

All applicants must be students, and must be members of the SSAR with the exception of those applying for support of regional herpetological society projects or those applying in the international category.

Closing date: 15 Dec 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. This call is repeated once a year.
Posted date: 22 Nov 10
Award type: Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Equipment and materials
Award budget total: -
Website: [http://www.ssarherps.org/pages/GIH.php](http://www.ssarherps.org/pages/GIH.php)

Eligibility profile
----------------------------------
Country of applicant institution: Any

Disciplines
----------------------------------
Education; Environmental Conservation & Biodiversity; Environmental Education; Ethology; Ecology; Herpetology; Environmental Science; Animal Ecology & Habitats; Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Biological Sciences

Contact Details
----------------------------------
SSAR Grants-in-Herpetology
Departments of Environmental Studies & Biology
Elon University
Elon, North Carolina 27244
Tel: +1 336 278 6229
Fax: +1 336 278 2227
Email: jkapfer@elon.edu
PHYSICIAN AND PUBLIC AWARENESS PROPOSALS
ResMed Foundation

Description:
The ResMed Foundation invites proposals for its physician and public awareness grants. These promote the awareness and knowledge of the inherent dangers of untreated sleep-disordered breathing among sleep specialists, primary-care physicians, educators and the general public.

Each recipient must have tax-exempt status in their country, and must be a not-for-profit organisation. Grants are typically limited to US$10,000.

Closing date: 15 Dec 15
Deadline information: Deadlines on: 15 December 2015, 15 June 2016, and repeated annually.
Posted date: 20 Oct 14
Award type: Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.resmedfoundation.org/funding/scientific-meetings.php

Application form:
http://www.resmedfoundation.org/documents/Public%20Awareness%20Cover%20Sheet.doc

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any

Contact Details
ResMed Foundation
7514 Girard Avenue
Suite 1-343
La Jolla CA 92037
Tel: +1 858 361 0755
Email: kristib@resmedfoundation.org

Disciplines
Diabetes; Human Metabolism; Sleep & Sleep Disorders; Biological Sciences; Cardiology; Physiology; Pregnancy & Birth; Chronic Care; Cardiovascular Diseases; Diagnostic Sciences; Myocardial Infarction (Heart Attack); Human Biological Sciences; Respiratory Medicine; Obesity

CENTRAL CALL FOR PROPOSALS
London School of Economics and Political Science

Description:
The International Growth Centre, based at the London School of Economics and Political Science, invites proposals for its central call on growth policies in developing countries. This supports high-calibre research projects relevant to growth policies in developing countries within the four themes of state effectiveness, firm capabilities, cities and energy. Two programmes are available: the research programme that focuses on the production of cutting-edge and policy-relevant academic research on economic growth; the country programme that commissions top-quality research on economic growth to address the specific policy needs of the IGC’s partner countries.

Individuals or a group of researchers based anywhere in the world may apply. Applicants
must indicate whether the project is managed by an individual researcher or an institution, which may be a university, research institute or non-governmental organisation. Funding for the research programme is only provided to institutions, and researchers seeking support from it are encouraged to discuss their proposals with the relevant country team prior to application. The IGC’s partner countries include: Bangladesh; Ethiopia; Ghana; India, Central and Bihar; Liberia; Myanmar; Mozambique; Pakistan; Rwanda; Sierra Leone; South Sudan; Tanzania; Uganda; Zambia. Proposals for work in Kenya, Nigeria, Malawi and Afghanistan are also welcomed.

Funding covers fees, services, expenses such as equipment and overhead costs. Projects administered through an institution may receive up to 15 per cent funding for overhead costs.

Closing date: 21 Dec 15 (Forecast)
Deadline information: !! Call has not yet been announced by funder, but this is the approximate deadline we expect. Proposals due by 11.59pm GMT. This call is repeated 2 times a year.

Award type: Directed grants for individual investigators, Directed grants to institutions, research groups etc, Development (Africa/Caribbean)
Award amount max: -
Award amount min: -
Award budget total: -
Website: http://www.theigc.org/research-themes/funding/igc-call-for-proposals/

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
Development Studies
Contact Details
Email: igc.research@lse.ac.uk

EDUCATIONAL GRANT
European Society of Regional Anaesthesia and Pain Therapy

Description:
The European Society of Regional Anaesthesia and Pain Therapy invites applications for its educational grant. This supports participation in a teaching programme at an approved training institution in regional anaesthesia and pain medicine in Europe for a duration of at least three months.

Applications are open to members from all over the world, who have spent a minimal amount of time in their speciality and are in at least their third year of medical specialisation. Priority will be given to anaesthesiologists coming from countries that lack the financial infrastructures needed for education in regional anaesthesia, including some eastern European and African nations.

Grants consist of a fixed reimbursement of €1,000 for travel expenses prior to the start of the programme. An additional grant, ranging between €500 and €1,000 per month, will be provided for a period of a minimum of three months and a maximum of six months. The grant is worth a maximum of €3,000 plus travel expenses, whether for three or six months.

Closing date: 31 Dec 15
Posted date: 17 Feb 15
Award type: Travel for research purposes, Directed grants for individual investigators, Networking/collaboration
Award amount max: €4,000
Award budget total: -
Website: http://esraeurope.org/education/grants/

Eligibility profile
Country of applicant institution: Any
Disciplines
Anaesthesiology; Pain Management

Contact Details
ESRA
7 Rue Daubin
1203 Geneva
Tel: +41 22 510 5610
Fax: +41 22 510 5614
Email: office@esraeurope.org

Application form:
http://esraeurope.org/assets/medias/2014/12/Form-B-application-form-for-applicants-ESRA-Educational-Grants.docx